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Mr. Dean Skiles Mr. Augusto Guerra. Superintendent of Schools 
Mr. Augusto Guerra succeeded Mr. Dean Skiles as superin-
tendent of PSJA District chis year. Mr. Guerra cook over the 
pose after midterm when the 
9chool Board 
unanimously appointed him to the position. Mr. Skiles took 
over a similar role at the Seminole School District. 
Pictured at right is Mr. F. P. Benavides. school attorney. 
School Board members for the 1973-74 chool year arc left co right Mr. 
Robert Martinez, Mr. Hector Palacios. Mr. Dario Martinez. Mr. D,in 
Ramirez, president, Mr. Eloy Hernandez. Mr. Paul Wagner and Mr. 
Octaviano Gonzalez. 
Miss Geraldine P,1lmer, Secretary 
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Heading PSJ A High School are Mr. Erne to Alvarado. prin• 
cipal. Felipe Alanis. John McKeever and Le lie Whitlock. a -
istant principals. The 
Administration 
also ha . Weslev Van Matre. as head of the Vocational Depart-
ment. These men together with the counselors and secretaries 
keep the school running. 
Mr. Alvarado, our principal, starts off his second year 
right by howing support for the bears and attending 
pep rallies. 
Mr. Badillo at top photo talks to Juniors and 
Sophomores about Boy's State. In bottom 















Eleven hundred plus are participating in the seven exist-
ing business classes chis year. The 
Business 
personnel's favorite phrase is 'Nothing ever happens in 
business until somebody sells something.' 
Mr. Hallock and his sweet smile are always prepared to 




Marjorie Mc eil 
Gloria Potter 
Luisa Serna 
Mrs. Rodriguez gets a kick from watching her stu-
dents type mistakes. 
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oice of PSJA" was brought back this year much to evcn·bod) · content. The 
English 
department also added a new course called College Prep which i recommended for tho 
e in the ophomore. junior. 
and senior lewl who are plann111g to enter college. Ehgibilit~· depend · on high achievem
ent scores in English or 
recommendations bv a teacher. 
Donna Adams 
Hilda C.rno 
Deanna CJ tillo 
Jennifer Clanon 






1rs. Billings tells a student. "Will 
you stop following me around?" 
Bounou chuckles over Chaucer. 
Mr . Castillo gets the point across. 
ora Gonzalez 
Gwynth Deuel, aide 
Olivia Trevino, aide 
These are the 
Librarians 
of PSJ A. 
Flora MacGonigle 






Pl.i, . spee.:hes and pdl111g bees were ,1 few oi the activine . The 
department participated in to be activeh inYoh-ed in school ,1ctiYities. Mn. 
Estela Trigo. chi. ye.1r·s UIL Co-ordin,itor. 
rook UIL participants to ,1 workshop in K111gs,·ille co prep.ire for compettti




Roberta Quick all 
Fernando Rendon 
Estela Trigo 
Mr. Earls solemnh talks O\'er the mike presenting 
··The Leader .. while Mr. Gutierrez is pensi,e about 
winning UIL Debate. 
Head Athletic Director Ma:oo. Cantu 
after the We laco game. 
A new coaching staff was re-establi hed in the 
Health & Physical Education 
department after the resignation of previous coaches right before the 
school year started. The department, which also teaches health classes, 





S, !via avarro 







Six new teachers were added to make the sum total of thr 
History 







E. J. Ballew 
Jack Price rules with an iron fist in 
study hall while George MacGonigle 
discusses a lesson in history. 
Mr. Villarreal is all smiles. 












Enrollment has increa ed tremen-
dously during rhe past two Year 111 
rhe 
Home Economics 
department. Family Living. Child 
Development and Home fanagemenr 
classes ha,·e really sparked up ince 
they ·ve become co-ed. FHA starred 
rhe year off acri,·ely by painting num-
bers on the faculry parking lot spaces. 
a task rhe faculty and administration 
were thankful for. 
Mrs. Dori Tyson ,1ppears to be 
gi,ing someone rhe special 
.. Look oi Low:· 
Mr. Gracie Champion ,md 1rs. Chris Willingham get ,1 head start on 







Mrs. JanLt DO\ le and Mrs. Charles Clagett sponsored 
umber ensc and Slide Rule. respectively. in compcti • 
tion. The 
Math 
department. headed by Mrs. hirlcy aulsbury. added 
two new courses to it program this ,car. They arc 
Fundamentals Mathematics and I.A. 3&:4. 
Popular Mr. Gonzaba 1s very well known as a Math 
teacher. 
William McClure 





The chool band provide mu ic not only for school 
occa ions but also for the community. This year tudent 
demand created 
Band ':4 " and Band "8 " 
Band member also fa hioned new uniform to add to 
their attire. 
William Bender Leesa Todd 
Mr. Bender rehearses with Do-re-mi-fa-so-la-ti ... 
Mr. C watches his band disappear right after the half when all band mem-
bers head straight to the stands thirsting for a coke. 
ewest addition to the band per-
sonnel is Mrs. J. Green, in top 
photo. Mr. G. Saenz, in bottom 





Dissections, aquariums, snake col-
lections and experiments are a few of 
the things you might see in a visit to 
the 
Science 
department. Field trips and exhibits 
are also a part of the program which 
includes Biology and Chemistry. 









Edena Cantu. nurse 








Mr. Garcia seems to have a bit of a problem. 
Vcl monal Progr,1m development and guid,1nce coun cling h,1vc improved cn·1ccs and chan red attitudes. With a prcregtstration count of 920, the 
Vocafional 
dq,,1rcmcnt enrcllment kvrockctcd. Pre enc f,1cilicie have room for only 750 tudents so the vocational program must e:-.pand to meet the present needs. 








Mi s Alaniz seems to know what 
he i doing. 
Mr. Tyson knows chat playing 
around is bad. 
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Elias Olivarez Jr ... Bear Memories 
senior year ... Boys State House of 
Rep ... Who's Who Among Ameri-
can Key Club two years ... Mr. 
Pan American 1974 ... Rotary Boy 
Jan ... Science Club two years ... 
Student Council three years ... 
MOD Walker ... UIL two years ... 
Poetry Interpretation two years 
... National Soph. Rep ... Junior 
Rep ... Chm. Financial Comm. 
Who's Who ... is made up of five percent of the graduating class. They are 
selected by the faculty and are students who have maintained an average of 
88 or better during their entire high school career. they are also chosen on 
leadership and participation in school and community activities. This year 
27 students were chosen ... Elias Olivarez Jr ... Maria Noelia Saldana ... 
Corina Garcia ... Jose Luis Maldanado ... Sofia Arispe ... Barbara Black-
well ... Victor Raul Moran ... Maria I. Vallescas ... Roberto Cantu Jr ... 
Graciela Carr ... Orfelinda Palacios ... Randall Lynn Wagner ... Karen L. 
Mettlach ... Noel Ysaguirre ... Eloy L. Trevino ... Jesus Campos ... Con-
cepcion De Leon ... Raul David Daniels ... Elva Hernandez ... Jane Ellen 
Parks ... Bertha N. Champion ... Marilyn May Jeske ... Mario Zuniga ... 
Rebecca Ann Hensley ... Marcus Rex Ferris ... Arnoldo Mata ... David 
Ruben Balli. 
Corina Garcia ... Mu Alpha Theta 
... two years NHS two years ... 
Rotary Girl Sept ... Student Coun 
cil three years ... VOE lab senior 
year ... Pres ... Senior Class Rep. 
Maria Noelia Saldana ... Mu Al-
pha Theta two years ... NHS two 
years ... Vice Pres ... Pan Ameri-
can Club two years ... Pres ... 
Rotary Girl ... Student Council 
senior year ... V.P. 
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Jose Luis Maldanado ... Band 
three years ... Librarian and asst. 
drum mj ... Outstanding band stu-
dent ... All-Region Band ... Band 
Beau ... Boys' State junior year .. . 
Mr. FfA senior year ... Mu Alpha 
Theta two years ... Science club 
three years ... V .P. Pan Am club 
senior year .. . 
Sofia Arispe ... Mu Alpha Theta 
two years .. . NHS senior year .. . 
Student Council three years .. . 
V.P. and Pres . . . MOD .. . Chair-
man ... Student of the Month Sept 
... Pres. of the Senior Class ... 
Barbara Blackwell ... Cheerleader 
soph. year . . . Bear Memories two 
years, Ad Manager senior year .. . 
DECA senior year . .. Ff A junior 
year ... National Honor Society 
senior year . .. Science Club two 
years ... TCIT's three years, scrap-
book junior year, secretary senior 
year ... 
Victor Raul Moran ... Boys' State 
junior year ... Mu Alpha Theta 
two years ... Rotary Boy Oct ... 
Varsity tennis three years ... Soph. 
Class Pres ... Student Council 
Pres ... 
Maria I. Villescas ... Mu Alpha 
Theta two years ... Sec ... NHS 
two years ... Treas ... Student 
Council two years . . UIL three 
years ... Ff A senior year ... 
Rotary Girl Feb ... 
Robert Cantu Jr ... Chess Club 
Vice Pres.Junior Year ... Pres. Sr. 
Year Mu Alpha Theta Junior year 
Treas. Sr. Year ... Pres. Sr. V ,.ar 
... Rotary Boy IVlay ... Science 
Club Jr. and Sr. Year Student 0f 
the Month Nov ... UIL Soph. 
Junior and Sr. Year ... Y.S.R. Ad-
visory Council Voices of PSJA ... 
Editor Sr. Year ... 
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Graciela Carr ... FNA three years 
... Treas ... Student Council sen-
ior year ... NHS senior year. 
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Orfelinda Palacios ... Bearettes 
three years ... Sgt ... Lieu ... 
Left Guide ... Bear's Tale two 
years ... Editor-in-Chief ... Quill 
and Scroll two years ... Pan Am 
Club senior year ... Student Coun-
cil two years ... Pub. Ch airman ... 
UIL journ. two years. 
Randall Lynn Wagner ... Key Club 
two years ... NHS two years ... 
Rotary Boy ... Science Club three 
years ... Treas ... Student Council 
senior year ... Ex ec. Board ... 
Track ... Mgr. Drama senior year 
... Mr. Spirit ... TCTT Beau. 
Karen L. Mettlach ... Band three 
years ... twirler senior year ... !CT 
two years ... UIL Band Ensemble 
senior year ... VICA two years. 
Noel Ysaguirre ... UIL Drama 
senior year ... Chess Club two 
years. 
Eloy L. Trevino ... Boys State sen-
ior year ... Mu Alpha Theta senior 
year NHS two years ... Pan Am. 
Club senior year ... Science Club 
two years Student Council two 
years ... UIL two years ... Who's 
Who senior year. 
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Jesus Campos ... Sophomore Box-
ing ... three years ... Track three 
years . .. Sophomore class repre-
sentative ... Junior ... U.l.L. Slide 
Rule, three years ... Senior U.I.L. 
one year, Science ... Senior Class 
Vice-president. 
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Concepcion DeLeon ... DECA 
pres ., one year . .. FHA, one year 
... FNA, two years ... Girl's Choir 
two years ... Rotary Girl for Dec 
. .. UIL, one year . .. VIL Short-
hand, one year. 
Raul David Daniel . . . NHS , one 
year . . . Science Club , three years 
.. . Student Council, one year .. . 
UIL, one year. 
Elva Hernandez ... Band, three 
years ... Mu Alpha Theta, two 
years ... Pan American Club, one 
year ... Rotary Girl for Nov-: .. 
Science Club, one year ... Student 
Council, VIL, two years. 
Jane Ellen Parks ... Band, three 
years ... Band Sweetheart ... Key-
ettes, two years ... NHS, one 
year ... Student Council, one year. 
Bertha Noelia Champion ... Bear 
Memories, co-editor, two years ... 
Quill and Scroll, one year ... FHA, 
two years ... NHS, one year ... 
Pan American Club, one year. 
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Marilyn Jeske ... Band, three years 
... Girls State, one year ... Con-
cert Choir, three years ... Mu Al-
pha Theta, two years ... NHS, two 
years ... Rotary Girl for March. 
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Mario Zuniga ... Key Club, one 
year ... Mu Alpha Theta, two years 
... NHS, one year ... Science 
Club, two years ... Student Coun-
cil, two years. 
Rebecca Ann Hensley ... Girl's 
State Alternate, one year ... Cheer-
leader, two years ... Keyettes, two 
years ... Mu Alpha Theta, two 
years ... NHS, one year ... Rotary 
Girl, one year ... UIL Number 
Sense ... Basketball Sweetheart. 
Marcus Ferris . Jaycees Award 
second team, two years ... Foot-
ball ... Bear of the Week. 
Arnoldo Mata ... Bear's Tale, two 
years ... Chess Club, two years ... 
Mu Alpha Theta, two years ... Sci-
ence Club, one year ... Student 
Council, one year ... UIL, three 
years. 
David Balli ... Football three 
years-One letter-Defensive Corner-
back All Valley Scholastic Foot-
ball Team ... Outstanding Defen-
sive Player senior year ... Baseball 
two years-2 letters-Centerfield-
Captain senior year ... Pan Ameri-
can Club senior year. 
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Sophia Arispe, below, was September Student of The Month,Judy Hancock, 
right, October. 
Outstanding seniors were chosen by 
the PSJA faculty as 
Students of the Month 
These seniors were honored for 
their attitude, participation, school 
spirit, distinguished scholarship and 
civic leadership. 
Howard Wilhite, far left, was De-
cember Student of the Month while 
Noel Ysaguirre, middle left, repre-
sented January. Mary, left, was for 




Nine couples were chosen by the 
faculty as this year's 
Rotary Couples. 
The eighteen students, two each 
rnonth for the school year, were 
chosen on the basis of the four 
Way Test. T ~ it the Truth? ... Is it 
the Fair to all concerned? ... Will 
it build Good Will? and Better 
Friendship? ... Will it be Benefi-
cial to all concerned? 
September Rotary student, pic-
tured above is Corina Garcia. Not 
shown is Billy Cain. October Rotary 
students are pictured at top right, 
Victor Moran and Mary Saldana. 
December Rotary students are pic-
tured in middle photo. They are 
Joe Perez and Connie De Leon. 
March Rotary students are pictured 
at right Marilyn Jeske and Howard 
Wilhite. 
November Rotary students pictured 
at left are Elva Hernandez and Al-
bert Garcia.January Rotary stu-
dents are pictured in center photo. 
They are Rosanne Smith and Eli 
Olivarez. February Rotary students 
pictured at center right are Joe 
Gazca and Isabel Villescas. 
April Rotary students pictured at 
center left are Randy Wagner and 
Becky Hensley. May Rotary stu-
dents are pictured above. They are 
Cathy Barber and Robert Cantu. 
7 
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PSJ A seniors who attended Girls and Boys States are, sitting 1 to r, Jose L. 
Maldonado, Marilyn Jeske, Glenda Robie, and Victor Moran. Standing 1 to r, 
Elias Olivarez, Melba Sandoval, Shawn Hofland and Eloy Trevino. In the sum-
mer of 197 3, eight seniors were given the opportunity to augment their know-
ledge of government by attending 
Boys and Girls State. 
Those who attended Girls State and went to Texas Lutheran College in Se-
guin were: Marilyn Jeske, Melba Sandoval, Shawn Hofland and Glenda Robie. 
Bluebonnet Girls met others from all over the state and learned about their 
government on the city, county and state levels. 
The senior boys who attended Boy State were; Eli Olivarez, Jose Luis Mald-
onado, Eloy Trevino and Victor Moran. Boy State was held at the University 
of Texas campus in Austin. Boy Staters not only acquired knowledge about 
parliamentary procedures, but also were taught how to promote patriotism 
in our nation. All four boys were mentioned in "Who's Who". 
Tours were made to the LBJ Library, The Capitol and the Governor's Man-
sion. 
A new student was added to PSJA high 





Kari stayed at the home of senior, Joe Vera 
III. He enjoys America, finding it different 
from "back home". Some of Kari's favorite 
items are: ice-hockey, good music, books 
and football. His favorite foods include 
some he did not eat in Finland, such as, en-
chiladas, pea-soup and pancakes. His ambi-
tion is to graduate from a college in Oklaho-
ma with a degree as a Nature scientist, since 
he likes outdoor life. 
At far left, The Vera family welcomes Kari 
at the Airport, at left, Kari attempts to 
shear a lamb, above, well, well! looks as if 




The highest and most celebrated society a student can be inducted to if 
he promotes or generates any or all of the following characteristics ... schol-
arship, leadership, character, service ... is the 
National Honor Bociefy 
This year there were 109 members in the society which holds the Honor 
Roll Tea each nine weeks. The group compiles, publishes, and posts the 
Sophomore, Junior and Senior Class Honor Rolls. It sponsored candidates 
for the 29th annual National Honor Society Scholarship Program this year 
also. 
Sponsors were Miss Diamantina Herrera, Mrs. J oAnn Doffing, Mr. 
William McClure and Mr. E. J . Ballew. 
Senior Members are I to r Robert 
Cantu, Mary Saldana, Javier Castillo, 
Marilyn Jeske, Isabel Villescas, 
Randy Wagner, second row, Sofia 
Arispe, Eloy Trevino, Yolanda Meza, 
Sandra Garza, Alfredo Zuniga, Raul 
Daniel, Leonel Vela, third row, 
Belen Sanchez, Gracie Carr, Deb-
orah Villa, Bertha Campion, Sylvia 
Ureste, Diana Macias, Elaine West, 
Victor Moran, fourth row Christina 
Robles, Jane Parks, Kathy Boone, 
Corina Garcia, Becky Hensley, Jose 
Gazca, Juan Fuentes, fifth row 
Joyce Cook, Cathy Barber, Judy 
Hancock, Howard Wilhito, Marcus 
Ferries, Mario Zuniga. 
New NHA members are 1 to r, are 
first row, Mary Lou Salazar, Jere 
Welch, Marie La Peer, Frances 
Suarez, Rose Hook6, second row, 
Joe Vela, Flor Cavazos, Vera Kanp-
man, Ines Villarreal, Ismelda Garza, 
Irma Anaya, Rosalva Martinez, 
D. Hudspeth. R. Leanos, C. Marti-
nez, M. Angel. D. Gonzales, T. 
Amechler, third row, C. Bowen, T. 
Smith, R. Wiggs. G. Silguero. G. 
Zun1za, J. Lee, R. Cruz, E. Uriegas, 
I. Zarate, V. Garza, J. Quezada, R. 
Villescas. Y. Flores. S. Benevides. A. 
Newcombe. C. Linn. fourth row, R. 
M,1rtinez, R. Cantu, E. Gonzales. L. 
Berthols, L. Hernandez, A. Villa, J. 
Arcauto, R. Carranza, R. Rosas, M. 
Tidwell, E. Brown, B. mitl1, A. 
Anaya, T. Redding, D. Stevenson 
Poised and happy, Marilyn is proud 
to be an NHS member. 
At left is shown the NHS cake, welcoming all new members, above, students 
line up for cake, cookies 'n punch during the party, held in the cafeteria. 
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Senior members are, 1 to r, first row 
Joe Gazca, Alfredo Zuniga, Joe 
Perez, Rick Garcia, Jose L. Malda-
nado, second row, Elva Hernandez, 
Isabel Villescas, Marilyn Jeske, 
Corina Garcia, Mary Saldana, 
Leonel Vela, Arnoldo Mata, third 
row, Robert Cantu, Sophia Arispe, 
Mario Zuniga, Victor Moran and 
Howard Wilhite. 
To promote interest in mathe-
matics and to recognize students of 
high mathematical abilities is the 
main purpose of 
Mu Alpha Theta 
which is sponsored by Mrs. Shirley 
Saulsbury, Pat Gill, and William 
McClure. Officers for '74 are Jose 
Perez, pres.; Corina Garcia, vice 
pres.; Isabel Villescas, secretary; 
and Robert Cantu, treasurer. 
One of the highlights of the year 
was a banquet at which scholarships 
for mathematics were awarded. 
New Members, first row, 1 to rare, 
Armando Gutierrez, Jose Ar ran bide, 
Armando Vela, Danny Stevens, 
Ismelda Garza, Juanita Quezada, 
Gloria Zuniga, Rachel Villescas, 
second row, 1 to rare, Cindy 
Martinez, Irma Anaya, Rose Hooks, 
Martinez, Irma Anaya, Rose Hooks, 
Velma Garza, Judy Lee, Allyson 
Newcombe, Frances Suarez, Marie 
La Peer, Jerre Welsh, Mary Lou 
Salazar, Mary Teresa Cantu, third 
row 1 to r David Leibowitz, Cathy 
Above, Corina Garcia at left and 
Joe Perez, at right, present pins and 
certificates to new members, Jorge 
Arcaute and Reynaldo Cantu. At 
right, Imelda enjoys a coke during 
one of the club meetings. 
At left, Marcia Angel looks as if she's about to cry of happiness during the 
Mu Alpha Theta assembly, below, new members were included in this gigan-
tic book. 
Above, Corina Garcia at left and 
Joe Perez, at right, present pins and 
certificates to new members, Jorge 
Arcaute and Reynaldo Cantu. At 
right, Imelda enjoys a coke during 
one of the club meetings. 
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UIL Prose Reading particioants, standing left to right, are D. Der.ker. A. 
Fuentes, I. Ortiz, and sitting is E. Trevino. To the right, UIL Ready 
Writing members are, standing left to right, N. Garza, R. Benitez, Y. Sando-
val, seated is, Sponsor Miss Rodriguez. 
At left, UIL typists include, stand-
ing left to right, R. Carlson, M. Vas-
quez, M. Angel, M. Alvarado, B. Es-
cobar, seated, 1 to r. are M. Gonza-
lez, A. Vela, S. Martinez and B. 
Rodriquez, below, UIL spellers in-
clude, left to right, Mr. Bounous 
sponsor, D. Gonzales, M. Gallegos, 
V. Kampman, Y. Flores, and I. 
Villescas. 
This year's UIL Poetry Interpreters 
at right are, standing left to right, 
Gracie Palacios Debbie Villa, Sylvia 
Hernandez, seated is Eli Olivarez. 
UIL mathematicians, above, are, l tor, R. Cantu, Mrs. J. Doyle, Sponsor, G. 
Arcaute, S. Wheat, and R. Cantu. 
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UIL Science above, includes, 1 to 
r, Mr. R. Esman, sponsor, A. 
Zuniga, R. Daniel, L. Vela, and D. 
Rodriguez. Pictured at right are, 
UIL Persuasive Speakers are H. 
Sandoval standing at left and J. 
Glick, sitting. 
UIL Informative Speaking includes 
standing at ripht M. Ramirez. 
UIL Shorthand ~embers, pictured 
below, are standing 1 tor, Mrs. C. 
Haldiman, R. Martinez, Lydia De 
Leon, E. Arjona, A. Villescas, sit-
ting are, E. Uriegas, I. Almanza, N. 
Soto, E. Cavazos, and D. Hernan-
dez. 
Quill and Scroll members, are first 
row, standing 1 to r, A. Mata, N. 
Canche, B. Champion, S. Garza, M. 
Perez, E. Felan, sponsor, R. Cruz, 
P. Carrothers, L. Lucio, sec. row, R. 
Tijerina, B. Blackwell, D. Ventura, 
Barbara, left, praying that picture 
day will soon end. Rosalinda, above, 
making a layout. 




Fourteen girls from, PSJA were 
honored at city-wide 
Pageants 
held this year. 
Pictured above is Lisa Borders as 
Miss Pharr. Standing 1 tor are third 
runner up Judy Lee, fourth runner 
up Ellie Trevino, first runner up 
Mickey Nava and second runner up 
Bernadine Kirchhof. Pictured at 
right is Pattie Carrothers as Miss 
Alamo and Betty Rich, first runner 
up. 
Rosanne Smith, Miss San Juan, is 
pictured above. Runners up are 
pictured at left. They are 1 tor, 
third runner up Mary Lou Pecina, 
first runner up Karen Testa, fourth 
runner up Joy McDermott, and 
second runner up Debbie Siming-
ton. 
Pictured below is Suzy Powers, 
Queen Citriana XXXVIII. Standing 




The 1973-74 Student Council Of-
ficers are 1 to r: Mary Saldana v. 
pres., R. Villescas rec. sec., E. Oli-
varez par!., C. Garcia cor. sec., R. 
Sifuentes treas. Below sitting left 
to right, are the Executive Board 
members, H. Gomez, R. Villescas, 
M. Saldana, C. Garcia, R. Sifuentes. 
Standing, L. Maldonado, 0. Pala-
cios, E. Olivarez, S. Arispe, N. Sal-
dana, D. Leibowitz, and E. Trevi-




Council members arc, sitting 1 tor, 
E. Trevino, N. Saldana, E. Olivarez, 
B. Navarro, R. TiJenna, L. Vela, M. 
Lazo, T. Rodriguez, N. Sauceda, A. 
Vargas,]. L. Maldonado. Second 
The senior cheerleaders, above, pre-
pare for their performance, yelling 
"vamos hay seniors!" At left, this 
Junior cheerleader demonstrates his 
impressive chinese jump. 
row 1 tor, E. Hernandez, L. Gomez, 
R. Sifuentes, T. Smith, C. Garcia, 
V. DcLeon, A. Garcia, 0. Palacios, 
I abel I. Villescas, M. Saldana. 
Third row 1 tor, M. Zuniga, M. 
Hinojosa, E. Argona Jr., R. Rivera, 
H. Gomez, C. Perez, R. V1llcscas, D. 
Leibowitz, S. Arispe, 0. Fernandez, 
Luis Chapa. 
At left, Rosalinda thinks "Oh Darn, he aske d 
the same question I was going to ask!" Be-
low, Victor presents his speech during a 
meeting. 
Above, looks as if Leo decided to get her 
buckets together and pitch in. The powder-
puff game brought a junior victory, 28-8, 
during a very hot game. Above left, Mari 
scores for the seniors, left , Kim has the ball 
now, but look out-here comes Betty! 
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Victorina and Ada, above, are try-
ing hard to keep their distance from 
boys on Silent day. Eli Olivarez and 
Mary Saldana were the winners in 
the Contest. Mrs. Castillo, above 
right, is sorting out the PSJ A t-
shirts that were sold by the Student 
Council. Right, members enjoy 
the ride to the Corpus Convention. 
Eloy, at left, is surrounded by five 
jolly gals during a MOD conference 
held at Corpus Christi, below, Glo-
ria poses with her invisible MOD 
sign. 
... 
The two varsity bands of PSJA, Band "A" and Band "B", provide many school 
functions with music. Pop, Modern, Classical, and Jazz are some of the musical 
variations played by the 
Varsity Band 
The bands play at football games} pep rallies, parades and concerts. They placed 
in the first division at the U.I.L. Marching Contest. Several members of the band 
went to All-Valley Area & All-State Band Contests. Football programs are orga-
nized and sold by band members every year. Directors are Pete Cisneros, Judy 
Green and Gilbert Saenz. 
Introducing the '73-74 Varsity Band in the BEARS formation!!! 
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At left the merry band can be seen 
raising the Christmas spirit as they 
play along to favorite Christmas 
carols in spite of the freezing 
weather. 
Twirlers for '73-74 1 tor are , Connie 
Hyde, Anna Acuna , Karen Mettlach, 
Ellie Trevino and head twirler Judy 
Lee, Above are Drum Major, Jose 
Luis Maldonado and Assistant Major 
Cindy Rosales. At right, Howard 
uses his splendid talent to make 
"good vibrations" during the last 
football game. 
These seniors, shown at right, are 
having fun munching on their good-
ies during the Christmas party. On 
bottom students toot their pipes, 
not being bothered by rain. 
Anna takes a rest after performance. 




Above, Karen is caught in her act 
as twirler, at left, Elain pounds her 
drums to the song "Symphony 
#5". 
Band officers are, sitting at front I tor, 
twirlers, K. Mettlach, E. Trevino, H. 
twirler, Judy Lee, and C. Hyde , behind, 
C. Rosales, asst. drum major, J . Maldo-
nado, drum major. Standing 1 tor, E. 
West "A" lib., "B" band includes, M. 
Hooper, lib., G. Robie, chap!., K. Wal-
ters, sec., L. Vera, rep., D. Rydle . 3rd 
v.p., T. Garcia, 2nd v.p., H. Pruneda, 1st 
v.p., "A" band includes B. Cain, pres ., 
E. Brown, 1st v.p., H. Wilhite, 2nd v.p., 
H. Chapa, 3rd v.p., G. Silguero, rep., D. 
Russel chap!, L. Whitacre, lib., L. Cor-
tez, lib., D. Cloud, "B" lib. 
All valley members are, seated I to 
r, C. Casso, 2nd chair, L. Cortez, 
14th chair, J. Vela, 23rd chair, H. 
Chapa, 4th chair, standing, J. L. 
Maldonado, 1st chair, E. Arjona, 
3rd chair, Jose, Esteban and Ed-
die made it to area, and Jose and 
Esteban made it all the way to 
state competition. 
Bearettes is an organization 
which consists of fifty-two mem-
bers. Their projects were selling 
football programs and football rib-
bons. The 
Beareffes 
performed at all football games. 
Their performances brought spirit 
to the Bears and to the student 
body. Sponsors for this year were 
Mrs. Sylvia Navarro and Miss Susie 
Tagle, Bearette officers are shown 
in top picture left to right are, Judy 
Hancock, Major; Lisa Hinkle, Ser-
geant; Pattie Carrothers, First Cap-
tain; Tricia Smith, Second Lieu-
tenant; Maytee Garza, Second Cap-
tain; and Isabel Garza, First Lieu-
tenant. 
Bearette Council are I. to r., bottom row, T. Kotzur, S. Smalley, L. Soto, N. Canche, 0. Palacios, D. Simington, B. Marsh, top 
row, M. Garza, P. Carrothers, I. Garza, M. Garza, J. Hancock, Maj., T. Smith, D. Hinkle, J. Cook, and C. Bowen. 
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Senior Bearettes include, sitting in first row are, P. Carrothers, J. Hancock, M. Garza, 
M. Longoria, C. Rios, M. Garza,J. Cantu, N. Canche, fourth row, S. Serna, S. Serna, 
Cantu, C. Robles, J. Cook, S. Smalley, S. Simington, L. Renner, D. Hinkle, and D. 
Junior Bearettes include first row I. to r. I. Garza, Lieu.; T. Smith, Lieu.; sec. row, M. Diaz, M.L. Pecina, R. Wiggs , A . 
Daniels, R. Arguello, B. Wideman, D. Lopez, third row, D. Gutierrez, L. Martinez, S. Sandoval, D. Ventura, D. Sim-
ington, K. Morris, C. Bowen and G. Moreno 
sec. row, G. Hernandez, R. Martinez, L. Soto, J. McDermott, third row, B. Chavez, 
0. Palacios, J. Hinojosa, B. Millice, T. Kotzur, B. Longoria, fifth row, B. Marsh, D. 
Fallon. 
Sophomore Bearettes I. to r. are, L. Hinkle, N. Rivera, R. Sifuentes, M. Ortega, N. 




Cheerleaders include top row I. tor. Suzy Powers, Shawn Hofland, Head Cheerleader, and Petra Romero. Bottom, Mary 
Nev Moseley, Phyllis Willes, Estelle Carney, Becky Hensley, Denise Garfield and Theresa Moseley. 
Picture at right, something has Phyllis in . 
trance, while Belinda ignores whatever it 
is completely. Picture at right. What is 
Shawn holding? Could it be the Spirit 
Stick!!! 
Petra Romero and Denise Garfield. 
Cheering at all sports events and promoting school 
spirit is the main purpose of the Varsity Cheerlead-
ers. Projects for this year included a Chalupa Sup-
er and Cheerleading School. The 
Varsity Cheerleaders 
received the Spirit Stick and they also received 
blue ribbons at Summer Camp last August. Miss 
Kathleen Stevens is faculty sponsor. Other pro-
jects were decorating gym, buses, and painted 
signs. 
Our cheerleaders are doing a good job of goofing off right before an excit-
ing Friday pep-rally. What shall we do with them? 
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Pictured above are the Jr. Varsity 
Cheerleaders standing left to right 
arc Mary Lou Salazar, Vickie Shawn, 
Sandra Serna, Belinda Navarro and 




main objective is to cheer those 
Bears onward to Victory! J.V. 
Cheerleaders sponsored a Chalupa 
Supper and held a Cheerleading 
School for children who wanted to 
learn to cheer. Miss Kathleen Stevens 
is their sponsor. 
Aida Cisneros another J.V . Cheer-
leader never loses faith in the Battl-
ing Bears . 
J .V. Cheerleaders just keep on truck-
ing! 
Osoettes is an organization whose 
main objective is to promote spirit 
in all athletic activities. The girls in 
Osoettes 
have football players and basketball 
players as their Osoette buddies. 
Honors were given to the members 
with the most merits. Osoette 
officers are shown in picture at left, 
Elida Blanco, Secretary; Rosa Perez, 
Vice-President; Yolanda Meza, Pres-
ident; and Gloria Diaz, Treasurer. 
Osoette members include, first row L tor., G. Diaz, E. Blanco, Y. Meza, R. Perez, sec. row, B. Villarreal, D. Ochoa, 
A. Villescas, S. Gonzalez, M. Villarreal, third row, L. Gutierrez, V. Garza, M.A. Escobedo, S. Ruiz, A. Solis, L. Luera, 
fourth row, A Decker, E. Moreno, R. Esteves, J. Mendoza, S. Taulbone, L. Gonzalez, M. Silva. 
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At the basketball game. the Osocttes show their fabulous. neverending spirit during one of the gJmcs. They have 
re.illy backed up our boys. GO OSOETTE . GO ! ! ! 
Elena, Dolores, and Becky are 3 
happy Osoettes cheering away at the 
football games. 
These Osoettes are excited over 
something yet they make time to 
have a crack at t he camera and 
smile . 
Osoettes usually jump up and down with excitement and spirit but these three 
barely have enough energy to to clap 
their hands and move their lips to yell, "C'mon girls, get with it !!!" 
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Angel, the Godfather, gathers infor-
mation for the syndicate while on 
bottom photo, B. M. photographers 
Eddie and Mary Lou give their cam-
eras a final check before taking pic-
tures. 
Debbie, Silvia and Sandra, above at right are having a hard time untangling 
the streamers. Above are the officers, 1 tor, Ad. Mgr. Minnie Perez. B. Mgr's 
Sandra Garza, and Celia Rios, Co-Editors Leticia Soto and Lalo Lucio. ot 
shown, Co-Editor, Bertha Champion and Ad Manager Barbara Blackwell. 
Bear Memories Staff arc I. to r., W. 
Jameson, sponsor: D. Miller, E. 
Olivarez, M. Garza, D. Cantu, K. 
Morris, D. Ventura, L. Garcia, M. 
Perez, S. Garza. S. Serna, C. Rios, 
H. Vasquez, E. Cantu, D. Simington 
Each inElividual creates his own quiet world in his mind as he travels 
through the past reminisceing old times and remembering best friends, favor-
ite teachers and old acquaintances. The 
Bear Memories 
staff at PSJ A tries to put together a book which covers the happenings dur-
ing the year so that students can look back in later years at the good old 
times they spent during "their years" in high school. 
The staff attended a UIL workshop at A & I in Kingsville, was in charge 
of school pictures and also sold yearbooks as their school activities. 
Sponsors are Miss Wynette Jameson and Miss Esmeralda Felan. 
Minne's Conversation makes Sylvia wonder ... 
E. Felan, sponsor. Sitting are L. 
Soto and L. Lucio. ot shown are 
D. Longoria. A. Serda, B. Champion, 
B. Blackwell, . Canche, M. Al-
varado, K. De Leon and S. Ureste. 
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Above Mayo and Roy are ready to 
face a long day . Middle Miss Felan 
and Od'ie are trying t o meet the 
deadline. Bottom Eddie is also try-
ing to print some pictures. 
Bear's Tale Staff members are I. to r., R. Wiggs, R. Tijerina, S. Serna, R. Cruz, 
oria, 0. Palacios, P. Carrothers, W. Jameson sponsor, Not shown arc; M. Anaya, 
Chavez, T. Foster, R. Luera, L. Martinez, A. Mata, D. Ochoa, E. Ramirez, C. 
E. Felan sponsor, S. Trevino, M. Long-
T. Beckett, M. Caceres, H. Cerda, B. 
Robles, and J. Rosales. 
The Bear's Tale is the PSJ A High School newspaper. Editors are Orfie Pa-
lacios and Arnoldo Mata. Sports Editors are Ramiro Luera and Terry Fost-
er. Business Managers are Mari Longoria and Patty Carrothers. Photogra-
phers are Roy Tijerina and Mayo Caceres. The 
Bear's Tale 
staff, which constitutes of 23 members, put out the eight page newspaper 
once a month. In January there was a special sixteen page issue. Quill and 
Scroll members were selected according to their writing and working abili-
ties. They entered in the UIL Contest and received All Texas Honor rating. 
Arnoldo Mata, editor for the Bear's 
Tale, munches on his Whataburger 
during a long day of hard work on 
the newspaper. 
Above, Orfie Palacios, Co-editor 
and Business Managers Patty Car-
rothers and Mari Longoria play the 
piano with 'no hands.' 
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"Voices" members seated 1 tor, 
Robert C., editor, standing 1 tor, 
The popular Literary magazine 
containing creative writings and 
drawings was brought forth again 
this year. Mrs. Jo Ann Doffing 
ably led the 
" Voices of PSJA" 
staff towards accomplishing the 
goals of turning out two successful 
issues. Members of this staff totaled 
fourteen. They made announce-
ments and posters to encourage 
students to contribute any of their 
poems, essays, short stories or 
sketches. Meetings were held 
in the office after school and at 
the home of Mrs. Doffing. Officers 
of the Staff were Robert Cantu 
as Editor and Danny Stevenson as 
Business Manager. 
Eli and Esteban, above, check over 
layouts, below, Rosalva gets readr 
to type another layout. 
Jua11 R., Vicki M., Norma C., Syl-
via B., Eunice R. Clarissa A. , Lalo 
L., not shown are Eli 0 ., Esteban 
B., Teresa P. and Rosalva N. 
FHA members sitting l to r are Y. 
V. Lopez par!., A. Lopez, N. Box, 
Enriquez, R. Ibarra, S. Hart, A. 
Omar, carefull y sketches fo r the 
magazine. FHA me mbers, below, 
take notes a t a mee ting. 
FHA is the national organization for students in Home Economics. Their 
over-all purpose is to help individuals improve personal, family, and com-
munity living and to give emphasis on career education . 
Future Homemakers of America 
attended area FHA meetings and State FHA meetings. This year's activities 
included: Painting and Christmas Caroling to Nursing Homes, making hand 
puppets for children in the hospital, chalupa suppers and a Teacher Appre-
ciation Tea. Faculty sponsors are Mrs. Chris Willingham, Mrs. Gracie Cham-
pion and Mrs. Daus Tyson. 
Borrego, 3rd vice-pres . B. Villarreal treas., H. Gallardo, L. Cantu, M. Rodriguez, E. Mendoza, I. Garza pres., M. Lazo, 
E. Uriegas, J. Gutierrez, L. Luera, M. Hinojosa hist., A. Puentes 5th vice-pres. Standing I tor. B. Luera, M. Robles, I. 
Ramos, R. Trevino, J. Perez, J. Escobar, A. Solis, A. Decker, T. Fox, J. Quintero, S. Ramirez 4th vice pres . 
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FfA Members sitting ! tor are treas. 
treas. L. Riddle, reporter Eunice 
Romero , pres. L. Maldonado , vice-
pres. S. Benavides, parl. C. Sando-
val, standing, chap. M. Eville, song 
leader L. Alvarado , A. Padron, G. 
Zuniga, S. Alaniz , E. TrPvino, hist. 
L. Garcia, N. Pecina, T. Parrish, K. 
Snowden, sponsor Mr. James Tor-
line. Not shown , M. Sandoval, T. 
Fox, C. Rosales, K. Hinajosa , N. 
Vela , I. Villescas, D. Salinas, L. 
Vera, G. Romo and E . Hale . 
Future Teachers of America is to 
acquaint members with the teach-
ing profession. It helps promote 
leadership and teaches people how 
to make friends through projects 
and group participation here and 
with other schools statewise. 
FTA 
went to a District I convention in 
Mission and a State Convention in 
Dallas.Jose Luis Maldonado and 
Sylvia Benavides are the local Mr. 
and Miss F.T.A. Jose placed third 
in District competition for Mr. 
F.T.A. in speech. The club spon-
sored a juke box in the cafeteria. 
Sponsors are Mrs. Lila Snowden, 
Mr. and Mrs.James Torline. 
Some members, at right, are shown 
displaying a school plaque while at 
a Convention in Mission. 
p .• l I 
Mrs. Snowden, at left, is one of the sponsors for FTA. Above, An FTA 
poster displayed in E building early in the year read a special message, 
'Future Teachers remind you that teachers are human; they weren't born 
old; they had a childhood. Please Learn Friendly.' 
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Promoting brotherhood, peace and understanding to people thr0ughout the western hemisphere through study and language is 
the main purpose of the 
Pan American Club 
Meetings for the club were held weekly. Money was raised for expenses of the club and to aid certain organizations, since this is 
a service club. The club gives time and energy through service to the community. Members were host to the Rio Grande Valley 
PASF Convention held Dec. 8, 1973. They went on a trip, not sponsored by the school, to lovely Mexico City. This was an un-
forgettable experience for those who attended. 
L to R sitting, M.L. Pecina, E. Trevino, I. 
Ochoa, R. Sifuentes, E. Olivarez, S. Sandoval, 
J.L. Maldonado, 2nd row, M.H. Aleman, L. 
Riddle, L. Riddle, E. Hernandez, M.H. Cerda, 
D. Ventura, G. Linn, F. Cavazos, standing 1 
tor Mr. G. MacGonigle, M.A. Ramirez, H. 
Gallardo, B. Navarro, L. Silva, R. Martinez, 
N. Pecina, l. Palacios, J. Cerda, A. Balli, E. 
Ochoa, S. Silguero, N. Saldana, L. Garia, M. 
Saldana, Godfather, 0. Palacios, M. Longoria, 
S. Gutierrez, C. Rios, D. Balli, S. Serna, S. Ser-
na, 0. Fernandez, A. Lopez, V. Lopez, L. 
Salinas, R. Rivera, Mrs. Flora MacGonigle. 
Happy members are seen here strolling around 
Mexico City. 
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Eloy and Belinda, at left, practice 
dancing the Tango. The Dance Con-
test was held December 8, 1973 
PSJA placed third in Competition. 
Below, Mary Saldana represents 
the club as president. 
Below at left are, sponsor Mr. MacGonigle, 
Celia Rios, corr. sec.; Mary Saldana, pres.; 
Angel Serda, parl.; Debbie Ventura, 1st v.p.; 
Mrs. MacGonigle, sponsor. Below, Sam, 
Angel and Joe admire Mexico's scenery, as 
they wander around the city. 
Pam-Am members, at left, are serious decid-
ing some of the clubs activities. 
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Another group which partici-
pates in school and community 
ervices and which is a part of the 
Pharr Kiwanis Club is the 
Keyeffes 
Some of the club's activities 
include a clean-up campaign on 
campus, holiday food baskets, and 
donations to benevolent organiza-
tions such as the American Cancer 
Society and the A F. S. 
Sponsor for the Keyettes is Mrs. 
Shirley Hofland. 
Key Club members paint signs 
below, while Vincent, at bottom, 
helps out at the San Juan Nursing 
home. 
Kejette members an fir trow I. to 
r., K. Morris, treas.: 0. S1mrngton, 
sec.-reptr.; L. Renner, V. Pres.: B. 
Hen le,, Pres.: J. Parks, Par!.: K. 
Testa. Sr. rep.: T. Parrish, oph. 
rep.; D. Garfield, Jr. rep. 2nd row, 
0. Miller, P. Wilks. P. Wallace. K. 
Boone, L. Vera, 3rd row. J. Han-
cock, L. Kotzur, D. Fallon, 0. Hin-
kle, L. Riddle, F. Cavazos, K. 
Walters, J. Oxford, B. Kirchof, 4th 
row, sponsor, Mrs. Hofla nd: C. 
Bowe n, L. Hinkle, T. Parrish. B. 
Marsh, C. Marlow, 0. Kraus, B. 
Gue nther, G. Malone, M. Ange l, P. 
Me ttlach , G. Linn, K. Whitl ock. 
At left, Trudy picks up t ras h to 
hel p clean up the cam pus while 
Becky . be low urges Keye t te mem-
bers to co me to all mee tings. 
An organization for young men enrolled in high school which is also an 
international club is the 
Key Club 
Club members, who have as their international theme, "Commit Your-
self" learn about the community and its functions. They also gain know-
ledge of various businesses and professions. 
Some activities the Key Club participated in this year were: Playing 
bingo at the San Juan Nursing Home Tuesday nights, painting house num-
bers on curbs in Pharr and hanging posters for football games. They also 
helped the Kiwanis with pancake and fish suppers. 
Sponsors for the club are Mr. Ignaceo Gutierrz, speech teacher, and Mr. 
Jim Gurnentz, Kiwanis sponsor. 
Key Club members are first row, 
1 to r, L. Arjona, A. DeLeon, sec. 
treas.; H. Pruneda. Pres.; I. Gutier-
rez, sponsor; A. Gonzalez, V. Pres.; 
M. Moore, Par!.; J. Anders; second 
row, 1 tor M. Zuniga, E. Aronja; 
J. Nappa, T. McNeill T. Redding, N. 




The FFA club gives young kids the 
opportunity to experience lots of 
things. 
At right,Joe,Jeff, Kenneth and Jay 
look pretty happy after winning 1st 
place in the Blocking Contest at the 
Donna Lamb Show. Bottom, FFA 
members really enjoyed themselves 
at the annual Christmas Party. 
FFA members in 1st row from l to r 
ers, R. Gremes, J. Ford, R. Gremes, L. 
Garcia, B. Bates, D. Renner, J. Doss, 
by, E. Ramos, R. Cano, W. Garcia, S. 
FFA first place Vegetable Judging Team I tor, Mark Roseland,JeffDoss, 
Janet Ford and Jay Dreibelibis. 
Rep. J. Vera, Sent. K. Griffin, Pres. T. McNeill, Vice-Pres. J. Dreiblbis, Sec. M. Roseland, second row, M. Ramos, R. Sti-
Vera, P. Kirby, L. Hetrick, B. Rich, S. Hash, J. Jinks, M. Roof, third row, S. Ford, Advisor,]. Obst, A. Obst, M. Baily, L. 
M. Obst, A. Gonzalez, D. Renner, D. Obst, R. Walker, E. Cano, B. Decker, R. Standridge, Advisor. Back row, L. Locka-
Stiers, J. Hansen, K. Alari, J. Parks, J. Funk, R. Gozalez, A. Melson. 
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Performing and singing is one of the main purposes of the PSJA 
Girl's Choir, 
Concert Choir, 
and Boy's Glee Club 
This year the three choirs have performed for school assemblies, participated 
in the All-Valley Choral Clinic, have performed for civic groups, special 
days at school such as Career Day, and have performed at elementary and 
junior high schools. Officers in Girl's Choir are Connie De Leon, pres; Gin-
ger Malone, vice-pres ; Mickey Nava, sec ; The sponsor is Mrs. Leesa Todd. 
Officers in Concert Choir are Marilyn Jeske; pres; Minnie Perez, vice-pres; 
Frank Arriga, sec-tres; Clarissa Aschbacher, librarian. Officers in Boy's Glee 
Club are Andy De Leon, pres; Rudy Espinosa, vice-pres; Telesforo Gomez, 
sec-tres. The sponsor for both Concert Choir and Boy's Glee Club is Mr. 
William Benser. 
Girls Choir includes 1st row l tor, 
M. Deleon, R. Garcia, M. Echar-
tea, C. Deleon, M. Guzman, C. 
Martinez, Y. Lopez, Mrs. L. Todd 
sponsor . 2nd row R. Macias, M. 
Murillo, A. Perez, B. Rich, F. Cava-
zos, C. Ashbacher, J . Welty. 3rd 
Concert Choir includes, 1 to r, D. 
Garcia, L. Aluarado, L. Gutrerrez, 
C. Blackwell, N. Trevino, G. Her-
nandez, N. Rossow, H. Carlin, G. 
Gonzalez, L. Suarez, 2nd row, M. 
row D. Deleon, G. Malone, L. Oliva, 
M. Nava, A. Garza, G. Garcia, S. 
Esparza 
Perez, T. Rodriguz, F. Cavazos, N . 
Fife, M. Eville, J . Wisdom, T. Par-
rish, R. Gremes, N. Cantu, M. San-
doval, C. Aschbacher, 3rd row, E. 
Osornia, D. Ramirez, E. Guerrero, 
Boy's Glee Club includes 1st row, l. 
tor., F. Munoz, T. Morin, F. Ar-
K. Snowden, M. Jeske, T. Parrish, 
T. Ford. R. Perez, J. Gutierrez, F. 
Salinas, 4th row, E. Calderon, C. 
Ragsdale, A. De Leon, L. Rosales, 
D. Cloud, A. De Leon, L. Com-
riaga, R. Espinoza, T. Gomez, and 
N. Garza, 2nd row, l. tor., A. Cha-
pean, N. Anders, F. Arriaga, T. 
Gomez, J. Cerda. 
vez, G. Santillana, F. Rodriquez, D. 
Pena, A. De Leon, and G. Martinez. 
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The purpose of the Library Club is to train 
students in library service. Regional Conven-
tions are attended by the 
Library Club 
members. Twenty-two students make up the 
club. They sponsored a one month candy sale 
as their fund raising project for this year. The 
money raised was used to buy new drapes for 
the library. Mrs. Nora R. Gonzalez is the li-
brary club sponsor. 
Library Club members first row I. to r. 
ond row, E. Arrambide, M. Trevino. 
FNA members are first row I. tor. Pres., C. DeLeon; Vice-Pres., M. Quezada ; Sec., B. Luera; Rep., K. DeLeon; sec. row, 
hartea, B. Sanchez, G. Carr, C. Garcia, M. Echartea, and Miss Herrera, sponsor. 
itting. Pres .. S. Benavidez: V1ce•Pres .. E. Romero: cc .. Treas .. A. Gomez: M
. I. Lopez. K. DeLeon. I. DeLa Rosa. sec· 
M.A. Barrera. A. Villescas. R. Trevino. B. Ramos. E. Moreno. B. Sanchez. ,111
d Mrs. . R. Gonzalez. sponsor. 
M. Nava, J. Macias, I. Quezada, R. Ee• 
The Future Nurses of America was organized 
to interest students in understanding more 
about the nursing profession. 
Future Nurses 
of America 
actually participated at the Pharr and San 
Juan nursing homes. The club consists of 
twent}•two members. A scholarship is award• 
ed to the most outstanding member. Miss Jua• 
nita Herrera is the faculty sponsor. 
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Chess Club members are sitting I. to r. first row Pres., R. Cantu; Vice-Pres., G. Arcaute; Treas., J. Perez; Sec., T. Ash-
bacher. 2nd row G. Malone, N. Ysaguirre, D. Johns, L. DeLeon, third row, J. Villarreal, M. Ramirez, A. Mata, J. Ar-
rambide, R. Cantu, and sponsor Mr. E.J. Ballew. 
Chess Club is an organization to 
promote and encourage members to 
obtain a greater knowledge of 
chess. The goals achieved were 
learning to play by improving their 
skills. The 
Chess Club 
had a club chess tournament to 
determine the best players and to 
establish teams for bouts with other 
clubs. Faculty sponsors are Mr. 
E.J. Ballew, Mr. J.M. Villarreal and 
Mr. McKeand. 
These two skillful players know that deep concentration is needed in a game of 
chess. 
Members of the Science club include sitting from I. to r. are R. Wagner, L. Gonzalez, E. Arjona, H. Wilhite, second 
row, D. Herrera, B. Rodriquez, A. Zuniga, R. Daniel, A. Gonzales, B. Brown, L. Pruneda, S. Silguero, L. Whitacre, R. 
Cruz, G. Zuniga, third row, M. La Peer, V. Garza, C. Rosales, F. Palacio, M. Zuniga, M. Garza, E. Arjona, A. Gonza-
lez, fourth row C. Anderson, L. Vela, D. Rodriguez, R. Mang, N. Jeske 
Mr. Adams together with Mr. Esman try to diagnose Mr. Esman's problem of 
a sudden finger deformity and the chances of it spreading ai.l over his body. 
The club responsible for purchasi.J:ig 
a Kodak Carousel Projector was the 
9cience Club 
who sponsored the J.V. Concession 
stands as their fund raising project. 
The club consists of fifty-eight 
members. To promote an interest 
in science is their purpose. Field 
trips to the beach were made. Fac-
ulty sponsors are Mr. Bryan Adams 
and Mr. Ronald Esman. 
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cw Tn lt) •Top-Tcc•n member_ . .it 
k It. had to go through init1.1cion. 
which re.ill~ turned our co be lots of 
fun for che girls involn:d. 
Members li~ten ,1ttentivcly during ,1 
meeting. Right. Estelle represents 
her club during ,Ill ",ill club presi-
dents" meeting. 
Top Teen members sitting 1 tor are 
C. Martinez, T. Mosely, second row, 
sponsor R. Rodriguez, L. Riddle, E. 
Carney, S. Saumey, G. Robie, S. 
A service organization who c purpose is to help people, our school and the 
community whenever possible is the 
Tri City Top Teens. 
The club docs favors for old folks homes during Thanksgiving, Easter and 
other holidays. Top Teens has presented plays in the past and will continue to 
do so in the future. Sponsors for the club are Mrs. Keesha Zey and Mrs. Linda 
Rodriguez. 
Barbara. at left, takes notes . 
Hofland, B. Blackwell, sponsor K. 
Zey, standing 1 to r E. Hale, L. 
Borders, B. Kerchoff, L. Whitacre, 
K. Hinojosa, D. De Leon, S. Bled-
soe, A. Willingham, M. Mosely, L. 
De Leon, K. Whitlock, L. Vera, C. 
Perez, S. Powers, N. Tijerina, D. 
Craus, C. Penman, J. Glick. 
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ICT members include, sitting l. tor., I. Ramirez, A. Garza, L. Molina, A. Enriquez, E. Salinas, N. Olvera, E. Dominguez, 
standing are l. to r., S. Trace, E. Ayala, H. Garza, F. Gonzalez, J. Lozano, J. Pedroza, R. Villa, S. Cruz, C. Lopez, J. Gaz-
lez, L. Tristan, M. Robles, and L. Saenz. 
The purpose of the Vocational 
Club of America Chapter 380 is to 
provide leadership training to ICT 




included attending the Leadership 
Conference, the District and State 
Contest. ICT sponsored a candy 
sale, the basketball concession 
stand a chicken barbecue and an 
Employer-Employee Banquet. Mr. 
Severo Lopez is the club sponsor. 
ICT Officers are l to r, L. Serna, parl; I. Ramirez, 
rep.; E. Zarate, treas; J. Gazca, pres.; M. Quezada, 
sec.; E. Dominguez, vice-pres.; and D. Enriquez, 
sgt. at arms. EAR members are Kneel-
Jimenez, I. Mendoza, N. 
nandez, H. Dela Cruz, A. 
D. Macias, M. Quezada, T. Santos, 
ca, G. Salinas, D. Enriquez, J. Gonza-
Juan takes an interest in E.A.R. 
Electrical Appliance Repair pre-
pares students for gainful employ-
ment later on in life. This year 
Electrical Appliance 
Repair 
attended the District Contest held 
in February and the State Contest 
which was held in March. EAR 
sponsor is Mr. Eloy Garcia. 
ing I. to r., L. Garza, D. Tanguma, J. Sepulveda, M. Alonzo, J .L. Sanchez, G. Zuniga Jr., R. Garza, J .A. Martinez, B. 
Garza, J. De La Cruz. standing are I. to r ., E. Garcia, sponsor, J. De Leon, V. Martinez, F. Gonzalez, R. Farrias, D. Her-
Cantu, G. Jaramillo, A. Alonzo, R. Palacios, R. Rocha, J. Esparza, J. Galvan, and C. Rodriguez. 
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To develop future leaders in mark-
eting and distribution is the serious 
purpose of 
DECA 
Miss Sylvia Hinojosa is the sponsor 
of Distribution Education of A-
merica. The club attended conven-
tions all over the state and puts on 
an Employee-Employer banquet. 
DECA has a local scholarship and 
is always helping the community. 
Members of DECA I are sitting l tor, B. Gonzalez, N. Rebollar, R. Isaguirre, E. 
sor Miss Sylvia Hinojosa, B. Sanchez, Mary L. A. Gonzalez, J. Agulera. Third 
son, Leo P. and Tracy W. 
Members of DECA II are sitting 1 to r, N. Zamarripa, B. Blackwell, C. De Leon, J. Vives, M. Gonzalez, J. Garza. 
Standing 1 tor, I. Aleman, D. Guerra, J. Castillo, F. Sandoval, R. Salinas, L. Perez, R. Salinas, J. Martinez, and Spon-
sor Mr. Yanez. · 
Garcia, M. Rosas , Second row, spon-
row J. Ward, J. Vega, J. Ramos, S. Mel-
Duplic.1ting Office Training helps to 
promote an underst,1nding of office 
duplication and printin~. As related 
to office work 
DOT 
Also helps to build respon ibility. 
The club consisting of 34 members 
had a st,itionery sale printed in 
cl,tss . They also printed "Voices 
0 PSJA. 
Above picture Miss Hinojosa seems 
to have found a friend while the 
girls in DOT are busy printing the 
copies of "Voices of PSJ A". 
Members of DOT are 1st row 1 tor, Y. Villareal, L. Villareal, M. Marvin. Second row,
 sporisor Miss Noelia Alaniz, M. 





CV AE Coop. includes seating I to r A. Garza, L. Farias, A. Moncivias, E. Guajardo, A. Peralez, standing are D. Ibarra, 
A. Handy, A. Perez, L. Flores, R. Amaro, J. Cantu, J. Cavazos, A. Flores, Mr. Fausto Galvan, sponsor. 
To help the members become 
proctuctive citizens by teaching 
them proper attitudes and building 




The club has a membership of 
thirty members. The club's activ-
ities for the year are the VOCT 
Spring Contests, a free show with 
free refreshments for the Special 
Ed thildren and the Annual Em-
ployer-Employee Banquet. The 
club's sponsor is Mr. Fausto 
Galvan. 
Coop. members include, sitting 1 tor, M. Rodrigues, R. Martinez, A. Trevino, 
D. Rico. StandingareJ. Reyna, G. Guerra, R. Serna,J. Rodriguez, R. Sali-
nas, R. Renteria. 
Front row Eleaser Gutierrez, Cruz Quintana, Mary Farias, Irma Garza, Ed-
mond Caldean, Robert Benitez. Back row Mr. Cagett, Brian Smith, Tommy 
Redding, Jose Villarreal, Adrian Gutierrez, Jacob Morales, Steve Trammell. 
These students have interest in de-
veloping their skills with the 
Slide Rule. 
UIL Slide Rule's purpose is to pre-
pare students for UIL competition 
The slide rule is a device with loga-
rithmic scales used by these stu-
dents. Mr. C.T. Clagett is the spon-
sor. 
This year's General Metal Trades 
made cattle gates, barbecue pits and 
lamps. They also participated in the 
Industrial Fair. There are thirty-four 
members in 
General Metal Trades 
this year. The main purpose of the 
club is to help in community af-
fairs. Mr. Wayne A. Vanderpool is 
sponsor. 
General Metal Trades includes 1st row 1 tor P. Borrego, I. Garcia, B. Martinez, R. Slough, H. Ochoa, 2nd row R. Ar-
redondo, N. Rendon, A. Sandoval, L. Gutierrez, A. Chavez, E. Palacios, R. Torres, J. Rodriguez, 3rd row A. Rios, D. 
Munoz, R. Rojas, S. Mill, F. Perez, 4th row V. Alvarado, J. Guajardo, R. Ramos, E. Gonzalez, H. Martinez, J. Balli. 
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Vocational Office Education COOP 
is an organization of students who 
have chosen some kind of office oc-
cupation as their career objective. 
Therefore, the purpose of the club 
is to promote a better understand-
ing of office occupations and de-




students included attending the 
Annual Leadership Conference held 
in San Antonio. The only project 
which was sponsored by VOE CO-
OP was a Pre-Halloween show at 
the Texas Theater. 
VOE Lab officers, front row, right to left are, Pres., C. Garcia; Vice-Pres., K. 
Simmington; and Photo., B. Longoria. sec. row arc, I. Carlin, Y. Ramirez, R. 
Cisneros, D. Edwards, L. Renner, D. Guzman, E. Ybanez, J. Hinojosa, M. Gon-
VOE COOP members are sitting I. to r., Y. Dela Rosa, G. Romo, Y. Vives, L. Garcia, L. G,utierrez, C. Hyde, N. Guajar-
P. Trevino, M. Lerma,]. Olivarez, M. Guerrero, N. Ortiz, Y. Meza, M. Rodriguez, and B. Sanchez. 
Testa ; Sec ., D. Hinkle ; Rep., Y. Sanchez; Treas. , J. Cantu ; Hist. , M. Perez; Sar. -at-arms, C. Rios ; not shown are Par!. , S. 
Alaniz, J. Vasquez, M . Garza, D. Cantu, A. Moreno, J. Escobedo, G. Palacios , M. Alaniz, third row, T. Amschler, A. 
zalez, D. Guzman, and N. Soto. 
do, sponsor, standing I. tor., M. Gonzalez, A. Fuentes, J. Gonzalez, D. Meza, 
There are 31 members in VOE lab. 
Students in this club can be either 
boys or girls. The purpose of VOE 
Lab is to expand interests in Office 
Education, learning to communi-




is both a class and a club . Students 
attend a Youth Leadership Confer-
ence, an Ali-Valley Installation of 
Officers, and if possible State and 
National Conventions. VOE also 
sponsors needy baskets on holidays 
and helps with the March of Dimes. 




Building Trades include, l. to r. first row, F. Gomez, P. Castillo, 
A. Mc Kee, sponsor, R. Estrada, H. Anaya,}. Cortez, L. Ordonez, 
dez, J. Rodriguez, R. Salinas, and J . Yarrito. 
Pedro Vela and Jose Chavez construct a model 
house under the supervision of Mr. McKee. 
This year twenty-six members make 
up Auto Mechanics. The members 
were kept quite busy with numer-
ous activities such participating in 
leadership training for both officers 
and members of 
Auto Mechanics 
The students also attended con-
ventions held in San Antonio. Pre-
paring for leadership in the world 
of works is their main purpose. Mr. 
Cecil Hopkins is the sponsor. 
Kneeling L to R, A. Flores, J. Martinez, R. Cano, A. Guzman, G. Gasca, R. Espi-
R. Garza, P. Saldana, J . Salazar, J. Martinez, J. Rodriguez, M. Perez, F. Salazar, 
R. Casteneda, E. Handy, R. Landez, J. Mendez. 
P. Flores, L. Vasquez, R. Escobedo, G. Vasquez, D. Guzman, sec. row standing, 
P. Vela, R. Zuniga,]. Chavez, M. Gonzalez,]. Palacios,]. Gonzalez,]. Heman-
With a great task of building set be-
fore them, the twenty members of 
Buildina Trades 
constructed the following: Fifty-
five stools for a Bearette Routine, a 
podium, Buffet Bars, Book cases, 
Band instrument cases, and dog 
houses. They also repaired and re-
finished furniture. Building Trades 
is sponsored by Mr. Allie G. McKee. 
Do these guys really know anything about cars? 
noza. Sec. row R. Sandoval, J. Hernandez, D. Escobar, 
D. Kutzur, D. Randall, Spon. C. L. Hopkins, 3rd row, 
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At a special assembly, two students 
were bestowed with the honor of 
Mr. and Miss P8JA. 
Seniors Andy De Leon and Minnie 
Perez were honored with this title 
by the students who nominated and 
voteci for them. This was a different 
presentation from the traditional 
Belle and Beau. 
Andy De Leon ... Mr. PSJA ... brown eyes, black hair ... likes ... all 
kinds of food, dark places, Pizza Hut, Dairy Queen, police movies, "Romeo 
and Juliet" ... subjects ... Concert Choir and Boy's Glee Club ... dislikes 
... Civics, getting up at 7 a.m. for school short lunch periods ... ambition 
. .. major in P.E. and marry Oralia ... 
Minnie Perez ... Miss PSJ A ... brown eyes, brown hair ... likes the beach 
... James Taylor and Carole King music, daisies, favorite person ... 
"Renee" ... dislikes ... quiet people, cold, gloomy weather ... ambition 
... major in psychology ... 
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This year lovely Mickey ava. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pascual ava. 
had her dreams fulfilled as she was honored as 
Homecoming Queen 
for 1973-74. Mickey was crowned during halftime activities at the PSJA 
McAllen game, October 19, 197 3. Mickey has a friendly personality: she 
adores children and likes people who arc friendly and trustworthy. She likes 
ketchup and she especially likes pistachio-almond ice-cream. Dark colors, 
soul music, and rhythm and blues arc also among Mickey's favorite things. 
Like most students, she digs football. Someday she hopes to visit Paris: how-
ever, she plans to live in California. Her favorite time of day is "late in the 
evening while the sun is setting". Some day she dreams of becoming an air 
line stewardess and otherwise she plans "living life as it comes". 
Also honored during Homecoming 
night were Minerva Perez, on two 
top photos, as first runner up, and 
Mary Lou Alvarado, on two bottom 
photos, was second runner up. 
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Candidates vying for Homecoming Queen included Chris Robles, top left; 
Petra Romero, bottom left, Rosanne Smith, top right and Sally Serna, center 
photo. 
Debbie Cantu, top left; Linda Renner, top right and Eva Dominguez, bottom 
photo were also in the queen contest. 
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Rosanne, Petra, Sally, Cris, Debbie, 
Linda and Eva. 
Queen contestants are presented 
here in their formals . .. 
The class of '74 chose Sophia 
Arispe and Jesse Campos to re-
present their class as 
Senior Class 
Favorites. 
Sofia and Jesse are both popular 
and liked by their classmates and 
teachers. 
Sofia Arispe ... Senior Class Favorite ... brown eyes, black hair, 5' 7" ... 
likes ... people with good sense of humor, her brother Eloy and "all my 
crazy friends", soul music, Temptations, Areatha Franklin, ... favorite 
book ... 'The Exorcist,' foods, ice cream, tuna, Mexican food, movie, THE 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MISS JANE PITMAN ... dislikes ... English, 
people who can't take a good joke ... ambition ... psychiatrist, social worker 
or lawyer. 
Jesse Campos ... Senior Class Favorite ... Taurus ... Brown eyes and hair 
... likes boxing, track, older girls, chinese food, Steinbeck books, physics, 
. .. ambition ... Doctor. 
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David Leibowitz and Delia Gutier-
rez were surprised by their class-
mates as they were chosen 
Junior Class 
Favorites 
for 1974. This was a precious event 
for this well-known couple. 
David M. Leibowitz ... Junior Favorite ... likes quiet moments ... dislikes 
prejudiced people ... Favorite subjects ... math and chemistry ... Future 
ambition ... attend either Notre Dame or Rice and study law .. . 
Delia Gutierrez ... Junior Favorite ... likes walking in the rain and her 
favorite color is yellow ... dislikes American History ... Favorite food ... 
Pizza ... Future ambition ... attend college ... 
The class of 76 proudly chose their 
Sophomore Class 
Favorites 
for 1974. Class favorites were Mar-
cos Flores and Linda Nava. 
Marcos Flores ... Sophomore Favorite ... likes Biology, World History, 
'1ances, pepperoni pizza, friendly people ... dislikes gossip, getting up early 
... ambition ... finish education and plan a career ... 
Linda Nava ... Sophomore Favorite ... likes Biology, enchiladas. sweets, 
soul music ... Favorite persons ... her boyfriend, parents, and friends ... 
Places ... the country, beach ... dislikes math, prejudiced people ... 
ambition ... nurse ... 
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Next in line as favorites were 
Runners up 
for Mr. and Miss PSJA, Senior, 
Junior and Sophomore class fa-
vorites. 
Eli OliNarez ... Mr. PSJ A runner-
up ... bro~ hair and eyes ... likes 
sunny days, blue jeans, beach, win-
ter days at home ... favorite ... 
persons, "Kites", la ganga, Cindy 
... books, Taylor Caldwell's novels, 
Search for a Soul, The Exorcist, 
future ambition ... become a medi-
cal doctor ... 
Petra Romero ... Miss PSJ A run-
ner-up ... likes swimming, shy 
people, the beach, Mexican food, 
Corpus Christi ... favorite person 
... Marcus ... favorite subject ... 
Mexico and South West ... dis-
likes Study hall, homework ... 
ambition ... modeling ... 
Eleazar Escobedo ... Junior Favor-
ite Runner-up ... brown eyes and 
hair. 5' 8" ... likes dances, boxing, 
football, swimming. traveling on 
airplanes, Alaska, parks ... favorite 
subjects ... math ... dislikes Eng-
lish and history ... favorite person 
... Becky ... ambition ... archi 
tect ... 
Judy Lee ... Junior Favorite Run-
ner-up ... dark brown eyes, long 
black hair, 5' 2" ... likes nice and 
considerate people. having fun, 
meeting people, steak, math, Ha-
waii, favorite music, Seals and 
Crofts and John Denver ... am-
bition ... attend PAV and Univer-
sity of Texas to become a lawyer 
Mickey Nava ... Senior Favorite 
Runner-Up ... likes to cook and 
sew, math, sentimental movies .. . 
dislikes Practical English, gossip .. . 
has light brown hair, brown eyes, 
height 5' 2" ... 
Andres De Leon ... Senior Favor-
ite Runner-Up ... likes Oralia. 
Daisy May Garcia, Norma Trevino, 
pepperoni pizza, long hair, typing 
teacher, has brown eyes, black hair 
and 6' 1" ... ambition ... attend 
PAU major in PE and get married 
Roy Mancha ... Sophomore Favo,-
ite Runner-Up .. . Brown eyes and 
hair, 5' 7", likes mystery movies, 
the beach, beef stew, "my girl", 
rock, soul and chicano music, bi-
ology ... dislikes math, english, 
history, war, ... future ambition 
... football player, drummer ... 
Vickie Shawn ... Sophomore Fa-
vorite Runner-Up ... dark brown 
eyes, long black hair, 5' 6" ... 
likes french fries, biology, mot0r-
cycle riding, blue jeans, laughing, 
Mexican food, "my friends", the 
beach, New Mexico ... movies ... 
"Ben", "Billy Jack", her favorite 
music is by the Carpenters and 
Bread ... ambition ... Veterinar-
ian .. . 
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Maytee Garza ... Miss Bearette 
likes Bookkeeping, honest people, 
dances, basketball games ... dislikes 
Typing II windy days ... ambition, 
Business major 
Daniel Pena ... Mr. Bearette ... 
hazel eyes, brown hair ... likes 
Shakey's, football, good looking 
girls, Debbie Ventura ... dislikes 
country and western music ... am-
bition, Marine engineer 
Rosendo De Leon ... Cheerleader 
Beau ... likes Tina, painting group 
pictures, going to the beach ... dis-
likes study hall ... ambition, well 
known painter 
Andres De Leon ... Cheerleader 
Beau ... likes meeting new friends, 
long hair, Oralia ... dislikes short 
lunch period ... ambition P.E. 
major 
Petra Romero ... Honey Bear likes Marcus, 
Roberta Flack, red roses ... dislikes imma-
ture people, english, homework ... ambi-
tion, to become a model. 
Mary (Peanuts) Hodges ... Miss Spirit, likes 
the beach, sunny days, Italian food ... best 
friend, Doris, likes her nephew Keith .. . 
Movies, Westworld, Love Story ... likes 
quote "today is the first day of the rest of 
your life." 
Randy Wagner ... Mr. Spirit ... brown eyes, 
red hair ... likes Zoology, Drama, scouting, 
mountains, Summer of '42, favorite quote 
is by an American general, "Nuts"! ... am-
bition, major in Pre-Dentistry. 
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Norma Zamarripa ... Miss DECA 
... likes Indians, sunny days, pe-
can pies ... dislikes hypocrites ... 
ambition ... to find justice and 
liberty for all ... 
Albert Garcia .. ·. Mr. DECA ... 
likes Civics, the supernatural, blue 
jeans ... dislikes violence, Donny 
Osmond ... ambition ... a lawyer 
Sylvia Benavidez ... Miss FTA ... 
likes children, red roses, rainy days, 
long walks ... dislikes dishonesty 
... ambi.tion ... Psychology ... 
Jose Luis Maldonado ... Mr. FTA 
... likes quiet people, Santana, 
cheeseburgers ... dislikes loud per-
sons ... ambition ... Math major 
Lisa Borders ... Key Club Sweet-
heart ... likes Denver, College 
Station, "Brandy", parties, long 
distance, "Hello it's Me" ... dis-
likes Spelling, Wrecks ... Ambi 
tion Fashion. 
Estelle Carney ... Top-Teen Sweet-
heart ... likes Mike, water skiing, 
and cheerleading ... dislikes activi-
ty period, windy days, gumpy peo-
ple ... and research papers. Movie 
... "Butterflies are Free" .. . 
Group ... The Carpenters ... Am-
bition ... Dental Assistant. 
Randy Wagner ... Top Teens Fa-
vorite ... likes scouting ... Mexico 
... the mountains ... dislikes long 
books with small print ... ambition 
... Pre-dentistry ... 
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Eli Olivarez ... Mr. Pan American ... likes Biology and History ... Laguna 
Lake ... the beach ... dislikes ... smell of formaldehyde ... favorite movie 
SUNSHINE ... ambition ... doctor ... 
Rosie Sifuentes ... Miss Pan American ... likes dancing ... jokes ... 
"American Graffiti" ... dislikes research papers ... ambition ... Medical 
fechnician ... marry Mario ... 
Mary Saldana ... Pan American Queen ... likes Physics ... Biology ... 
having fun ... being lazy ... pizza ... "Billy Jack" ... ambition ... go to 
college ... major in psychology ... 
Sally Serna ... Pan American Duchess ... likes to meet guys ... ride 
around ... dislikes quiet people and timed writings ... ambition ... go to 
San Antonio ... become medical assistant ... 
Sylvia Serna ... Pan American Duchess ... likes cold weather ... pepper-
oni pizza ... English IV ... dislikes windy days ... ambition ... Law En-
forcement Major ... 
Minnie Perez ... Concert Choir Sweetheart ... likes to sing, sunny days, to 
eat ... dislikes math, noisy places ... "Renee's my favorite" ... ambition 
... to be a counselor 
Frank Arriaga ... Concert Choir Favorite ... likes cold days and Friday 
nights ... dislikes American History ... Favorite food ... steak and shrimp 
... ambition ... dental specialist 
Connie De Leon ... FNA Sweetheart ... likes to sing, horror movies. sporty 
cars, beach ... dislikes war, jealously, being alone ... Favorite food beans 
... ambition law 
David Trevino ... Osoette Favorite ... likes playing basketball, quiet places, 
Mexican food ... dislikes homework, basketball practice ... future ambi-
tion ... Law Enforcement 
Sue Tullbane ... Osoette Sweetheart ... likes typing and homemaking ... 
dislikes math ... Favorite foods ... hamburgers and milk ... Future ambi-
tion ... become an elementary teacher 
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Lupe Almanza ... Cheerleader Favorite ... likes basketball, riding around, 
quiet, shady places ... dislikes leaving P.S.J.A .... ambition ... History 
major ... 
Becky Hensley ... Basketball Sweetheart ... likes to travel, big cities, 
"Billy Jack", Italy ... dislikes boring times, leaving friends at P.S.J.A .... 
ambition ... go to college and Medical School ... 
Lisa Borders ... FF A Sweetheart 
... likes walking along the beach, 
happy people, Rod Stewart ... dis-
likes saying goodbye ... ambition 
... Model ... 
Linda Renner ... FF A Sweetheart 
... likes .Reynosa, rain, friends, 
loves Mike ... dislikes traveling, 
windy weather ... ambition ... a 
homemaker ... 
Mary N. Saldana ... Student Coun-
cil favorite ... likes physics, biol-
ogy, math, carnivals, pizza, Mexi-
can food, all kinds of music, favor-
ite movie ... Billy Jack ... dislikes 
... doing research papers, Spanish 
... future ambition ... major in 
physchology. 
Eloy Trevino ... Student Council 
Favorite ... likes pizza from Mila-
no's, Janie C., Norma S, Mary S., 
etc., Corpus Christi, likes soft rock 
music, favorite book ... The Exor-
cist ... subjects ... History, biolo-
gy and Math, dislikes Geometry, 
homework, research papers, ambi-
tion ... Medical Technologist. 
Juanita Diamantina Herrera .. . 
Favorite Teacher of the Year .. . 
4' 10" ... brown eyes and hair .. . 
likes home-made strawberry pie, 
tamales, meat loaf, Tamales, GONE 
WITH THE WIND, THE SCARLET 
LETTER, Mohanqas Gandhi, Paul 
Newman, Shirley Chisholm, Ed-
ward Kenedy, "American Graffiti", 
"Lady Sings the Blue.s" ... music 
... We've Only Just Begun, I don't 
know how to love him, Aquarius, 
Unos Ojos Negros ... ambition ... 
graduate from college with a MA 
Degree in Guidance and Counsel-
ing, take a trip round the world and 
soon get married. 129 
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Yolanda Sanchez ... VOE Sweet-
heart ... Likes typing, dancing, 
babies, spring ... Dislikes windy 
days, Civics, unfriendly people ... 
Likes Pizza, San Antonio, Pop Mus-
ic, Favorites Jessie Banda, "Sun-
shine", ... Future ambition Busi-
ness Administration or Secretary. 
Connie Villarreal ... DOT Sweet-
heart ... Likes Manny, Mexican 
Food, Rock music, Sonny and 
Cher ... Dislikes Windy days, .tn-
glish ... Ambition Printer of Teach-
ers Aid. 
Jose Luis Malonado ... Band Beau ... Likes Nora, pepperoni pizza, Hous-
ton, "Diamonds Are Forever", Chicago and Satana ... Dislikes loud and 
conceited people ... Future Ambition is to go to UT and be a Math Major. 
Janie Parks ... Band Sweetheart ... likes the beach, Jeff, mexican food, 
San Antonio, "American Graffiti" ... dislikes going to the dentist ... 
Future Ambition Medical secretary and get married. 
Karen Mettlach ... ICT Sweetheart ... Likes band, bowling, twirling, classi-
cal music, and simple common people ... Future ambition Dental Hygienist. 
Isabel Garza ... FHA Sweetheart ... likes dancing, cooking, David M ... dislikes serious matters, arguments ... 
future ambition ... Model and a housewife. 
David Garcia ... FHA Favorite ... likes drag racing, fried chicken, football ... dislikes Science, ... future ambition 
... Law Enforcement. 
Mary Farias ... Slide Rule Sweetheart ... likes biology, quiet places, the Zodiac ... dislikes homework, cold weath-
er ... Ambition ... Interior Decorator .. . 
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Corina Garcia ... Mu Alpha Theta Sweetheart ... likes dancing ... "Ameri-
can Graffiti" ... country music ... dislikes research papers ... grouchy peo-
ple ... ambition ... Medical Technician, marry Mario ... 
Maria Perez ... Auto Mechanics Sweetheart ... likes horseback riding, 
"Billy Jack" ... dislikes having to study, prejudice people ... ambition ... 
Automotive Technician or Aircraft Maintenance ... 
Willie Thatcher ... Auto Mechanics Favorite ... likes sandy beaches, riding 
around, working on cars ... dislikes Civics, being home, ambition ... Me• 
chanic or study Law ... 
Romeo Ysaguirre ... Mr. DECA ... likes traveling, Mexican girls, Canada 
... dislikes snakes ... ambition ... teacher or radio broadcaster ... 
Chris Robles ... NHS Sweetheart ... likes cats ... making friends ... Joe 
... chocolate cake ... Love Theme ... dislikes spiders ... split-ends .. . 
Civics ... ambition ... Medical Assistant 
Robert Cantu ... NHS Favorite ... Likes Fried Chicken, Betty , ASP, Phy-
sic;, Princeton ... dislikes study hall, bad jokes, homework, olives ... favor-
ite movies, Billy Jack, War and Peace ... favorite song, Hey Jude , Lucy in 
the Sky of Diamonds ... likes chess, good music, cooperation ... future 
ambition ... Nuclear physicist. 
Rosalva Nava ... Library Club Sweetheart ... favorite subjects, Amer. His-
tory ... Civics ... likes horseback riding, dramatic movies, reading books 
... ambition ... Government Major ... a lawyer. 
Telesforo Gomez ... Girl's Choir Favorite ... likes weekends, keeping car 
clean, cold beverages ... dislikes rainy days, Algebra ... Future Ambition 
... Medical Technology. 
Clarissa Aschbacker ... Girls Choir Favorite ... likes singing, Drama, laugh-
ing, art, apples, Jerry Lewis, New Mexico, GONE W 1TH THE WIND, chick-
en ... dislikes prejudice, dishonesty, Social Studies .. , Ambition Singing 
Evangelist and/or a housewife. 
Estella Garcia ... Miss DECA ... likes traveling, pizza, summer ... ambi-
tion ... teacher. 
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1973-74 Baff/in' Bears 
Hector Vasquez 10 Luis Chapa 52 
Ramiro Luera 11 Rusty Reichert 60 
Moises Martinez 12 Santos Marlolejo 61 
David Leibowitz 14 Jerry Martinez 62 
Bobby Cantu 20 Joe Esparza 63 
David Balli 21 Joe Mata 64 
Cooky Trevino 22 Eddie Santos 65 
Kirk Garfield 23 Roy Rosas 70 
Craig Belew 25 Jose Negrete 72 
J.V. Cantu 30 Barry Burandt 74 
Walter Patterson 31 Bobby Bledsoe 76 
Joel Avendano 32 Pat McHale 77 
Leo Saldana 33 Ricardo Barrientes 78 
Andy De Leon 34 Tommy Whitlock 80 
Johnny Herrin 44 Don Mallory 82 
Oscar Guzman 45 Marcus Ferries 84 
Mike Cranfill 46 Tito Leal 85 
Daniel Pena 50 Richard Garza 86 
Jimmy Boecker 51 
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Donna squeezed past PSJ A in 
the first game of the season 17-14 
on Sept. 7. The Bears had 250 yards 
total offense to the Redskins 146. 
A 49-yard run by Leo Saldana set 
up the Bears first score. Kirk Gar-
field scored on a pass from Ramiro 
Luera. A two-point conversion at-
tempt failed. 
P9JA Came Back 
in the third quarter on a 3-yard run 
by Saldana. The two-point conver-
sion attempt was successful as Lue-
ra threw to Tito Leal. 
Donna's scores came on two 23-
yard field goals, a 6 and a 14-yard 
run and a 2-point conversion at-
tempt. 
Linebacker Joel Avendano was 
chosen as the Player of the Week. 
Shown are Coaches Oscar Cantu, Fidel Villarreal and Richard Cortez. 
Not shown are Head Coach Max Cantu, Jack Price, Alfredo "Boxer " Her-
nandez, Jan Jernberg and Reymundo Gonzales. 
After losing the first game of the season, 
the Bears bounced back in game number two 
by a score of 34-0. On September 14 PSJA 
led by Leo Sandana, shut out the Rio 
Grande City Rattlers, 
9aldana 9cored 
five times on runs of 20, 2, 10 and 8 yard~ 
and ran up a total of 129 yards rushing. J.V. 
Cantu made four of his five extra point at-
tempts. The Rattler offense was defanged by 
the Bear defense which allowed one yard to 
be the deepest penetration in the first half. 
Because of his outstanding performance in 
the game, Saldana was unanimously voted 
the Pharr Jaycee Player of the week. 
9coreboard 
WE IBEY 
Donna 14 17 
Rio Grande City 34 0 
Edcouch-Elsa 19 17 
Harlingen 10 12 
Brownsville 0 17 
McAllen 0 16 
Mission 0 14 
Edinburg 9 14 
Weslaco 19 7 
San Benito 6 21 
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The Battlin' Bears defeated the 
Edcouch-Elsa Yellow jackets by a 
score of 19-17 on Sept. 21. After a 
first quarter field goal by Edcouch-
Elsa, J.V. 
Cantu Retaliated 
with two 22-yard field goals to put 
the Bears in the lead early in the 
game. 
In the second half of the Bear-
Yellowjacket play, the Yellow 
scored on a pass. Ramiro Luera 
went in from one yard out to put 
the Bears back in the lead. 
Midway through the fourth 
quarter Leo Saldana scored for 
PSJ A. Edcouch-Elsa passed for one 
more touchdown. The Yellowjack-
ets had a drive going in the final 
minutes but the Bear defense re-
covered a fumble to cinch the win. 
Tito Leal, Bear's split-end;was 
the Player of the Week. 
The Players of the Week chosen by the Pharr Jaycees for the first time this year 
are standing 1 to r, David Leibowitz, Marcus Ferris, Hector Vasquez, and Rusty 
Reichert. Sitting are Leo Saldana, Tito Leal, Walter Patterson and Joel Avendano. 
Not shown are Bobby Bledsoe and Andy De Leon. 
The Harlingen Cardinals handed the PSJ A 
Bears their first district loss. This was the 
first district game for both teams. Final 
score was Harlingen 12, PSJA 10. 
Harlingen's scores came on a seven yard 
pass and a 14-yard run. Both extra point at-
tempts failed. The Cards had a 17-yard scor-
ing pass called back on a holding penalty. 
Bears' Hi,ghli,ght 
was a pass from Luera to Leal. Leal raced 45 
yards before being pulled down. 
Bear defense looked good as they blocked 
a Cardinal punt in the fourth quarter. 
Walter Patterson, Bears' linebacker was 
Player of the Week. 
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Brownsville defeated the Bears on a rain-
soaked field by a score of 17-0 on October 
12. There were nine fumbles in the 
Bear-Eaale 
game. Four were by the Bears and five by 
the Eagles. 
The Bears recovered an Eagle fumble at 
the 40-yard-line on the opening kick-off. 
Hector Vasquez and Walter Patterson teamed 
up to take the ball to the Eagle 8-yard line in 
only five plays. On the sixth play the Bears 
fumbled. 
Marcus Ferris, Bear's Center Back, was 
Player of the Week. 
Bearette Orfie Pal-
acios cries at the last 
game of the season. 
The Battlin' Bruins were defeated by the 
McAllen Bulldogs on October 19 for the first 
time in nine years by the score of 16-0. In 
the 
PBJA-McAl/en 
game, the Bulldogs scored on .i one-y.ird run, 
.i 24 yard field goal and a 13-y.ird pas. The 
Bulldogs missed one and made one on extra 
point attempts. Andy De Leon led the Bears· 
running attack with 59 yard rushing on fif-
teen carrie . 




The Mission Eagles defe:ited the 
Bears by a score of 14-0. 
Mission scored on a 4-yard run 
in the first quarter in the 
Bear-Eagle 
meet. The Bears were never a seri-
ous threat to the Eagles' end zone, 
But they did have some long drives 
stalled by fumbles and other costly 
errors. 
The Eagles again scored on the 
Bears' in the fourth quarter with a 
10-yard run. Both extra point at-
tempts were good. 
David Leibowitz, Bears' Safety, 
was Player of the Week. 
On Nov. 2 the Bears fell to their 
old rivals, the Edinburg Bobcats, by 
a score of 14-9. In the 
Bear, Edinbura 
challenge, the Bears drove fifty 
yards to score their first touchdown 
against a district opponent. Bear 
scores were made when Hector Vas-
quez carried the ball in for the 
score with the extra point attempt 
failing. J .V. Cantu kicked a 21-yard 
field goal. 
The Bobcats scored on an 80-
yard run that began as a field goal 
attempt. 




On November 9 the Bears got their district win against the Weslaco 
Panthers by a score of 19-7. 
After receiving the opening kickoff, the Bears wouldn't give up the 
ball until they had scored six points. 
The Baffling Bruins 
marched 80 y,1rds down the field to make ,1 first quarter score. Vasquez 
took ,1 pitchout from Luera over the goal line. The extra point kick was 
wide to the left. A 79 yard drive put the Bc,ns in e.':cclknt position for 
J.V. C.1ntu's 21-yard field go.ii. Kirk G.1rficld scored in the third quar-
ter on ,1 13 y,1rd run ,111d C.1ntu Lomplccccl the c,tr,1 point. 
Marct1. Ferri . toppLcl 1 \\esl.ico dri\·c as he intcrLcptccl a p,1s by R,1-
m1ro V,ddez. 
Th<: PJnthers' on!~ con: c,1nK on J om \ ,1rd run. 
Battlin' BcJr of the Weck was Rusty Reichert left back. 
PSJA wound up a dismal foot-
ball season by losing to San Benito 
21-6 on Nov. 16. This gave the 
Bears a 3-7 season record and a 1-6 
in district play. 
The Bear's only score in the 
Bears-Greyhounds 
meet, came on a 10-yard run by 
Vasquez. The Bears were then pen-
alized 15 yards and the extra point 
try failed. The Greyhounds scores 
came on three one-yard plunges by 
the quarterback. All t:xtra point 
tries were successful. 
Bobby Bledsoe, Bears Tailback, 




The 1973-74 football season proved 
to be a good one for the PSJ A 
Junior Varsity 
The Bear J ayvces finished the sea-
son with a 7-2-1 record against 
tough opposition. Photo at right 
shows JV players huddled in prayer 
before a game. 
Scoreboard 
We-They 
Donna ........... 34- 0 
Edcouch-Elsa ....... 30- 0 
Weslaco .......... 12- 6 
Harlingen . . . . . . . . . . 6- 6 
Brownsville ........ 12- 2 
McAllen .......... 12-22 
Edinburg. . . . . . . . . . 24-0 
Mission ........... 6-12 
Weslaco .......... 18-12 
San Benito . . . . . . . . 12- 6 
In the above photo, the Bear Jay-
vee offense prepares to attack the 
Greyhound front line. The bottom 
photo shows the JV offense walk-




After-school exercise was the order 
of the day for Coach Richard Cor-
tez's 
Intramural Volleyball 
Volleyball matches were played in 
the gym after school usually when 
basketball wasn ' t scheduled. Top 
right , Aida Cisneros and Roman 
Cantu are shown in action. Bottom 
right, Chuck Anderson Norma and 
Mary Saldana, Arnoldo Mata and 
Louis Berthold are involved in the 
play. Bottom Left: Arnoldo Mata 
serves the ball. 
Coach Jan Jernberg had his reso-
lution fulfilled when he resolved to 
"help PSJ A basketball be more re-
spectable" this year. 1973-74 truly 
was a year to remember in "Bear 
Basketball History", as the young 
bruins surprised everyone but them-
selves with what proved to be their 
finest performance as a 4A school. 
The season began slow as the 
Varsity Basketball 
Team 
fought to get its feet on the ground. 
After the Brownsville tournament 
(a minor disaster), PSJA stormed 
through 13 victories against 6 
defeats for an over all 20-14 record. 
These games included victories 
over district favorites such as 
Weslaco and a stunning upset of 
powerful Harlingen 53-51. The 
Bears "turned it around" with 
Brownsville, having lost two non-
district games to them, by beating 
the Eagles twice in district play! 
Bear Cagers lived and died by 
their defense and put on the finest 
defense showing of the year, against 
the mighty district champ 
McAllen, losing on the Bulldog's 

















San Benito 64-40 
Varsity cagers are, 1 to r, J. Quintanilla, F. Garza, M. Ramirez, W. Patterson, M. Roseland , T. Whitlock, R. Mang, T. 
Foster, L. Almanza, K. Garfield, D. Trevino, R. Luera N. Pecina. Kneeling are Coach Jernberg, A. Arcaute. 
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Center picture, Lupe and the Eagle's no. 15 were just not fast enough for the 
ball. Below, Will he make it? Not if the Bears can help it! 
Above, Mark Roseland "10" lays 
in two points for the Bears as Mis-
sion's Mike Ridling "31" watches. 
At right. These guys look beat and 
satisfied all at the same time after 
their nineteenth win of the season 
over Brownsville. 
In middle pie., Mark towers up over Brownsville defenders as he puts in two 
points. Frank Garza goes up for a jump shot against Edcouch Elsa, in pic-
ture at right. 
Shawn Hofland pins a ribbon on 
Cheerleader Favorite Lupe Alman-
za in left middle picture. Below, 
Becky Hensley is surprised by Lupe 
Almanza and Terry Foster as she is 
announced Basketball Sweetheart. 
Above, Lupe "22" drives in for two 
points as David Trevino follows up 
for a possible rebound. 
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Members of the Junior Varsity 
are, kneeling l tor, L. Cabrera, C. 
Martinez, J. Gil pin, J . Martinez, B. 
Jaime, standing l tor, W. Welch, 
R. Hinojosa, 0. Guzman, G. 
Laughlin, R. Villareal, H. Roble-
son, and J. Patterson. Not shown 
are, George Buenrostro, Frankie 
Olivarez, Earl McFarland and Diego 
Hernandez. 
Coach Raymundo Gonzalez headed the 
Junior Varsity Basketball Team 
this year. The bruins ended the season 14-13 and 4th place in district , while the newly formed B-team coached by 
Oscar Sandoval went 9-7 and were runners-up to McAllen in the district tournament. 
Baseball Team includes L to R, E. 
Ochoa, B. Guzman, 0. Guzman, B. 
Cantu, J. Vecchio, R. Sanchez, A. 
Arcaute. 2nd row, D. Balli, J.B. 
Cantu, H. Cantu, E. Zamarippa, R. 
Luera, T. Leal, R. Sandoval, A. An-
zaldua. 3rd row, Head coach;-R. 
Cortez, A. Serda, I. Garza, D. Lei-
bowitz, M. Cranfield, E. Bravo, 
Asst. Coach; F. Villarreal. 
The 1973-1974 PSJA varsity 
Baseball Team 
had 5 returning starters, 10 letter-
men, and 4 sophomores. They all 
strived for« good season. The sche-
dule was composed of 2 tourna-
ments; 3 non-district, and 14 dis-
trict games. The season started 
March 1 with the Weslaco Tourna-
ment and ended on April 30 against 
McAllen. 
Team Captains for this year were l 
tor, R. Luera, A. Cerda, D. Balli. 
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Outfielders, above, kneeling are 
Andy Arcaute , David Balli, Easy 
Zamarippa, Homer Trevino. Stand-
ing are, Oscar Guzman, Roy San-
chez, Isidro Garza, Mike Cranfield 
and Tito Leal. 
At right, Infielders are sitting, 
Joe Vecchio, kneeling, Bobby Can-
tu, Oscar Guzman Ruben Sandoval, 
Ramiro Luera and Easy Zamarripa. 
Standing are, J.V. Cantu, Tito Leal, 
Angel Serda, Erasmo Bravo and 
Richard Barrera. 
Pitchers for the Bears are , I. to 
r., Isidro Garza, Easy Zamarripa, 
Oscar Guaman, J.V. Cantu and 
Angel Serda. 
Catchers are, at bottom, Ruben 
Sandoval and Erasmo Bravo. 
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David demonstrates his way of 
pitching and how to strike-out 
Bear opponents. 
By George, that is a yellow-bellied 
sap-sucker flying toward me! A 
pitcher, at right, shows off 
his talents. 
Come over here, yea that's right-
just a little bit closer, shucks, 
missed again! 
Good possibilities are forseen in the 
coming years for PSJA's young 
Track Team 
This year's team consisted of 14 
sophomores, 7 juniors, and 4 sen-
iors. Head coach Oscar M. Cantu 
had this to say, "This years' track 
team looked real good. We are 
strong in the hurdles, the 120 highs, 
and 330 intermediate. We are also 
strong in the 440 yard-dash, 880 
yard run, and the mile relay. The 
boys are young and will be doing 
better. The Bears have some good 
freshmen coming up for next year." 
Distance Runners are: Top; Rudy 
Garcia, Alfonzo Guzman, bottom; 
Roy Garcia, Joe Guerra, Nelson 
Ferries. 
Sprinters are standing 1 to r Danny Ward, Cookie Trevino, Juan Mancha, Roy Mancha, Duane Canales, sea
ting are 
Richard Cavazos, Gilbert Hernandez, Roy Carranza, Jesse Campos. 
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The 1973-74 PSJA Track members 
are first row I to r, R. Mancha, 
Richard Cavazos, R. Carranza, J. 
Campos, J. Guerra, D. Canales, A. 
Mile Relay runners pictured at 
left are, standing I to r, Richard 
Cavazos, Cookie Trevino, Danny 
Ward and Duane Canales. Hurdlers 
for 1973-74 pictured at right are 
sitting I to r, Charlie Garza, Joe 
Chavez, Tony Handy, kneeling 
are Fernando Aranjo and Kirk 
Garfield. 
Pictured at far bottom left are 
the members of the 440 relay 
team standing Richard Cavazos, 
Cookie Trevino, Danny Ward and 
Roy Carranza. 
Guzman, second row are J. Man-
cha, C. Garza, T. Handy, F. Aranjo, 
D. Garfield, R. Garcia, J. Chavez, 
third row are R. Garcia, G. Hernan-
dez, N. Ferries, D. Pena, C. Trevino, 
D. Ward 
Danny Pena, above, is a one man 
team, when it comes to throwing 
shop put and discus. 
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Below left . I wonder what Rich-
ard's thinking? Top right . If the 
guys at the " Y" could see me 
now. 
At left. Alfonso, doing what he 
does best. Above . Fernando, with 
the help of his tongue makes the 
jump. 
Members of the Tennis team are, 
kneeling l to r, Eloy Moran, Diana 
Castillo, Doby Johns, Josi Ayala, 
standing l to r are, Coach Young, 
Victor Moran, Jere Welch, Alice 
Hilton, Joe Cortez, Bea Hilton. Not 
shown: Norma Contreras, Steve 
Baumgarten. 
Nine Sophomores, three Juniors 
and three Seniors made up the 
1973-197 4 Tennis 
Team 
of PSJA. The tennis team practices 
daily after school under the direc-
tion of Coach Young. PSJA is the 
only school in the Valley that 
teaches full time tennis. 
Look at Steve's sharp expression! 
Will he miss or will he prove that he 




Victor's accuracy enables him to 
stand tip-toed while slamming the 
ball. 
Diana, left, looks as if she's con-
centrating on the photographer, 
Doby, far left, has the tennis spirit 
as shown here by his straining back-
hand hit. Dolores Leal is so con-
cerned with her games as shown be-
low by her terrific "whallop". 
• 
Steve Baumgarten at left, has to 
lean far-out as he hits a forehand. 
Coach Young shows his eager-to-
learn students the correct way to 
serve. Irene, left, then takes over . . 
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Seated above, left to right are Josie Cantu, secretary;Jesse Campos, vice-president; Pattie Carrothers, reporter. Stand-
ing are Sophia Arispe, president; Eloy Trevino, parliamentarian and Orfie Palacios, treasurer. The members of 
The Benior Glass of '7 4 
Successfully sponsored the Homecoming festivities. This year there were 505 seniors. Graduation took place on May 
28, 1974 in the Bear Stadium. 
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Sophia Ari pc 
Elijio Arjona 
Ro alinda Arredondo 
















































Javier Ca tillo 
Luisa ignores Randy as he does one of his John Wayne impersonations. 
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While on a cross country run Leo lost his way 
back not knowing what direction he started 
from. 
Maria De Leon 
Rosendo De Leon 
Gloria Diaz 
Eva Dominguez 
Alma C.n azos 
Arturo Cavazos 
J J,·icr C.n azos 
Bertha oelia Champion 
Petra Ch,n·ez 
Robert Cha,·ez 
David E. Cloud 
1ark Clow 
S, h-ia Contrera 










Roberto De La Rosa 
Yolanda De La Rosa 
Andres De Leon 
Concepcion De Leon 
Jimmy De Leon 
Larry De Leon 
The cheerleaders proudly give the Spirit Stick 






Rafaela E cobcdo 
Juan E p,1rza 
Alexandra E pinoza 
Horten ia E pinoza 
Armandina Enriquez 










HAPPY BIRTHDAY MISS HERRERA from 5th period class. You're not getti
ng older, but better. 































fan ell Garza 
Ma, rce Garza 
1eli a Garza 





Alejandra probably had a crummy dare last night-either char or she just doesn ·c care co rudv like Amado does. 




























































Connie H, de 
1 oel I aguirre 
Gloria J .1s so 
arilyn J e ke 
Dobv Johns 
Da,·id Kotzur 
Terc a Kotzur 
Fidcl Lara 
Maria M. Lazo 
Irm a Ledesma 
Mary Jane Lerma 
Elida Lizcano 
The Os~oette of ·7 4 b.1cked the bears 
during the times they really needed help. 
Ruth Llamas 
Beek y Longoria 
Mari Longoria 
Bertha Lopez 
Cc ar Lopez 
Maria Elena Lopez 
Maria Elisa Lopez 
Peter Lopez 










Senior Class members on the bottom, from left to right are, E. Trevino, E. Hernandez, B. 
Brown, 0. Palacios, J. Campos, E. Trevino. "· Simington, K. Boone, E. Olivarez; on top are, J. 
Reyes, T. Gomez, E. Martinez, R. Wagner, M. Perez, P. Carrothers, S. Arispe, M. Lazo, E. Ar-












Beckie Mar h 








On the first day of school, Gloria and Annabel were very busy assigning locker 
numbers for all the seniors, juniors and sophomores. 
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Sally and Celia appear to be grie,·ed because it is their last year as Bearettes. 
Patrick 1cHale 




































At the Senior Tea are. Left co right. Josie Cantu. Albert Gonzalez and Mary Tre\'ino. Mary wants more punch it 
seems. 
San Juanita Olvera 
Carol Obst 
Ignacio Ordonez 

























Maria . Ramirez 
Mike Ramirez 
Yolanda Ramirez 











Larry, bet you think you look like the Bear! Why don't you let Andy get up? He has more of a 
chance to look like the Bear, but Roy is a Total Loss. He'll never make it. 
Frank Jose Rodrigez 
Frank Rodriguez 
Gerarda Rodriguez 
Josefa V. Rodriguez 
Magdalena Rodriguez 
Marta Rodriguez 
















Santos is proud of his cute. round belly. 
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Mrs. Doyle is probably 
thinking, "What a class!" 
And she' right! 
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Rand\ \\ ,1gner 
RaYmond \\ alker 
Jan\\ .ird 










HaYing arrived at school earh in the morning. Ruben wishes that he\\ as s
till at home. 
At the enior Tea. Di,1na says "Cmon Linda. it·s just a bit spiked." 








Candelario V cl,1 
ora Vel.i 
Amado Vera 




















Juan De La Cruz 





















Mayo looks at the heavens asking for patience with a woman like Rosanne. They portrayed 








Lury Say !ors 
Angel Serda 





The following students were those who fullfilled the senior requirements 
and thus were capable to Graduate during their junior years. These 
Junior Candidafes 











Serving as officers for The Junior Class are standing 1 tor, David Duran, reporter; Mary Lou Salazar, vice president; 
David Leibowitz, president; and seated 1 to r, Sandra Sandoval, treasurer; Irma Ochoa, secretary and Gloria Moreno, 
parliamentarian. 
The Junior Class of 74 







Maria E. Aleman 











Mary Ann Anaya 
Joel Anders 
The Jazz Group made the acoustics in the auditorium sound tremendous. 
While Rudy and Gary are 
engrossed in their conver-






































Norma Elma Borrego 
Cindy Bowen 




















Flor Estella Cavazos 
Mary Lou stresses a few 
pointers to make sure she 
understands. 
Joe Martinez, a Bear Cager, is seriously concentrating on whatever he's reading, but 















Elma De La Garza 
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Abram De' Leon 
Beeb· De Leon 
Dori . De Leon 





Gr,1ci,1 Bdi,1 Dominguez 
R. L. Dmbobles 





Rogelio E can,1mc 
OJ,id E cob.ir 
Eleazar E cobJr 
Jeanette E.cob.ir 
Ruth Escob.1r 
"R•o-a-r. go get 'cm Might) 1ite ,.. p1nt.:d sophomore. junior. and senior girl do their thing b, bringing their 
lo\'Jble. cuddh· Tedd,· Be.irs on Be,1r D.1,. . . 
Deborah Villa admires the headles leader and pradc for him while Anna and Erasmo frankh d
on't care what's 
going on. 
!delfonso Escobedo Jr. 
Julia E parza 
Elcn,1 E pinoz.i 
Humbclina Espinoz.1 
Ramon E pinoza 

































































Armando is caught in the act of trying to convince Marty to buy a stereo, "Oh 
come on Marty, what do you have to lose," says Armando. 
Doris De Leon is just one of the students at P.S.J .A. who is still young at heart? On Halloween night 































Here are just samples of the Beauties on campus doing things like dancing, clim
bing, and kissing poles. 








































Richard tries to figure out how to work the tiny adding machine while Sylvia makes goo goo eyes. 
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Ric hard 1.111g 












1.iri.i Teres,1 M,1rtinez 
Mrs. S,l\"age · students gi\"e d.ince perform,mce to student bod~·. It seem l
ike 1rs. 






































· Cathy Osborn 
Alfonso Palacios 
Alfredo Palacios 
Juniors go all-out trying to promote spirit during the pep 

























Ro a Pruneda 
Alicia Puentes 
J osc Luis Puga 






E rella Ramirez 














They say that P.S.J.A. cheerleaders are going batty. Is it true or are rhe\· just having a good time? 











Jose Lui Rodriguez 
Ju to Rodriguez 




Mrs. Todd stops Fortunato Rivera to ask him if he has his Mexican passport. 













Mary Lou Salazar 
Tony Salazar 







Elma and Rosie back the Bears by wearing jerseys during Pan American Jersey Day. 
As the day lingers on students throughout the campus express their feelings in dif-
ferent ways, one of which is through facial expressions. 
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Esteban Palacios is either in love with his teddy bear or he is really proud to be 














Danny Stevenso n 




This little sophomore chick, carrying that cute and lovable teddy bear signifying the Almighty 
P-SJ-A Bears, has as much spirit as the spirit-stick-winning juniors. 
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Whoever said "all work but no play" must have been thinking of students at P.S.J.A. who apparent
-
ly don't seem to have too much time to play around. 
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Poor little Johnny Cerda does not get in on the picture while Lalo Compean gets 













As you see here classes are so 
the valley! 
much fun at P-SJ-A. Everyone "loves to study". and having fun just goes naturall y. They say we've got the
 best students in 
I told you the E, 
the E! THEE! 


















Hector DeLa Cruz 
Mary De La Cruz 
Above right, Luisa Lopez checks 
over the machines in Office Dup-
lication. Below, Armendina, Di-
ana, Magdalena, Janie and Jesus 
look a little tired after selling 










Blanca Estella Garcia 
Janie Garcia 
Jr. rep. and alternates, 1st. row, M. Salazar, I. Ochoa, S. Sandoval, G. Moreno, D. Duran, 2nd row R. Garza, R. Esco-
bar, N. Luera, B. Garcia, 3rd row T. Beckett, S. Benavidez, L. Martinez, A. Garza, L. Isaquirre, E. Benavidez 4th row, 













THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY. This group represents the team that played in the Powderpuff game. 














Jose Miguel Robles 
Laura Runge 
Picture above left, Sally gave 
short five minute poses and 
winked her eyes to draw custo-
mers to the 'Annual Picture 
Sale'. Pies. at right. "Hey, Tim-
my, do you think Daniel would 
be willing to trade half of his 
hamburger for my coke, or 
would he risk choking on the 
rest of it?" 
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. ... ~ " ,.. 
"li.'t ;;.-I';- ~• ,,_, • • T 
Officers for The Sophomore class are standing 1 to r, Mario Ramirez, Treasurer; Gloria Gallarado, Parliamentarian; 
kneeling 1 tor, Cindy Perez, Secretary;Johnny Cerda, vice-president; and center, Ricky Salinas, president. 
The 9ophomore Class of 7 4 

















































































































I beg your pardon. Mr. Zey we didn't promise you a Rose Garden!! 
-
Gulbrina de la Cerda 
Sylvia de la Garza 
Anabel de la Rosa 
, Edward de la Rosa 
Arnulfo de Leon 
Betty De Leon 
Eddie De Leon 
Gracy De Leon 
Vickie De Leon 
Richard Delgado 









Anna Rita Enriquez 
Irene Enriquez 











































I wonder what Yoli and Julie are talking about while Ricky tries to conduct the Sophom










































Personally I think this class is a drag! 



























You're not getting older but, you 're getting better Bearcttes. 
While Ricky is busy studying, his girlfriend is doing something else. 
This couple is really prepared for a 
long day. 
This lonely guy is wait-




















































































































Mary Lou Martinez 
A martian invades student body during 


































Come on, let's hide and get ready in case 
to burn the wood. 
the puppies come in and browse around 
















Mary Jane Ortiz 





























































































































































Andy exclaims. "Gosh. would you look at that beautiful body!" "Which one?" "Mine. you fool''' 
Gosh! These school days get longer and longer especially when it's o
nly 
second period. 
Rosalinda Suarez / 
Terrell Swanson 
Debra Tagle 













































After a long hectic day this hall finally gets to rest. 
M.ikinga decision is really hard! Chris can't make up his mind whether to go 
back to class after lunch or hang around 





















Here are some stu-
dents at PSJ A doing 
their thing ... 
Rosie smiling ... 
Yolanda and Mary 
Lou waiting for their 
ride home . . . 

















Mr. Earls , on ladder, makes sure the stage props are 
perfect . 















These are some of the basketball fans which enjoyed the team's success. Basketball season was different this year be-
cause more spirit was added to each game, especially in the Mcallen game. 
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Ramon Diaz Carillo , a Huichol In-
dian, from the State of Nayarit 
played his homemade guitar for 
Mrs. Kelso's English classes. 
Olga Martinez 







Mary Isabel Pena 
Martin Ipina 




















These FFA members won a plaque on how to conduct a meeting. The winners are sitting l tor, D. Renner, L. Drei-
belbis, L. Vera. Standing l to r are T. McNeil, P. Kur be, L. Hetrick, J. Dreibelbis, J. Hale and J. Vera. 
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GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN 
N. Main Street, San Juan 
Across the Expressway 
787-7691 
Good Mexican and Pennsylvania Dutch Food 
EBERL Y'S FAMILY RESTAURANT 
"If We Please You, Tell Others 
If Not, Tell Us" 
Ray and Rhonda Eberly 
Owners 
Open 24 Hours-
On South 281 
Pharr, Texas 
787-4731 
ALADDIN BEAUTY SALON 
127 East Park-Pharr, Texas 
Dixie Ward 
Owner 
Come in today and 
take advantage 
of these options: 
Quality Synthetic 
Stones 
* Mascots under 
Stone 
* Initials Under 
Stone 
White or Yellow 
Gold 
* Inlaid Initials 






305 S. Cage 




Home of the 
Rafter Shop 
Clothes for Beautiful People 





407 A. S. Main 
McAllen, Texas 
682-6191 
Next to Vines Furniture 
Sportswear for the young woman 
of any age 
(Specializing in sizes 3-15) 
JIMMIE'S 
GOLDMINE 
* Tables on Patio 
* Gaint Hamburgers 
* Picnic Supplies 
Phone 787-9163 













419 W. Highway 
Ph,ur, Texa., 78577 
Kemper H. Glick 787-429 
14 South ain 
McAllen, Texas 9'8501 
Smc.e 1918 MU6-5391 
Timely Gifts 
• For All Occasions 
MOEAD MS 
Diamonds of luality, 
Home of Fine 1 Jewelry 
Finest Class Rings 
14 S. Main McAllen 
ICII 
787-3255 
Best of Luck to the Class of "74" 
LONE ST AR BEER DISTRIB I G CO. 
601 W. Expressway, Pharr 
787-2752 
PHARR DRUG 
WALGREEN AGE CY 
Prescription Specialists 
101 S. Cage Street 
Pharr, T i..·xa:, 
M & W FRUIT 
C MPANY 
·•Congratulations to 
the Class of 974" 
12 orth Cypress 
Pharr. Texas 
787-1094 
PHARR EQUITY EXCH 
Hardware Eclipse Lawn Mowers 
Jacuzzi Pressure Pumps 
787-2922 
214 South Broadway 
McAllen, Texas 




"Shop San Juan, 
You'll Be Glad 
You Did" 
In Business in 
Ph rr Since 1935 
A newsy, nosey, 
hometown newspaper. 
Lloyd H. Glover 
Editor-Publisher 
203 S. Cage Blvd. 
"Easy to find; 
easy to do business 
with" 
BOGGUS MOTOR 
SALES, INC. . 





is proud to broadcast the PSJ A 
games. We'll be with you 
next year, too. For double 
quality full dimensional 
stereo F.M. radio, tune 
to 98.5! 
KQXX RADIO STATION 
608 S. 10th St. 
McAllen, Texas 
Diamonds , Watches, and Jewelry 
For All Occasions 
STINNETT'S JEWELRY 



















The Family Store Wit Brand ames. 
IKE SHOPPE RESTAURA T 
McALLEN IRPORT RESTAURANT 
1217 South Tenth Street 
McAllen, Texas 686-1212 
Chain Link Fencing Free Estimates 
Our Specialty 
A-1 INTERNATIONAL FENCE & SUPPLY, INC. 
Between 
495 & Expressway 
Box 1347 
1 Mi. N. San Juan Road 
Juan Quintanilla, Pres. 
787-4121 
787-5461 
THE BIG f REEZER 
A BEAR SUPPORTER FOR OVER 20 YEAR 
CLASS OF 1954 0 SENIOR TRIP I MO TERREY MEXICO 
Most of them are still around some may be your teachers there is e -mayor of San Juan Rene's band is 
at the Flamingo Keith a teac er-Marty's Dan with b1g knife Joe's still here-Jean's Dad. boss at Central-
Bozo Big Man at Butterkrust Heron's a Prin. - Billy has two car washes Pete a teacher Pauline a good 
sec. Mr. Hallock's wife Rosa still here Look close, maybe your Mom or Dad-By the way, after this trip 
school cut Sr. trips to Mexico out- Mr. Cain was dating Jeanette Smith-Paul locked up Miss Rosanky 
(McNeil) C. Belew as Mr. Cool Mrs. Hurst was a doll -
BRAVO'S FLOWER SHOP 
1017 So. Nebraska 
787-3473 
Open Daily 
San Juan, Texas 78589 
Flowers for all Occasions-Free Delivery 
Owner, Mrs. Erasmo Bravo 




Toys-Gifts / upplies 
Bryon K. & C. W. Buehler 
MU6-8201 
100 S. Broadway, McAllen 
"We're With You Bears" 
TEXAN HOTEL 
CHUNG MEI KITCHEN 
CHUNG MEI DRIVE-IN 
Pharr, Texas 




P.O. Box 651 





bari in ... 
if you use 
it wisely. 
C A R L ' S 
G 









W:i . V. $ PAT Off . 
~" BOTTLING COMPANY 
J. Y. CHAPA'S 
ELD ING SER VICE 
Shop-830 E. Hiway 83, Pharr, Texas 
Oil Field, Pipeline and fabricating Shop 
and Rig Work- Valley Wide Service 
Phone: 787-1681 or 787-3754 
J. Y. Chapa, Owner 
CREST FRUIT CO. 
PHONE 512 ST 7-9971 • ALAMO. TEX AS 185lt, 











1305 S. 10th 





83 DRIVE-IN GROCERY NO. 1 Pharr 




Pickup and Deliver 





Laredo, Texas 78040 
512 - 722-8612 
DREFK ' 
FOODS 
741 E. Main 
lamo, Te as 
San Juan 
RAN VIA AUTO 
Official Inspection ta ion Complete Auto Repairs 
207 N. Cage, Pharr 
THE BEE THRIFTY 
THE BUDGET SHOP 
UDGU 
OKIE FRIJOLE 
N. 10th & La Vista 
McAllen 
682-3941 
Mexican Food Cafeteria Style 
OF McALL 
705 E. ecan 









G. E. Appliances 
119 S. Cage 
Pharr, Texas 
'787-4382 
PET O'PLENTY PET SHOP 
"For Complete Pet Care" 
PETS SUPPLIES- ACCESSO IES 
921 N. 10th McAllen, Texas 78501 
JEFFERSON SAVINGS 
& LOAN ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS 
JAIME'S DRIVE-IN 
127 E. 6th 
San Juan, Texas 
787-9041 
"Open Daily 7 to 11" 
P. 0. Bo 309 * Dial 682-2451 





123½ W. Park 
Pharr, Texas 
Owners 
Mrs. Emma Cavazos-Fashions 






TIRE CENTER, INC. 
The Ultimate In High Quality 
Goodyear Tires 
Zenith T.V.'s & Stereos 
Whirlpool Appliances 
115 W. Hwy 83 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
Alamo, Texas 
1010 Houston St. 
JUST ME, 
MARGO 
204 S. Main 
McAllen, Texas 
Phone: 682-9572 
"Mod Concepts In 
Female Attire 





SO N. Cage 
787-9066 
McAllen * Harlingen 
Brownsville 
Rent and .1 e 
Tools Accessories l:guipment 
McALLEN RE T AL SERVICE 
Bill Turk 
686-4561 
7:30 AM to 5:00 PM Monday Thru Saturday 
601 S. Nebraska 
San Juan Phone: 787-1861 
MANCHA'S MINI MART 
Corner of 83 & Alamo Rd. 
Ice-Groceries-Drugs 










lation & Service 
Duct Work 
, elipe E. Mery 
712 N. 7th 686-3060 
McAllen, Texas 78501 
McALLEN ST ATE BANK 
2 South Broadway 
McAllen, Texas 
MU6-1733 




Quentin cwcombe, Jr .. 
125 w. ~ 
PHARR AUTO PARTS 
E tomotive Wh l sale R tail 
1 N. Cage, Pharr 
787-9931 
FSET-:-LETTER PRESS 
Tony Rosas, Owner.---.. 
P.O. Box 359 
620 S. Nebrask 
Bus. 787-48 4 
M. RIVAS 
FOOD STORE 
220 . Cage 
787 2311 
Pharr Te s 
HYA 'S JEWELERS 
Pr rules permit you 
to ct your own ring 
a choice of 
prcCIOUS st 
mond top 
or y llow gold 
ru ted Initials 
All of the e tras at 
OOMPETITIVE PRlCE ' 
Diamonds 
9 s. Main 
M Allen T xas 
RVI EFIR T 
McAll n 
2 to 4 Week D livery 
SAN JUAN, TEXAS 
Member F.D.I.C. 
Now you can buy your records 
and Sound Equipment In one 
Convenient Place - At El Centro 
Shopping Mall- Phone: 787-1871 
KRENMUELLER FARMS 
61 2 S. Stewart,¼ Mi. W. 
FRANK SHUSTER 
FARMS 




11 6 W. tate 
Pharr. fexas 
Also 
NS Food tore 
402 W. tate 
Pharr, Te as 
TRI-CITY 
SUPERMARKET 
MR. & MRS. ROMEO 
GUTIERREZ 
Owner 
600 S. Nebraska 





N [ m nL·M, •m,vu 
VIC'S AUTO 
REBUILDERS 
Expert Auto Repair 
Complete 
Body & Paint Work 
All Makes- Free Estimates 
One Day Service On Paint Jobs 
203 W. Park Ave. 
Pharr 787-5084 
JUNI & PETITE D ESSES 
LITTLE GJRL' EP MENT 
Exclusive Dance Su plies 
Centro Mall-Pharr Mc len 787-2901 
E STORE 




R. R. L Box 77 A 
San J uan 
Inc. 
Bear 9cratches '7 4 
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Acuna, Anna-Band 2,3,4; Twirler 
2.4; Head Twirler 3 
Alaniz, Ysidora-
Alonzo, Amador-EAR 3.4 
Alvarado, Mary Lou-B, ir Memo-
ries 3; Bear's Tale-3, Head Ph. 4; 
E A 3; FHA 2; Girl's Choir 4 ; 
Library lub 2; Student Council 2, 
3; Homecoming Queen Candidate 
2nd Runner-up 
aro Rudv - CVAE Coop 4 
Anaya,' Mine~va-Bear Memories 4; 
FHA 2; Pan American Club '.!.3 
Arispe, Sofia- Mu Alpha Theta 3,4; 
N.H .. 4; Office Helper 4; Student 
Council Vice Pres. 2,3; Vice Pres. 
Sr. Council 4; Powderpuff 3,4; 
MOD Chm. 4; Student of the 
Month Sept. 
Arjona, Elijio Jr. Band 2,3,4; Key 
Club 4; Science Club 2,3,4; U.I.L. 
4 --
Arredondo, Rosalinda-FHA 4; Os-
soettes 2; U.1.L. 2 
Arriaga, Frank Student Council 
2,3;Junior Favorite; Boys Choir 4; 
Concert Choir 3,4: Sec. of Treas; 
Choir Favorite 
Aschbacher, Clarissa-Chess Club 3, 
4; Concert Choir 3,4; Jr. Sec. Chm; 
Sr. Librarian; Girl's Choir 4; Sec. 
Chm. Favonte; U.I.L. Number 
Sense 3.4; Voices of P.S.J. A. 4 
Ayala, Edwardo-lCT 3,4 
A ala, Josie-FHA 2,3; Office Help-
er 4; Student Council Re pres. 4; 
Tennis 2,3,4; U.I.L. Typing, Short-
hand 
-8-
Barrientes, Ricardo-Football 2,3,4 
Belew, Crai -Football 2,3,4; Key 
Club 3; Trac.le 2 
Bermudez, Moises-DECA 4: ICT 4 
Blanco, Elida-Osoettes 2,3,4; Sec. 
Bledsoe, Bobby-Football 2,3,4; 
Mario Romero Award; Track 2 
I 
Boecker,Jimmy- 'A : Football 
2,3,4; Hon. Men. 4; Key Club 2,3: 
Science Club 2 
Boone, Kathy Keyettes 4; .H.S. 
4; Office Helper 4 
Borrego, Ro elio 
Borrego, Yolanda-FHA 3.4 : 3rd 
Vice-Pres. 
Burandt, Barry FA 2: Football 
2 3 4· Student Council Repres. 2.3 ' ' ' 
-C-
Canche, Norma-Bearettes 2,3,4; 
Bear Memories 4 
Cantu, Deborah-Bearettes 2,3,4, 
L.G. 3; Voe Lab 4; Officer Helper 3; 
Pan Amcri, an Club 2; Student 
Council Repres. 2,3: Homecoming 
Queen Candidate; MOD 2,3; Pow-
derpuff 3; Bear Memories 4; AFS 
Bond Drive 2 
Cantu, Jacob CVAE Coop 3,4; 
Pres. 3; Vice-Pres. 4; Football 3; 
Gen. Metal Trades Vice-Pres. 2 
Cantu, Josie-Bearettes 2,3,4; Of-
fice Helper 4; Studl'nt Council 4; 
Voe Lab Treasurer 4: Sr. Council 
Secretary 
Cantu, Margie-Office Helper 4 
Cantu, Roman-EAR 3; Student 
Council Repres. 4; U.I.L. Ready, 
Writing 4 
Cano, Rogelio- VICA 4 
Carlin, Isabel-FHA 3; FNA 3; OEA 
4; U.I.L. Shorthand 4 
Carney, Estelle-Cheerleader 2,3,4; 
Tri-City Top Teens 2.3,4 Pres. 
Carr, Gracie FNA 2,3,4: N.H.S. 4; 
Student Council 4 
Carrothers. Pattie- Bearettes 2,3,4; 
R.G. 4; 1st Capt. 4; Bear's Tale 3, 
4; Bus. Mgr. 4; Soph Council Sec.; 
Sr. Council Reporter; Powderpuff 
3.4 
Castillo, J avier-DECA 3,4; N.H.S. 
3,4; 2nd Vice-Pres. Science Club 2, 
3; Student Council Alt. 2; U.l.L. 
Typing 3 
Cavazos, Alma- Powderpuff 3,4 
Cavazos. Javier-Boys Choir 4, 
CVAE Coop 2,3,4; Gen. Const. 
Trades 2 
Champior , Bertha-Bear Memories 
_. J, Co-I: .itor, FHA 2. N.H.S. 4; 
Pan American Club 2 
Champ10 ,Janie-FHA 2,3,4; Pan 
American Club 2,3; Student Coun-
cil Alt. 2,3 
Chavez, Robert Chess Club 4; Con-
cert Cho;, 3. DECA 2 
Cloud, David-Band 2,3,4; Concert 
Choir 4 
Cook , J oyce-Bearettes 2 ,3,4; 
N.H.S. 3,4: Office Helper 3,4; 
U.1.L. 2 
Cortez. Linda-Band 2.3,4. All Val-
ley Band 3,4: U.1.L. Solo and En-
semble; State Solo Comp., Science 
Club 4: U.1.L. Typing 2; Shorthand 
4 
Cortez, Ramon- DECA 3; Football 
2: OEA Treas. 4 
Cruz, Severiano- CV AE 2,3; ICT 4; 
Gen. Metal Trades 2; U.I.L. 4; 
VICA 4: VOCT 3 
-0-
Daniel, Raul D. - N.H.S. 4; Office 
Helper 4; Science Club 2,3,4; Pres. 
4; Student Council 2; U.I.L. 
De La Reis a, Robert- CV AE Coop 
2,3,4: Pres.; Gen. Metal Trades 2 
De Leon, Andres-Boys Choir 4; 
Concert Choir 4; Football 2,3,4; 
Pan American Club 3: Track 2,3; 
Cheerleader Beau 4; Mr. P.S.J. A 
De Leon, Concepcion-DECA Pres. 
4: FHA 3,4: FNA 3,4 Pres.; Girl's 
Choir 3,4; Rotary Girl Dec. 4; 
U.I.L. Typing 2: Shorthand 3 
De Leon, Maria A.-Bear Memories 
4; FHA 2; FNA 4; Girl's Choir 4: 
Library Club 3,4; Osoettcs 3 
De Leon, Rosendo Football 2; 
Cheerleader Beau 4 
Diaz, Gloria-Bear's Tale Repres. 
2; FHA 2,3,4; Osocttes 2,3,4; Stu-
dent Council Repres. 2,3,4; U.I.L. 
2,4 
-E-
Esocbar, Rafaela- Office Dupli. 3,4 
Esobar, J osefina-C'oncert Choir 2, 
3,4; OEA 4 
Emerson, Tony CVAE 2,3: Gen. 
Const. Trades 2,3; VICA 2,3 
Enriquez, Armandina JCT 4: VICA 
4 
Enriquez, oroteo-ICT Sgt. at-
arms 3: VI 'A 3 
Espinoza, Rudy oph. Favorite; 
Boy's Choir 3,4 
Espinoza, Alejandro 
-F-
Fallon, Denyse-Bearettes 2.3.4; 
Keyettes 4; Tri City Top Teens 2; 
UIL Drama 3; Powderpuff 
Farias, Leo CVAE Coop. Parl. 3,4; 
Gen. Metal Trades 2 
Fest, Sharon-JCT 4, Office Helper 
3,4; VICA 4 
Ferries, Marcus-Football 2,4; Jay-
cees Award 2nd Team; All-District; 
Bear of the Weck 
Flores, Diana-ICT 4, VOE Coop 4 
Flores, Luis CV AE Coop 2,3.4; 
Treas. 4 
Foster, Terrence Basketball 2,3,4; 
Bear's Talc 3,4; Quill and Scroll 3.4; 
Citizenship Seminar 3; Football 2; 
Key Club 2; Student Council 2; 
Track 3,4 
Fuentes, Alejandro-FHA 3; FNA 
3; OEA 4; VOE 4 
-0-
Galvan, Pablo R. Bear Memories 
Phtg. 3; Gen. Const. Trades 4; 
Vice Pres. 4: OEA 4, VICA 4: Vice-
Pres. 4; VOE Coop 4 
Garfield, Kirk - Concert Choir 3; 
·Football 3,4, Offen ive Player of 
Yr. 4; Key Club 3: Student Coun-
cil 3: Track 2,3.4-Rcgional 
Garcia, Corina-Mu Alpha Theta 3. 
4; V.P. Sweetheart; .H.S. 3,4; 
OEA 4: Rotary Girl ept: Student 
Council 2,3,4; Corres. Sec; Chm. of 
Student Fae. Comm.; VOE Lab 
Pres. 4; Sr. Class Rcprcs. 
Garcia, Jaime - Boy's Choir 4; Ind. 
Arts 2,3,4 
Garcia, J ubenal-EAR 3 
Garcia, Martin - Boy's Choir 3; Ind. 
Arts. 2.3 
Garcia, Ramona Girl's Choir 3.4; 
OEA 4; Pan. Am. Club 3: VOE 4 
Garcia, Rick-Baseball 3: Basketball 
2,3: Mu Alpha Theta 3.4 
Garcia, Estela - DECA 4; V. P. 4; 
Delegate Leadership Conf.: Miss 
DEC : FHA 2 
Garcia. Leonel Bear Memories 2; 
Boy's Choir 4: DECA 2; FTA 2.3.4 
Garcia. Lorenzo J. Student Coun 
cil 2,3 VOE Coop 4 Sgt. at-arms: 
Pan Am. Club 4; Bear Memories 4 
Garza, Alfredo Boy's Choir 2: 
CVAE Coop 2.3; Office Helper 2 
Garza. Alicia-lCT 4: VICA 4 
Garza, Hilario Boy's Choir 2,3; 
ICT4; VICA 4 
Garza Juanita DECA 4: NHS 3 
Garza, Mary Ncll-Bearettes 3,4; 
R.G. 4; Bear Memories 4; MOD 4: 
FHA 2,3, Sec. 2, 2nd VP 3; OEA 4; 
Office Helper 2,4; VOE Lab 4: Mis 
Spirit Nominee 
Garza, Raul-FFA 3 
Garza. Sandra L. Bear Memories 3, 
4; Bus. Mgr. 4; Quill and Scroll 4; 
NHS 4; Office Helper 4; Student 
Council Repres. 2,3; MOD 
Gazca, Jose Angel EAR 3; JCT 4; 
Pres. 4; Mu Alpha Theta 3.4; NHS 
3,4; Rotary Boy Feb. 4: VICA 3.4 
Gil, Estella-CV AE 2,3,4 
Gomez. Su ana 
Gomez, Telesforu -Boy's Choir 4, 
Sec. 4, Treas. 4; Concert Choir 4: 
Girl 's Choir Beau 4: National Honor 
Society 3,4; Student Council 4, 
Reprcs. 
Gonzalez, Andre R. Band 2,3,4; 
Key lub 2,3,4; cience Club 2,3.4: 
UIL 2.3,4. 
Gonzalez, Bcdelia-DECA 4: Sec. 4: 
Area Comp. Display Award: Na-
tion.ii Honor Society 4; 0 fice 
Helper 4. 
Gonzalez. Enedelia DECA 4: Girl's 
Choir 2: D.O.T. 3 
Gonzalez, F.1usto CVAE 3; Sgt. 
at-Arms 3. ICT 4: VICA 4. 
Gonzalez.Jose A. Ff A 2,3.4: Key 
Club 2,3.4. 
Gonzalez, Jose - EAR 3, Club Ad-
visor 3: JCT 4. 
Gonzalez. Juanita OEA 4; VOE 
CO-OP 4 
Gonzalez, Marcos 
Gonzalez Miroslava Girl's Choir 
2,3, OEA 4, VOE 4 
Gonzalez, Mirta DECA 4: Student 
Council 3; Repres. 
Guajardo, Eliseo CVAE Co-op 
Gen. Metal Trades 2 
Guerra. Diana DECA 3,4; F A 2 
Guerrero, Maria Cruz OEA 4; VOE 
4 
Gutierrez, Leonor FHA 2,3; OEA 
Parl. 4. Ossoettes 3.4; Student 
Council 2,3; Tennis 2; VOE Co op 4 
Gutierrez, Sam Boy's Choir 3,4; 
Pan Am. Club 3.4 
Guzman. Andres-VICA 3,4; Rep-
res. 3: Treas. 4 
-H-
Handy, Adalberto Boy's Choir 3. 
4; CVAE Co-op 2,3,4: Gen. M tal 
Trades 2 
Handy, Edwardo-VICA 3,4, Par!. 
Hensley, Becky Girl's State Alt. 3: 
Cheerleading 3,4; FHA 2,3; Pres.; 
Crisco Award: Keyettes 3,4, Pres. 
Mu Alpha Theta 3,4; N.H.S. 4: 
Rotary Girl 4; UIL Number Sense; 
Powderpuff 4; Basketball Sweet-
heart 4 
H ·rnandez, Adela 
Hernandez, Doris-UIL 4 
Hernandez, Elva-Band 2,3.4: Mu 
Alpha Theta 3.4: Office Helper 4; 
Pan Am. Club 4; Rotary Girl 4; Sci 
ence Club 3: Student Council 4. 
UIL 2,4 
Hernandez, Gregoria Bearette 2,3, 
4 
High, Linda-DECA 4: Tennis 2.3; 
VOE4 
Hinkle. Debbie - Bearettes 2.3,4; 
Lft. d. 3; Rgt. Gd. 4: KcyettL 2, 
3,4: Pres.; OEA 4: VOE Lab 4 Sec. 
Hinojosa. Maria J. Bearettes 3.4 
Mrg.; NHS 3,4; VOE Lab 4 
nd, Shawn-GirJ·s · te 4: 
lead· · ad 4: P, w-
f 3 ,4: Stu nt 








Mu Alpha The 
Ro ary Girl March 4 
-K-
Kotzur , Terry Bearctte · 2,3,4; Lft . 
Gd. 4 ,K }ette 4;0ffi Helper4 
-L-
Lara, Fidel JCT 4 
Lazo, Mana FHA 2,4: Library 
Club , udent Council 4; Offic 
Dupl'. , Senio ouncil 
Let a, Maria S. OEA 4: Office 
Ii lper 3,4: VOE Co-op 4 
lamas, Ruth FHA 2; Girl's Choir 
2,3 
on ori Mariselda Bearcttes 2, 
4: Be ' Tale 3,4; Pan Am. Club 4 
Lopez, Cesar JCT 4: VJCA 4 
Lopez, Ma. lisa NHS 3,4; Student 
Council Alt . 4 
Lopez, Ruben Concert Choir 2: 
EAR3 ; VJCA4 
L zano, Jesus- EAR 3 Par!. : JCT 
4 ; VJCA 3.4 
Lu( io , L· .B ·ar Memories 3,4; 
.oed : Voices of P.S.J .A 4 
Luera, Blanca Estella- Bear Memo 
ries 2; FHA 3; 3rd VP FNA 3,4 Sec. 
Luera, Ramiro - Basch· 
ac1as, u 
n Ro 
cKi sa ·, ich I DE A 
otball 2; Track 2 
A 4 
oza, Marian la 
004 
r orics 4: 
cc Help r 4; UIL 
,J ,,4, . racicla - FHA3;Li-
; Mjr. 3; br r Club 3: OEA 4: Hist: Ossot-
Drum Mjr. 4; Outstan in te ,4; VOE Co op 4; FTA 
Student 2; Outstanding B tu Mo! a. Laura ICT 4: VJCA 4 
dent 3; Solo and En mb . ,4; Monciv · , 
Stat and olo Ensemble 2,4: All 4; ( VAL Co op ; gt. at arm · 
Region Band 2,3,4; rea Band 4; Gen. Met.ii Trade 2. Trc.is.; Office 
All State Symphonic Band 4; Band Helpe1 2 
Beau; Boy ' tatc 3; u Alpha Moran. Victor Boy's State 
Theta 3,4: Pan Am. Club 4: c.i A h,1 Thc;ta 3,4· NHS , Ro n 
cncc , 4; VP 3.4; tudent Boy Oct. 4; Stud nt Council 2,3, ; 
C uncil 4: FTA 2 3,4 Parl. 3: Pre Var 1ty Tenni s 2,3,4; Soph. class 
4 ; Mr. FTA 4; Who Who 3; Pcn,~---'~~.zJt<.!;!u~drnt Council Pres: Who's 
in Club 2 
Mar h, Bee i arcttes 2.3,4: Lft. 
.4: Keye tcs 4 
Martinez, Diana-Pan Am. Club 3, 
4: Decorating Comm. 3 for Jr. Sr. 
rom;MOD 3 
Martinez, Gudberto- Boy's Choir 
2,3 4; Concert Choir 2; Track 2,3· 
Footba 2 
Martinez, Julian DECA 4; UJL 4 
Bcarcttcs 2,3, 
Mata, Arnoldo-Bear's Tale 3.4; 
Chess Club 3,4; Mu Alpha T h ta 3 , 
4; Scienc Club 3; Student Council 
4; UIL 2,3,4 
Mata, J oc-Football 2,3 ,4 : MOD 4 
Mayo, Emerson 
McDermott, J e>y Bearcttes 2,3,4: 
Twirler 3; Girl's State Alt. 3; Key-
ettes 4: Office Helper 4; Tri City 
Top Teens 2,3,4; Prog. Chm. 4; 
Penguin Club 2: Mis, San Juan 4th 
Runner Up 4; MOD 2; Sliderule 
Sweetheart 2 
McHalc , Pat - FF A 2,3,4; Football 
4; Kcyettcs Favorite 3 
Who 3 
Moreno, Adela OEA 4 
Moreno, Sylvi (,i l' Choir 
NHS 4: OE Phtg. 4; Pan Am. club 
3: VOE 
Munoz, Alma FHA 4: S{iencc Club 
3 ,4 
-0-
Ochoa, Efrain Bear's Ta lc Reprcs. 
2; Footba ll 2 : Pan Amcri an Club 
4 ; Student Council 2,3; Ba ·ball 
Mgr. 3,4: J unior Council Rcpres. 
3: Sr. Cou ncil Alt. 4 
Olivarez. El i-Bear Memories 4: 
Quill and Scroll 4: Boy's State 
House of Rep: Who's Who Among 
America: Key .lub 2,3 ; Pan Am. 
Club 3,4; Mr. Pa,, AmLrican 74: 
Rotdry y J an., Cl nee Club 2; 
Stu •n t Council 2,3,4 ; Par!. MOD 
Walker; UIL 3,4; Po try Inte r. , 
Who's Who 3: Natio nal: Soph. Rep-
res . Junior Re pres.: Chm. of Funan-
cial Comm 
Olivarez, Julia FHA 3: OEA 4 ; Of 
ficc Helper 4: UIL 3; VOE 4 
Olvera, ora Bear Memories 2: 
!CT 3.4: Ossoettes 2,3 Par!. 4: Stu -
dent Council Alt. 2; VlCA 3.4 
Ortega, Ma. Ester Girl's Choir 3,4 
Ortiz. Beckie Girl's Choir 4 
Ortiz. Norma L. OEA 4: VOE 
Co-op 4 
-P-
P.1lacios, J osc L. (,en. Const. 
Trades 4 
Palacios, Orfie Bcarettes 2,3.4: Sgt. 
2: Lieutenant 3; L.G. 4: Bear's Talc 
3.4:Jr. A st. Editor 3: Editor-in-
Chief; Bear's T.ile Repres. 2: Quill 
and Scroll 3,4; Pan Am. Club 3,4: 
Student Council Publicity Co-Chm 
4; UIL Jour. 3,4: Sr. Cla Treas.; 
AFS Bond Drive 2; MOD J,4, Pow 
derpuff 4 
Palomares, San Juanita-DECA 2: 
Girl's Choir 4: Office Du pli. 
Parks. Janie Band 2,3.4; Sec. 
Treas: Band Swcetht:art 4: Keycttes 
Par!. 3.4: NHS 4: Student Council 
2: En emble A\ nd 
Pedraza, Joe EAR 3; !CT 4: VICA 
3.4 
Pena, Dame! Boy's Choir 4: EAR 
3.4: Football 2,3,4; Track 4; VI 'A 
3,4: Pres. 3; Mr. Bearette 
Pert'z, Angel Baseball 2,3. CV AE 
Co-op Reporter 4; Office Helper 3 
Perez, Joe Chess Club 3.4; Mu Al 
pha Theta Pres. 3,4; NHS 3,4; Ro 
tary Boy Dec. 4: Science Club Rep 
res. 3.4: Student Council 2,3 UIL 
2,3,4 
Perez, Minnie Bear Memories 3,4; 
Ad Mgr. 4; Quill and Scroll 4; Con-
cert Choir 3,4; Vice Pres. 4 OEA 4: 
Student Council Repres. 2,3.4: 
VOE Lab Hist.:Junior Favorite; 
Homecoming Queen 1st Runner up: 
Concert Choir Sweetheart; MOD 3: 
Miss PSJA; Sr. Favorite Nominee 
-Q-
Quezada, Margaret-FHA 3: FNA 3, 
4; ICT Sec. 4: NHS 4: VICA Sec. 4 
Quintero,Janie FHA 2.3,4 
-R-
Ramirez. Irene !CT R porter 
VICA Reporter 3 
Ramire:t, Yolanda - VOE 4 
Ramos, Juan J. DECA 4 
Reboliar, oemi DECA Pre. 4; 
Office Helper 3, FTA 3 
Renner. Linda lk,irettes 2.3.4; 
FFA Sweetheart 2,3; Kcyettes 3: 
VP 4; tudent Council_; VOE Lab 
4 
Reyes, Juan Boy"s State Alt. 4: 
Student Council Repr 4 
Rio , Celia Bcarcttes,2,3.4: Bear 
Memories 3; Bus. Mgr. 4; Pan Am. 
Club 3.4: Corre~. Sec. ; Powder-
puff 4 
Robles. Christina Bcarcttcs 2.3.4 
Bears Talc 4; HS 3.4 
Rodriguez, Demetrio - UIL 4 
Rodriguez, Mag.idalena FHA 2,3; 
OEA 4: VOE 4 
Rodriguez. Ma. Gerry FHA 3: 
F A 3 
Romero, Petra Cheerleading 2,3. 
4; Honey Bear: Office Helper 4; 
UIL Drama 4 
Robie, Glenda Band 2,3.4: chap -
lain Bear Memories; Girls State 3; 
Keyettes 3: Student Council 4; Tri 
City Top Te ... n. 2,3.4: VP 4: UIL 
Solo and Ensembles 3;Jr. Council 3 
Rodriguez, Marta-CVA Co op 4; 
Sec. DECA 2: FHA 3: OEA 2,4 Of-
fice Dupli. 
Ramo, Gloria FHA 3; F A 3; OEA 
4: VOE 4: FTA 
Rosas, Melida DECA 3; Treas.: 
Girl's Choir 2: Student 2.4: VOE 4 
Rosales, Cynthia Band 2,3.4: Asst. 
Drum Maj.: FTA 4; Keyettes 3; 
Science Club 4: UIL Twirling 3 
Rosales, Leo Basketball 2: Boy's 
Choir 4: Concert Choir 4; Football 
2,3,4: Track 2,3 
Russell, Deanna-Band 2,3,4: Chap-
lain: Girl's Choir 2 
-9-
Saenz. Pedro JCT 4: VlCA 4: 
Saldana. Leo Football 2,3,4: All 
Dist. 4: KRC,V Scholastic Team; 
Jaycee Player of the Week: Track 
2,3: Who's Who 4. 
Said.ma. Mary . Mu Alpha Theta 
3.4: Nation.ii Honor Society J,4. 
VP: Pan American Club 3,4, Pres; 
Rotary Girl 4: Student Council 4. 
VP 
Salinas. Eva FHA 2,3; Girl's Choir 
2 JCT4:0soettes2,3;VI A4. 
Salinas, Fernando - Boy's Choir 3; 
Concert Choir 4 
Salinas. George- Football 3; I ,T 4: 
VICA4 
Salinas, Juan 
Salmas. Rene F. DECA 4 
Salinas. Ramon CV AE 2.3.4; (,en. 
Const. Trade 2 
Salinas. Ruperto DECA 3 
Sanchez, Brijida OEA 4; UIL 
Shorthand 3: VOE O OP 4 
Sanchez. Joe Luis EAR 2,3,4; 
V1ca 2,3.4 
Sanchez.Juan - IC'T 3.4: VICA 3.4 
Sgt.-at-Arm . 
Sanc.hez. Yolanda ,1tional Honor 
Society 4: OEA 4: Voe Lib 4, 
Reporter 
Santillan, Gilbert Boy's Choir 4; 
Concert Choir 4. 
Serda, Angel - Baseball 2,3,4, apt. 
3.4: Bear Memories 3,4; Pan Ameri-
can 2,3,4, Par!: FfA 2; Powderpuff 
CHS 3,4; Choir 1 
Serna. Luis Alberto-Football 2.3, 
Honorable Mention; ICT 4; Pan 
American Club 3; VICA 4, Par!. 
Serna. Raul CV AE CO-OP 4 
Serna, Sally Bearettes 2,3,4: FHA 
Sec 3: Pan American Club, Duchess 
4; Student Council Rep. 2,3: Home-
coming Queen Candidate; Jr. Sr. 
Decorating Committee: Soph. Class 
Rep. Powder-puff 4 
Serna, Sylvia- Bearettes 3.4; Bear 
Memories 4; FHA 3: Pan American 
Club 3,4; Treasurer 4, Pan American 
Duchess 4; Student Council 3; 
and 2, \, i; Of 
Par ri ( lu' i; 1.1 
n II Ba J '', U, 1 t 
, nd 2aJ D1v1 1011 O'l fr: cir blc. 
1m111gt n. h.u n Beare•t ,,4 
Mgr.4 r.V1ur1.il·K cttc ;, : 
VOE L ..ib 4, Otf 1.-: Ht ,per 4; tu 
d nt Council Ir-< 't lop le ·n 
3: l IL ~ 
Small }', Sar h 81.,arettes 2, i,4: L. 
G 4: Oftia H 'p • 4: Tn C1n fop 
Teens 2. ~.4; VP J: Tre;.., So . 
Adm Bov'sChou2.3:CVAECo-
op 4 
Soto, Leticia B arettes 2,3,4, L. G. 
4 Be.ir Memories 3,4: Co-Editor 
Pan Am. Club 4 
uarez, Hector Football 2;. HS 4: 
Track 2: UIL 3 
-T-
Testa, Karen-Bearettes 2,3,4; Key-





'ub 2 ~. • 1 ent 
Cc,unctl 3,4 l'Il 2,4, 'wl10 Who 4 
lrcvtn . Petr,1 C,1rl' ( h nr 4 , H 
3,4: Of.A 4· VOI Co c p 4 
Tr vino. Sandra ( h Club wc1..t-
hc r• 'I; Be n t•c 2,3,4; Bear's Tale 
4; Ott1c. H iper 4; Pan Am. Club 4 
Tr •vino, Victor Baseball 2,3: Sci 
ence Club 2,3, StudeDt Council 3 
Tristan, Rosalinda-FHA 2; Student 
Council 2,3 
Tullbane, Sue-Ossottes 3,4; Top 




4; ,en. rades 2, 
Help r 
, Leonel Mu Alpha Theta 3.~; 
HS 3,4: Pan Am. Club 3: Sc1enc;c 
Clob 3.4; Student Council 3,4; 
Track 2 · UJL 2,3,4 
Vela, ora Noelia-Band 2 3,4; Sci-
ence Club 3,4: FTA 4 
Vil! Ruperto JCT 4: Student 
Council 4: VICA 4 
Viltme 1, Maria C.-Office Dupli. 
3, 
Ville c:as, Pablo Ind. Arts 2,3,4: 
Vive , Yolanda OEA 4, Sec; Oso-
ettc 2,3; Student Council 2,3.4; 
VOE4 
-W-
Wagner, Randy-Key Club 2.3; a-
tional Honor ociety 3,4, Parl; Ro-
tary Boy 4: Science Club 2,3,4, 
Treas; Student Council 4; Exec. 
Board; Track 3, Mgr; UJL 4; Drama; 
Mr. Spirit; T TT Sweetheart 
Ward Jan Band 2.3; DECA 4: FFA 
4 
Rich,ud King-HS Rodeo Club: 2 
yrs. Softball, Badminton; Track: 
Tennis. 
West. Elaine Band 2,3.4; HS 3, 
4 
Wilks. Phyllis Jr. Cla s Sec: CHS 2, 
3,4; Keyettcs 3,4 
hit ere, Leslie-Band 2,3,4. Li-
brarian; Science Club 2,3.4 
-Y-
Ybanez. Ester OEA 4 
Young, Lorraine 
Ysaguirre, Nocl-UIL Drama 4; 
Chess Club 3,4 
Ysaguirre. Romeo Boy's Choir 2. 
3; DECA 4, Par!: Mr. Deca; Tennis 
4 
-Z-
Zamarripa, Norma DECA 3, Parl. 
Zarate, Efrain-ICT 4, Treas; Mu 
Alpha Theta 3; VIAA 4 
Zuniga. Alfredo-Mu Alpha Theta 
3,4; HS 3,4; Science Club 2.3,4; 
UIL 4 
Zumga. Mario-Key Club 4; Mu 
Alpha Theta 3,4; NHS 4, Science 
Club 3,4; Student Counctl 3.4; 
E cc. Board 
MID-TERM G ATES 
Barber, Cathy- Bearettes 2.3,4. RG 
& Lg; Jr Scholastic Award; Mu Al-
pha Theta 4: NHS 4. 
Aano. Rolando - FF A 2,3,4. 
Gamez. Vivian - FHA 4; NHS 3.4; 
Student Council#, 4. 
Garza. Irma FHA Hist. 2,3; Pan 
American Club 3; Powderpuff 3. 
Hancock, Judy Kay-Bcarettes 2,3, 
4. Drum Major 4; Keyettes 3,4; 
NHS 3,4; Office Helper 4; Student 
of the Month for Oct. 4. 
Macias, Juanita-Student Council 3; 
Soph.Council 
Martinez, Esmeralda CV AE CO 
OP 3; Student Council Rep. & Alt. 
2,3,4; Tennis 4. 
Padron, Alejandra Petra-FHA 2,4: 
Library Club 3: FTA 3,4; DOT 3,4. 
Perez, Rosa E. Osocttes 2,3,4 ; Jr. 
Class Repres. 
R, mirez, Juan Jr. 
Rey~ , lrm W. Girl's Choir 2 ; 
CV AU Co-op 4. 
Rom ro, Jose L. Tennis 2,3. 
Saenz, Lucia 
Sanchez, Margarita-Osoettes 2: 
UIL Drama J. 
Smith Rosanne Bearettes 2,3.4: 
Right Guide 3: Science Club 2; Con-
cert Choir 2; First runner up for 
FFA Sweetheart. 
Ureste, Sylvia-Bear Memories 3,4: 
FHA 4: NHS 4;Jr. Council 3. 
Adams, Donna ............ 22 
Adams, Bryan .......... 31,97 
Alan s, Felipe. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Alan.z, Noelia .......... 32,103 
Alvarado, Ernesto . . . . . . . . . 20 
Alva, ado, Lucy . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
Arredondo, Odilia . . . . . . . . . 29 
Badillo , J. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Ballew, E. J. . . . . . . . . . . 26, 96 
Bard, Mary .. ..... .. ..... 25 
Bender, William . . • . . . . . . . . 0 
Bellew, Charles ........ . .. 32 
Billings, Mildred . . . . . . . . . 22 
Bounous, Lyman ........ 22,54 
Cam, Charles ..... ... ..... . 21 
Cano , Hilda ... ..... . ..... 22 
22 
antu, Ma . . . 25 
antu, Osca . 25. 136 
Cardenas, Norma ........... 21 
Castillo, Deanna ...... 23,22,64 
Champion, Gracie . . . . . . . . . 28 
Cisneros, Pete . . . . . . . . . . 30,65 
Clagett, Charles . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Clark, Jerald . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Clayton, J nnifer ........•. 22 
Cortez, Richard . . . . . . . . 25,136 
Doffing, J oAnn ........... 22 
Doyle.Janet ....... 29,55,191 
Duel, G nth . . . . . . . . • . . . 23 
Earls, Paul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
E~ig, Robert. . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Esman, Linda ............ 20 
Esman, Ronald ....... 31,56,97 
Evins, Betty . . . . • . . . . . . . . 22 
Felan, Esmeralda .... 24,57 ,7 8.80, 
306 
Ford, Sidney ........... 32,91 
Fraim, Lucille . . . . . . . . • . . . 29 
Auto Mechanics . . . . . . . . . 108 
Band .................. 65 
Bearettes. ............. 70,71 
Bear Memories .......... 78,79 
Bear's Tale ............ 80,81 
Cheerleaders ........ 72,73,74 
Chess Club ............... 96 
Choir .....•........• 92,93 
Const .... 109 
DEC .. 102 
DOT 
-Faculty /ndex-
Galvan, Fausto ............ 32 
Garcia, Eloy .......... 32,101 
Garza, Alice . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Garza, Hilda . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Garza, Jose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Garza Jose ... , . . . . 32 
Garza, Nieves . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Gill, Pat ................ 29 
Gonzaba, Ramon F ......... 29 
Gonzalez, Nora ......... 23.95 
Gonzalez, Reymundo . . . . . . . 26 
Green, Judy ............. 30 
Guajardo, Noelia ........ 32,106 
Guerra, Gilda . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Gutierrez, Ignacio . .... ... 24,89 
Haldiman, Carol. ..... ... 21,56 
Halle ck, J r anc1s . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Hernandez, Alfredo . . . . . . . . 22 
Herrera, Juanit ... 26,94,129,172 
Hinojosa, ylvia .. ...... 32,102 
Hofland, Shirley. . . . . . . . . 22,88 
Hopkins, Cecil. ...... .. 32,109 
Hurst, Dorothy . . • . . . . . . . . 26 
Jameson. ynette . ... 78, 1,30 6 
Jernberg, Jan. . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Jordan, Charles ... ........ 26 
Kelso, Beny . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
LinVIlle, Virginia ........ 33, 106 
Lopez, S.llldra ...... .. .... 31 
Lopez, Severo ........ . ... 333 
MacGonigle, Flora ....... 23,86 
MacGonigle, George . . . . . . 26,86 
McClure. illiam .......... 29 
McKeand, Jerry Otis ....... 29 
McKee, Allie . . . . . . . . . 33,108 
McKeever , John . . . . . . . . . . 20 
McNeil, Marjorie .......... 21 
Mettlach, Thelma. . . . . . . . . . 20 
Moroles , Victor . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Oraanization Index 
EAR .................. 101 
FFA ..... .. ......•.. 90,91 
FHA ... . ............ 82,83 
FNA ....... ......... 94,95 
FTA ................ 84,85 
General Metal Tra 04,10 
ICT 0 
Key~tt ,89 
Key C 89 
Librar 
J\iorton, Viola ... 28 
Potter. Gloria . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Puente. Norma ........... 20 
Qu1cksall, Roberta . . . . . . . . 24 
Qui.·oz, Hector . . . . . . 26 
Rendon, Fernando . . . 24 
Rod iguez, Rosalinda ..... 21,99 
Rodriguez, Rosie ........ 22,54 
Saenz, Gilbert . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Sandoval. Oscar . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Savage, Dolores ........... 25 
Saulsbury, Shirley . . . . . . . . . 29 
Serna, Luisa ............. 21 
Solis. Mateo ............. 33 
Soper, Claire ............ 23 
Snowden, Lila ........ .. 23.84 
· ,· dndge , Richard ........ 91 
Stroud, Timothy .......... 29 
I , •le, Susie. . . . . . . . . 25 
Thomas, Mollie . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Todd, Leesa .......... 30,218 
Todine, James .......... 27,84 
Traweek, Edward .......... 20 
Trevino, Odilia . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Trigo, Estela . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Tyson, Daus . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Tyson. l>"n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Van Matre, Wesley ......... 20 
Vanderpool, Wayne ... ..... 33 
Villarreal, Fidel ..... 25,136,144 
Villarreal, Juan Manuel ...... 27 
Whitlock, Leslie .......... 20 
Wiley, Jean . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Williams, France . . . . . . . . . 20 
Willingham, Chris. . . . . . . . . . 28 
Winchester. Betty .......... 27 
Wood, Wiltord ............ 31 
Yanez, Cruz . . . . . . . . . . 102,33 
Zey, Keesha ........ 23,99,236 
NHS ........... ... .. 50,51 
OEA (VOE) . . . . . . . . . 106,107 
Pan . 86,8 
Qu' ... 5 
e ... 9 
. 61,6 
Top 98,9 
UU; . , 
-A-
Maria Ab1tura . . . .. .... ..• . . 232 
Evelia Acosta . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 232 
Anna Acuna . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166,66 
Bruce Adatr . . . . . . ......•.. 232 
Richard Adame .............. 232 
Estela Aguilar ...•........... 198 
Rogelio Aguilar .•..........•. 260 
Dalia Alaniz . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 232 
Ernie Alaniz . . . . . . .• 166 
Gilbert Alaniz ............... 232 
Isidora Alaniz ...........•... 166 
Janie Alaniz .....•..•....... 232 
Joe Alaniz . . . . . . . •••..•... 200 
Maricela Alaniz ..•........ 200,84 
Rosa Alaniz ................ 166 
Rosalinda Alaniz .........•... 166 
Sonny Alaniz. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 166 
Kari Alan .. 166,49,91,177 
Diana Albendarcz ............ 232 
Alicia Aleman ...•.......... 166 
Maria Aleman •...••......... 200 
Oscar Aleman ............... 166 
Paco Aleman . . . . • .......... 232 
Mana Aleman ............... 260 
Mary Helen Aleman .........•. 86 
Lupe Almanza ........• 166,151.128 
Mary Ann Almanza. • . . • . . . • • . 200 
Ida Almanza ......•...... 232,56 
Amado Alonzo .......•...... 196 
Mario Alonzo ......•...... 226,100 
Steve Alonzo ............•... 232 
Rosa Altamuano ............. 232 
Alfredo Alvarado .....•...•.•• 226 
Alfredo Alvarado ..•......•... 233 
Aurora Alvarado ............. 226 
Aurora Alvarado ..•.......... 200 
Cristina Alvarado . . • . . . ... , .. 200 
Faith Alvarado ...•......•... 200 
Jose Alvarado . . . . • . . . . . . . .. 233 
Linda Alvarado . . . • . . . . . . . 233,84 
Marta Alvarado . . . . . . • . . . 200,54 
Mary Lou Alvarado ...... 200,79,113 
Rosalinda Alvarado. . . . . . . . . . .200 
Yolanda Alvarado ............ 233 
Gloria Alvarado ........... , .. 200 
Irene Alvarez ................ 232 
Paulo Alviso ................ 232 
Rudy Amaro ................ 166 
Trina Amschler ............ 200,51 
Arnulfo Anaya .............. 200 
Aurora Anaya ...........•. 260,51 
Hector Anaya .....•...•.. 260,108 
Irma Anaya ....... .... 200,50,52 
Mary Ann Anaya ............. 200 
Minerva Anaya .............. 166 
Joel Anders .............. 200,89 
oel Anders ......•....... 201,89 
Charles Anderson ........... 166,96 
Marcia Angel ..•...• 201,51,53,54,88 
Alejandro Anzaldua . • . . . . . . . 201 
Janie Aranda ................ 167 
Juan Aranda ................ 226 
Juan Aranda ................ 201 
Olga Aranda ................ 201 
Fernando Aranio ............. 201 
91udenl Index 
George Arcuate .• ... 201.53,51,55 ,96 
Javier Arcuate .. . ......... 167,154 
Alma Arevalo . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 260 
Roel Arevalo ..........•..... 201 
RoJclio Arevalo . . . • . . . . . . . . 226 
Roel Arevalo. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 201 
onnie Arguello. . . 16 7 
Rosie Arguello . . • . . . • . . . . 201, 70 
Carlos Arias . 16 7 
Cruz Arispe . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 232 
Lamberto Arias . . . . 201 
Sophia Anspe . . ... 167,50,52,61,62, 
165,180,117 
El!Jio ArJona. • . . . .. 16 7,56,62,89,96 
Erasmo Arjona . • . . . ... 201,68,180 
Melba Arjona. . . . . . . . • .232 
Norma Armendarez ••..•...... 232 
Elma Arrambide . . • . . . • .•• 232,94 
Jose Arrambide ......... 201,52,95 
Robert Arrendondo ....•...... 201 
Rosalinda Arredondo . . . . ..... 167 
Sylvia Arrendondo. • • . . . ..... 201 
Jaime Arriaga .•............. 232 
Victor Arroyo. . . . . . . . . .••.. 201 
Teresa Ashbacher .............. 96 
Clanssa Ashbacher ...•...... 82,1 B 
Joel Avendano. . . . . . . . . . . 201,145 
Virginia Avendano ......••..•• 201 
Hilda Avila .•............... 232 
Ramiro Avlla ................ 232 
Arturo Ayala .........•..... 167 
&ldie Ayala ......•....•. 167,100 
Josi Ayala .•.••..•.... .' .167,161 
Manuel Ayala • . . . . . . 233 
-8-
Matthew Bailey . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91 
Juan Balderas ............... 198 
Miguel Balderas .............. 167 
Aida Balli .........•..•• 233,86 
David Balli ..• 167,86,142,145,154,43 
Efrain Balli .............•... 233 
Johnny Balli .....•......•..• 233 
Belia Banda ................ 167 
Cathy Barber ........... 167,50,53 
Daisy Barrera. . . . . . . . . . . : . . . .168 
Elsa Barrera ................ 201 
Leonel Barrera ............... 2.,3 
Mary Ann Barrera .......... 233,94 
Noemi Barrera .............. 201 
Norma Barrera ............... 201 
Richard Barrera .............. 154 
Richard Barrientes ......... 168,143 
Billy Bates .............. 168,91 
Steve Baumgarten ........ 233,163 
Luis Bazan ................ 201 
Terry Beckett ............ 201,227 
Craig Bellew ............. 168,137 
Elvira Beltran. ............... 201 
Elva Benavides ............... 201 
Gloria Benavides ............. 201 
Nino Benavides ......... .' .... 233 
Roel Benavides .............. 201 
Sylvia Benavides .... 201,51,84,94,124 
Robert Benitez ........... 233,54 
Gloria Bermea ...• . .....• .. .. 233 
Moises Bermudez . • • . . . .. . . .. 168 
Celestino Bernal .. . ... . . .. .. . . 168 
Estella Bernal . . .... .. .. .... 226 
Louts Berthold . . . . . . 202,51,53,148 
Robin Bishop .. .. . .. . .... ... 202 
Barbera Ulackwcll . . . . 168 ,99 ,102,36 
Carohne nlackwell . .. . : . . . ... . 233 
Elida Blanco ........•... . ... 168 
Bobby Bledsoe ... . ....... 168,143 
Linn Bledsoe ......•........ 233 
Stephanie Bledsoe ....•.••. 202,99 
Jimmy Bledsoe .....• . .... 168,140 
CJthy Boone ...•...• 168,50,88,180 
Lisa Borders ........ 202,58,99,128 
Nora Elma Borrego •..... . ..... 202 
Pete Borrego • . . . . . • . . . . . . .202 
Roy Borrego •..•..••........ 168 
Yolando Borrego ....•.....• 168,82 
Cindy Bowen ......• 202,51,69,70,88 
Norma Box .•......•........ 83 
Erasmo Bravo Jr ...••.. 202,154,155 
Lucy Bravo ......•......... 233 
Bernado Briones .............. 233 
Pauline Broadnax. . . . . . . . . . . .202 
Belinda Brown ......•..... 168,180 
Esteban Brown • . . • .. 202,51,53,68 
George Buenrostro . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Barry Burandt ...•...••... 168,142 
-0-
Domingo Cabrera .••.......... 202 
&!ward Cabrera ......•....... 196 
Rosa Cabrere ....•...•....... 233 
Billy Cain •.....•...•..... 168,68 
Edmund Calderon .•..•....... 23 
Tom Calloway . . . • . . . . ...... 233 
Audron Camarillo •........... 234 
Carolina Camarillo •..•........ 234 
Janie Campos. • . . . .......... 202 
Jesse Campos ....... .168,165,117 ,36 
Saul Daniel Campos ........... 226 
Duane Canales .............. 202 
Javier Canales ....... . ....... 2 34 
Joel Cana],.~ . . . . . ......... 234 
Norma 1.,anache ....... 169,69,71,187 
Alicia Cano ......... ,• ...... 169 
Antonia Cano ............... 234 
Diana Cano ................ 232 
Eddie Cano • . . . ......... 234 91 
Efrain Cano ......•..••..... 234 
Ernesto Cano ..••.•...••..... 226 
Lupe Cano ................. 234 
Manuel Cano ................ 202 
Rotio Cano .......••..... 169,91 
Ro ando Cano ...•..•......•. 169 
Manuel Cansino ..•..•......•. ~60 
Bobbv Cantu ......•••••. 117.l'i4 
Deob1e Lantu. .•.••.. 169,71,78,115, 
116,107 
Diana Cantu .....•....... 169,100 
Eddie Cantu ........... 169,78,80 
Ester Cantu ................. 202 
Gloria Cantu . . . . ... 234 
Hector Cantu ................ 226 
Hilario Cantu..... . ......... 169 
Jacob Cantu ................ 169 
Javier Cantu ......... 202,143,106, 
154,155 
Josefina Cantu ......... 169,71,165, 
186,187 
Lupe Cantu ................ 196 
Margie Cantu ................ 196 
Maria Teresa Cantu ............ 52 
Norma Cantu .............. 169,82 
Pearla Cantu ....... . .. ...... 202 
Reynaldo Cantu ..... ,. 202,51,53,55 
Robert Cantu .... . . 169,50,52,55,96 
37,133 
Robert Cantu ............... 234 
Roman Cantu • . . . • . . . . . • ... 234 
Roy Cantu ......... . ....... 234 
Teresa Cantu ...........•.... 202 
Thelma Cardenas . . ... 202 
Robert Cardona .............. 234 
Ruth Ann Carlson . . . . . . . . . . 234 
Hilda Carlin ...........••... 234 
Maria Isabel Carhn .......•.... 169 
Ricardo Carlin ............... 169 
Ruth Carlson ....•......•.... 54 
Estelle Camey ... ..... 169,99,72 
Gracie Carr ....•..•• 169,50,95,38 
Rolando Carranza • . . • . . . . 202,51 
Lydia Carrasco .....•...•.... 169 
Patty Carrothers .•.. 169,58,69,70,81, 
165.180 
Israel Casas . . . . . . . . • . . • . .. 260 
Elva Casares ................ 234 
Mayo Casares ... . ..... . 234,80,197 
Melinda Casares ......•. . 234,80,197 
Susie Casseres ............... 234 
Concepcion Casarez ........... 19 6 
Carlos Casso ............•. 235,68 
Kathy Castenada ............• 235 
Rolando Casteneda ...... ...... 202 
Ana Maria Castilleja ........ . .. 235 
Diana Castilleja ........ 235,161,162 
Elva Castillo ......... ..•... . 235 
Fernando Castillo •..........• 169 
lavier Castillo ............. 169,50 
fose Castillo ....... ..... .... 260 
Isabel Castillo ............... 22f 
Pedro Castillo . . . . . . . . . . . 260,109 
Roy Castillo ........... •.... 235 
Alex Castro ................ 202 
Alexandro Castro . . . . . ... 235 
Alma Cavazos ............... 170 
Arnoldo Cavazos ............. 202 
Arturo Cavazos ......•....... 170 
Danny Cavazos. .....•........ 202 
Elida Cavazos ............. 202,56 
Flor Estella Cavazos .... 202,50,86,88 
Javier Cavazos . . . . . . . • . . . . . 170 
Rangel Cavazos .............. 235 
Richard Cavazos ............. 235 
Johnny Cerda ....... 235 ,86,224,231 
Mary Helen Cerda. ...•...•..•. 86 
Anita Cervantes .........•.... 226 
Armando Cervantes ........... 235 
Bertha Noeha Champ10n .••.. 170,50 
Homer Chapa. .•......•.... 203,68 
Jose Luis Chapa....... • ... 203,68 
Luis Chapa... . .... . .. 203,62,140 
Norma Chapa . . . . . . . . • .235 
Ruben Chapa ............... 235 
Adan Chavez.. . . . . . . • .196 
Alfonso Chavez . . . . • . . . . . . .. 235 
Betty Chavez. . . . . • . . . . . . . .71 
Horacio Chavez .......•...... 260 
Ismael Chavez . . . . . . . . . . .. , .260 
Joe Chavez ....... , . . . . . 203,180 
Jose Chavez. . . . . . . . . . . . ..•. 196 
Petra Chavez . . . . . . . .... 170 
Robert Chavez. . . . ...... 170 
Sylvia Chavez. • • . . . ......... 235 
Aida Cisneros .•...•. 235,74,107,148 
Anadelia Cisneros. . . .... 203 
David Cloud . . . . . . . . . . . 170,68 
1ark Clow . . . . ..•. 170 
Brenda Coffman .. , .......... 203 
Sandra Coffman ............. 203 
Lalo Compean ...•.......... 235 
Maricela Compean ..•...... 236,224 
Luis Contreas. ............... 260 
Reynaldo Contreas ........... 260 
Defina Contreras ........ ..... 226 
Dora Contreras .............. 236 
Norma Contreras ......... .... 236 
Sylvia Contreras ..•.......... 170 
Joyce Cook .....•....•. 170,50,69 
Fred Cordova ............... 260 
Joe Coria . • ...•...•..•. 170 
Rosalie Jan Corpus ............ 20 3 
Hernan Cortez .. ...... ....... 236 
Jaine Cortez ..•.. .....•. 170,109 
Joe Cortez .•............... 161 
Lupe Cortez ....... ......... 236 
Paula Cortez ...•..•......... 203 
Thelma Cortez. . • . . . . . . • . . . .260 
Ramon Cortez .•............. 170 
Rosalinda Cortez ........... 170,68 
Vincent Corcino ........... 203,89 
Mike Cranfield .....•... 203,139,154 
Alicia Cruz • . . . . . • . . . • . ..•. 236 
Consuelo Cruz .•............. 236 
Janie Cruz ...•...•........... 
Lorenzo Cruz . , . . . . . . . . ..... 19 6 
Lydia Cruz ..........•...... 263 
Olga Cruz .•............... 236 
Rosalinda Cruz ....... 203,51,80,95 
Severiano Cruz ........•..•.. 170 
Abel Cuellar .•...........•.. 203 
Daniel Cuellar ....••......•.. 170 
Joyce Cuellar ................ '.l.H> 
Mike Cuellar ................ 236 
Norma Cuellar .•............. 236 
Jaine Cuevas ................ 236 
Bill Culver .•..•..... ....... 203 
John Curtis ........•...•. 170,236 
Paul Curtis ................. 170 
-D-
Alicia Daniel ...........•.. 226, 70 
Raul Daniel ..........• 170.50,56 
Brandy Decker .•............. 91 
Amiee Decker ........... 236,54,75 
Lade Decker ................ 236 
John De fag ..............•. 226 
Hector De La Cr1Jz ...•..... 226,100 
Juan De La Cruz ............. 196 
Mary De La Cruz ............. 226 
Elma De La Garza ............ 203 
Roberto De La Rosa .......... 170 
Yolanda De La Rosa .......... 170 
Abram De Leon ........... 204,89 
Andres De Leon .... 170,122,138,111 
Becky De Leon ....... . ...... 204 
Concepcion De Leon ..... 170,94,102 
Diomas De Leon . . . .•....•.. 261 
Doris De Leon . . . ..... 204,99,209 
Eddie De Leon ...•.......... 239 
Gracy De Leon . ..•.......... 237 
Gustavo De Leon ............. 204 
Jimmy De Leon .......... 170,100 
Kay De Leon ............ 79,94,95 
Larry De Leon .•............ 170 
Lydia De Leon .... 198,56,95,99,198 
Rosendo De Leon ....... . .... 122 
Ruben De Leon .............. 196 
Vickie De Leon ......... 237,62,71 
Maria Delgado ... . ........... 204 
Eloy De Los Rios ............. . 
A. Decker . . . . ............ 83 
Kenneth Dembo ............. 237 
David Derr ......... . ....... 237 
Richard Derr ................ 204 
Diana Diaz ........ .. ....... 237 
Gloria Diaz . . . . . ... 170,7 5 
Mary Diaz . ...........•.. 204,70 
Debbie Dickie ............. .. 204 
Joe Dimas . . .... ........... 237 
Gracia Bili a Dominguez ......... 204 
Eva Dominguez •..•. 170,100,115,116 
Jeff Doss ............... 237,91 
Jay Dreibobles .....•... 237,91,263 
R. L. Dreibobles . . . . . . . . . 204,263 
Peggy Dubose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204 
David Duran .......... 204,199,227 
Noemi Durante .............. 237 
-E-
Jose Echartea ........ ....... 261 
Mary Echartea ....... ...... .. 196 
Rosa Echartea ............. 261,95 
Dixie Edwards ....... . .... 204,107 
Elvia Elizondo ................ . 
Joe Elizondo ................ 227 
Juanita Elizondo ............. 227 
Tony Emerson .. .......... .. 171 
Anna Enriquez .............. 237 
Armandma Ennquez .......... 172 
Irene Enriquez .............. 237 
Juan Jose Enriquez ........... 237 
Lydia Enriquez .............. 237 
Maggie Enriquez ............. 171 
Maria Enriquez . ............. 204 
Maria Enriquez ............... 237 
Maria Escalant 
Blanca Escamilla 
Jose Lucis Escanamc .. . ....• •• •• 
Reymundo Escanamc ....•. . ..... 
Rogelio Escaname .....•....... 204 
Aaron Escobar .. , •. . .....•. . 238 
Bea Escobar ••.......•.. . 238,54 
David Escobar . .......•• . .... 204 
Eleazar Escobar . . .. . ...... • .. 204 
Gilbert Escobar .. . • . . .•...... 238 
J eanettc Escobar ......• , .. • .. 204 
Ruth Escobar ... . ....• • ... 204,227 
Eleasar Escobedo .......... • .. 120 
Id ·lfonso Escobedo Jr. , • , ..•.. 205 
Hilda Escobedo ...•.......•• . 227 
Hilda Escobedo ..••.... , ... .. 238 
Janie E cobedo ....•...... .227 ,83 
Josic Escobedo . . . . . . ....... . . 
Mary Ann Escobedo .....•... 238 ,75 
Rafaela Escobedo. . . . .1 72 
Ramiro Escobedo. . . . . . . ... . 238 
Joe Esparza .. , • . . .238,100,144 
J os1c Escobedo . . . . . . ...... 171 
Juan Esparza . . . . .. . ... . 
Juanita Esparza ............. 196 
Julia Esparza .. .. . •.•... 
Susanna Esparza ............. 238 
Alezandria Espinoza .......•... 172 
Anna Espinoza .•...•........ 238 
Arturo Espinoza ....•....•.. 238 
fa.:na Espinoza ............... . 
Hortencia Espmoza. . • • . . . . . 1 72 
Lisandro Espinoza . • . . . ..•..• 261 
Oscar Espinoza .............. 227 
Ramon Espinoza .....•....... 205 
Rosa Espinoza ..........•... 205 
R. Esteves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 
Mary Eville .. , .............. B4 
-F-
Denise Fallon. .•...•.... .172,71,88 
Tom Fallon. . .. , ...•....... 238 
Leopoldo Farias .... ... .....• 172 
Mary Farlas ......•...•.. 238,131 
Robert Farias . • . •. 238,100 
Gary Ferndn , ............... 205 
Mari ela Fernandez ........... 238 
Octovio Fernandez ....... 238,62,86 
Sonia Fernandez . . . . . . . . .. 238 
Marcus Ferries ..•.... .172,50,145,43 
Nelson Ferries .......•....•.. 238 
Ester Figiroa ........•...•... 20 5 
Michael Fleming ............. 172 
Janet Fife ........•..•.... 238 
Dw.iyne Finn. . . . . . . . . ...•.. 238 
Catherine Fisher ..... .•...... 238 
Alejandra Flores ......•....... 238 
Alejasdro Flores ........... 172,108 
Avie! Flores . . ......•...... 205 
David Flores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .238 
Diana Flores . • . .....•...... 17 2 
Gracie Flores . . . . . . . • . . 
Juan Flores .......... ..... 205 
Juanita Flores ............. 205,54 
Luis Flores . . . ...... • . 172 
Lupe Flores ..... , . . . . . . , .205 
Luz Flores .. .. . .... ..... . . 238 
Marcus Flores .. . ..... .... 238, 11 
Martha Flores . .... . . . . . .•. 205,95 
Marvin Flores . . .... . ....... . 172 
Max Flores . . . . . . . . . ....... 17 2 
Ncdfa Flores .. .... . ..... . .. . . . 
Ortavio Flores .. ............. 17 2 
Pete Flores . . . • ........ 227,109 
Saturnino Flores . .. . .. . ..... . 227 
Tony Flores . . . . . ..... ..... 238 
Virginia Flores. . . . . ...... ... 238 
Yolanda Flores . . . . . . . . . . .205,51 
Janet Ford .. ..... ....... . 238.91 
Terry Foster .• ....• ... . . . 172,81 
Tyran Fox . . . ..• . . . . .. .83 
Irma Fnas .......... .•. ..... 
Jeff Funk .. ..•..... .. . .. 205.91 
Alejandra Fuentes ...... . . .... . 
Almadeha Fuentes ........ . 238,54 
Juan Fuentes . . . . . . . ...• . .. . 50 
-G-
lrma Gallindo . ........ .....• 205 
Alicia Gallardo ..•............ 240 
Gloria Gallardo . . ........ 240,231 
Hortencia Gallardo ...•... 205,83,86 
Blanca Gallegos .•...•.....•.• 17 3 
George Gallegos .............. 17 3 
Anastacio Gallegos ...•........ 240 
Elizabeth Gallegos ............ 205 
J\,,; ricela Galle gos . . . . . . . . . . .198, 5 4 
Est, r Galvan . . . . .......•... 241 
Ester Galvan . . . • . . . • • . . . . .. 227 
Jesus Galvan ................ 17 3 
Helen Galvan ...........•.... 19 8 
Lcondro Galvan .•.......•.... 17 3 
Pablo Galvan: •......•....... 17 3 
Ricky Galvan ................ 241 
Vivan Gamez ....•........... 17 3 
Roy Gaona ..•................ 
Albert Garcia . . . . ....... 173,124 
Andres Garcia ....•.......•.. 238 
Anna Garcia ......•.•....... 238 
Anna Garcia .............• 238,62 
Arturo Garcia . . . . . . . . ...... 261 
Blanca Garcia ....•....... 206,227 
Blanca Garcia ............•.. 19 6 
Camillo Garcia •.............. 206 
Couna Garcia ...•.... 173,50,52.53, 
61,62.95,106 
Cnscria Garcia .......... , • , , .238 
Daisy Mae Garcia ............. 238 
David Garcia. . ............. 131 
Dinora Garcia ............... 239 
Edulia Garcia .......•....... 239 
Estella Garcia . . • . . • . . . • . . 17 3 
George Garcia ............... 216 
Gloria Garcia . . . . . . . • . . .173,50 
Guillermo Garcia ........•.... 206 
Jaime Garcia ......••....... ,206 
Janie Garcia ................ 227 
Janie Garcia ...•............ 239 
Jose Luis Garcia . . .. .. . .206 
Juan Garcia . . .... .. . . . . .•.. 206 
Juvenol Garcia ...... . ..... • .. 196 
Kate Garcia . • • . . . • • . . .. . . 173 
Leo Garcia ...... • .......... 196 
Leo Garcia ... . .. , ......... 239 
Leonel Garcia ... . ....•... . .• 206 
Leonel Garcia .....•. . ....... 239 
Lorenzo Garcia ............ 17 4, 78 
Luis Alonzo Garcia .... . ......• 239 
Manuela Garcia , . . . . .• . .... 
Margarita Garcia .............. 206 
Martin Garcia. .. . .......•.... 197 
Mary Garcia . . . ..... . ...... 206 
Olivia Garcia . . . . ... . ....... 239 
Oscar P. Garcia .•............ 174 
Ramona Garcia . . . . • • • • • . .. 17 4 
Richard Garcia .............. 206 
Rick Garcia .............. 174,52 
Robert Garcia ......••....... 206 
Robert Garcia .......•..••... 206 
Roel Garcia ........•..•.... 239 
Sylvia Garcia ...•.•.••...•... 239 
Thelma Garcia ............... 239 
Tony Garcia .............. 206,68 
William Garcia •......•..... 239, 91 
Yolanda Garcia ......•....... 239 
Denise Garfield . . . . . . • . . . . 205,88 
Kirk Garfield •...•........ 174,139 
teve Gam'!r . . . • • . •.. 206 
Alfredo Garza ..•....•..• 100 
Alicia Garza ...........•..•. 174 
Anna Garza . . . . . . . ........ 240 
Blanca Garza ........•....... 240 
Carlos G,irza .....•....•..... 240 
Cruz Garza ........•....... 207 
Danny Garza ....•..••....... 240 
Diana Garza ................ 240 
Diana Garza •..•.......••... 207 
Elma Garza •.......•........ 207 
Estella Garza ................ 240 
Frank Garza ...•.. , ....•..•. 207 
Gracie Garza ...•..•....•...• 240 
Guadalupe Garza ............. 240 
Guadalupe Garza . . • . . . . . . . ·.240 
Hilario Garza. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 174 
Homero Garza .•.••.......•. 240 
Imelba Garza ........... 240,50,52 
Irma Garza ................ 174 
Isabel Garza . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 83 
Isabel Garza ........ 207,69,70,131 
Mary Garza . . • . . . ..... 207 
Mary ell Garza ...... 174,71,69,78 
Maytee Garza ....... 174,69,170,122 
Melba Garza ................ 240 
Melissa Garza .•......•....•.. 174 
Monica Garza ............... 240 
Nancy Garza. . • . . . .•.... 240,54 
Nestor Garza. . . . . . . . • . . . 174,207 
Norma Garza. . . • . . • • . . • . .• 17 4 
Norma Garza ............•.. ,240 
Oferia Garza . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 240 
Polo Garza .......•.•.....•• 174 
Raul Garza . . . . . ......•.... 17 4 
Rani Garza . • . . . ......•.... 240 
Ricardo Garza ... .•... .. ...•. 240 
Richard Garza ...•........... 145 
Robert Garza ................ 17 5 
Rodrigo Garza . . . . . . . . ...... 207 
Roger Garza .............•.. 207 
Rosalinda Garza .............. 241 
Rosalio Garza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 41 
Rosalinda Garza ............. 241 
Rosie Garza . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .207 
Roy Garza ................. 207 
Ruben Garza •........•...... 241 
Ruben Garza .............. .. 17 4 
Rudy Garza ..............•. 241 
Sandra Garza .......... 174,50, 78 
Sylvia Garza •............... 240 
Velma Garza ......... 208,51,52,95 
Veronica Garza ............ 207.75 
Yolanda Garza ............... 174 
Gilbert Gazca ............... 228 
Joe azca ............ .50,5 2,100 
Juanita Gil ..........•...... 228 
Christ pher Gibles ............ 241 
Jill Glick . ........... 241,56,99 
Cindy GI sser ............... . 241 
Ada omez ............ 208,64,94 
Arturo Gomez ........... .' ... 241 
Becky Go ez ............... 208 
Chon Gom •z .•....... ....... 241 
Dorinda om z .............. 241 
Ferriando Gomez ............. 241 
Gilberto Gomez .............. 208 
Hector Gomez ........... 208,61,62 
Joey Gomez ................ 241 
Julia Gomez ................ 241 
Julio Gomez .. . ............. 241 
Leo Gomez ................ 208 
Leonel Gomez ....•.......... 228 
Leticia Gomez .. .... ......... 241 
Luisa Gomez ................ 208 
San Juanita Gomez •..•....... 208 
Susana Gomez .......•....... 17 5 
Telesforo Gomez ....... 17 5,180,133 
Yolanda Gomez ....... ...•... 242 
Tony Gongora . . . . . . . . . • . . 242 
Albert Gonzalez ....... 17 5, 9,91,18 
Andre Gonzalez. . . . • . . . . . . . .175 
Anna Gonzalez .............. 17 5 
Annabelle Gonzalez ........... 208 
Bedelia Gon ez ............. 17 5 
Blanca onzalez ............. 208 
L>tana Gonzalez ......... 208,51,54 
Dora Gonzalez ............. 242 
Eddie Gonzalez ......... 208,51,53 
Eddie Gonzalez .... .......•. 208 
Eloy Gonzalez , .........•.. 242 
Enedeha Gonzalez . . . . . . . . . . .175 
Ernesto Gonzalez ............ 208 
Fausto Gonzalez . . . . . . . . . . . . 175 
Fernardo Gonzalez. . . . . . . . . . . 208 
H rlinda Conzalez ............ 208 
Imelda Gonzalez ............. 243 
Joe Gonzalez. . . ............ 175 
Joe Gonzalez ..•.. ........... 243 
Lettcia Gonzalez ...... ...... 208,7 5 
Linda Gonzalez ............ .. 261 
Liz Gonzalc:2 ..........•.. .. 17 5 
Maggie Gonzalez . . • . . . . . ... 208 
Marcos Gonz.ilez ........ 17 5 
Margaret G nzalez . . .243,54 
Maria Gonzalez . . ... 208 
Marisela Gonzalez . . • . . . . . . .. 243 
Mary Gonzalez . . .. 208 
Mary Gonzalez . . . . . . . . . . . .. 243 
Medel me Gonzalez. . . .. 208 
Mike Gonzalez .............. 243 
Mmerva Gonzalez. . . . , , .. 17 5 
Miroslava ·onzalez. . . . • . .... 17 5 
Mirtala Gonzalez • . • .. , .. 208 
Monica G nzalcz ............ . 243 
Olga Gonzalez . . . . . • . • •... 208 
Richard Gonzalez. . .•........ 208 
Olga Gonzalez . . . . • . . . . .208 
Richard Gonzalez. . . . . . . . . .•. 208 
Roel Gonzalez . . . . . . . .91 
Sarita Gonzalez . . . . . . . . . . . . .243 
Sylvia Gonzalez. . • . . . . . . . .208 
Sylvia Gonzalez . . . . . . . .208,75 
William G,1nzalez . . ......... 243 
Willie Gonzalez ............• :243 
Jim Graybeal. . . . . . . . . . . . . 209 
Rose Gremes . • . . . . . . . . • . . .9 l 
J ante Guerra . . . . . . , . . 209 
Janie uerra . . . . . . . .... 209 
Joe G err a . . . • . . . . . . .. 209 
Julian Guerra .•... 243 
Rosie Guerra. . . . . . . . . • . • . .17 6 
Rosie Guerra . . . . • . . . ....•.. 17 6 
Erasmo Guerrero ....•........ 209 
Lee Guerrero ........•...... 243 
Sophia Guerrero . . , ......... 176 
Manuel Guevara. . . . . . .. ..•. 176 
Elizabeth Gunhon . . . , . • . . . . 43 
Adrian Gut1.:rrez . . . .......• ,_43 
Annabel Gutierrez . . • . . .. , ... 209 
Armando Gutterrez. . ....... 209,52 
Arturo Gutierrez . • . . . . .209 
Delta Gutierrez ....•.... 209,70,118 
Eleazar Gutierrez . . • . • • . • • . 243 
Francisco Gutierrez . . . . .... 209 
J nte Gutierrez .......••... 243, 2 
J osc Luis Gutierrez. . . .....•.. 243 
Leonor Gutterrez .•..•..... .17 6, 7 5 
Lucio Gutterrez .............. 209 
Rudy Gutierrez • . . ......... 243 
ally Gutterrez •...........•. 243 
ammv Gunerrez . . .... 176, 6,87 
lfonso Guzman ..• ........ .. 244 
Andre Guzman ......•....... 176 
Bobby Guzman . . . •..•.... 244 
Dora Guzman .......•.... 176,109 
Dora Guzman . . • . • . 209,109 
Guillermina Guzman. . . . ..•... 209 
naro Guzman. . . . . . . . • . . 209 
Jesus Guzman ............... 261 
Mana Madalena Guzman . . . . . .. 209 
arta Guzman . . . . • ........ 244 
Oscar Guzman ..•.. 244 144,154,155 
ammy Guzman ............•. 244 
-H-
David Hale • . . . . . . . . ....... 261 
David Hale ..•........ 244 
Evelyn Hale . . ............ 209,99 
Judy Hancock . . . . . 176 ,50,69,70,88 
Alberto Handy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176 
Eduardo Handy ........... 176,108 
Tony Handy ................ 244 
Jeff Hansen .......•......... 91 
Sandra Hart . . . . • ... . ,209 .83 
Stanley Hash .....•. • ........ 91 
Kathy Hayctc ....•........... 209 
Carmen Hays . . . . . . ....... 244 
Pamela Hays. . . . .176 
Russel Henderson. . . 228 
Dons Hendrickson . . . . . . 176 
Doris Hendrickson . . 210 
Jeff Hensen . . ,244 
Becky Hensley .. 176,50,7 ! 88, 
~1.1 8,42 
Rachel Hensley . . ........... 177 
Adela Hernandez .... 177 
Angel H rnanacz .........•..• 244 
Conrad Hernandez . . ..... 244 
Danny Hernandez ........ 177,100 
Uoris Hernandez . . . . ..... .177. 6 
Elva Hern nd z .•.... 177,52,63.180 
Felipe Hcrnand z. . . • . . . .. 177 
Fr ·ddy Hern ndez . . . . . . . .. 244 
Gregori Hernandez ..•. ..... 177, 71 
Humberto Hernandez •......... 244 
Jesus Hernandez. . .........• :ll 0 
Juan Hernandez .............. 210 
Juan Hernandez ............. .244 
Lazaro Hernandez .......... 210.51 
Mary Hernandez .........•.. 244 
Oralia Hernandez ............. 210 
Oralia Hernandez ............ 210 
Robert Hernandez .....•...... 244 
Sylvia Hernandez ........... 210,55 
Willie Hernandez •.....•...... 210 
Yolanda Hernandez. . . .... 17 7 
Carmen Herrea .............. 244 
Diane Herrea . . . . • . . ........ 244 
Lucy Herrera ••.•......•.. 244,71 
Donna Herrin. . . . .... 177 
Johnny Herrin.... . . . . . .177,138 
Mona Herrington . . . . . . 244 
Kenneth Hertzler . • . . . . . . .... 210 
Lynn Hetrick. . . . . -244.263 
Eddie Hicks . . . . . ...... 244,89 
Antonieta Hidrogo . . . ...... ,244 
Anna High . . . . • . . . -244 
Linda High • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -177 
Larry Hill •............... -177 
Alice Hilton ............ 244.161 
Beatrice Hilton . .245,161 
Debbie Hmkle.... . 177,69,7 .106 
Lisa Hinkle .. , . . . . 245. 71. ,J06 
Belinda Hmojos.l . . . . . . . __ 45 
Janie HtnOJOSa ......... . 70 
John Hmojosa ............. 245 
athy Hinojosa 
Mirta Hinojo . 
bert HinoJO a. 
Mary Hoa s .•.• 
Damian H elscher 
hawn Hofland ..... 177,48,72.99 
Nancy Hollingsworth .......... 210 
Dana Hooks . . • . . . .17 8 
Rose Hooks . . . . . . . . . • . .. 150.52 
Margaret Hooper . . .178.68 
DebbicHudpcth ..•.....•..•. 210 






J osc Luis Ibarra . . • •... 
Martha I pino . . . . . . . . . . . .... 19 7 
Martin lpina . . . ....... 261 
Hilda Infante. . . . . . . . . . . 210 
Leonila lsaquirrc . . . . . . . . . . ,21 O 
, ocl lsagu1rre . . . . . . . . . . • ... 178 
Armandina lzaurerdo . . . . . • . . .245 
-J-
Albert Jackson. . . . . . . . . . . . . • :n O 
Glona Jaso .......... 178 
Juan Jasso . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .21 O 
Herlinda Javier .............. 21 O 
Mar~yn Je ke .... 178,48.50,51,52,42 
Nolan Jeske .....•.•..... 245,96 
Benito J imeniz. . . . . . . . . . . . . .211 
Delia Jim 11 z . . . . . . • .228 
Jaime Jimenez. . . ....•...... 245 
Rosa Maria Jimenez . . . . . . • . . .245 
Jon Jink . . . . . , . . . . . . . ... 91 
Doby John . .178,95.1 1.162 
Kns Johnson. . . . ..... 245 
-K-
Vera Kampman. . 211,50,54 
Bernt me Kerchoft . • . . . ... 245.58 
Paula Kirby . . . . . . ..... 245,263 
Bernice Kerchoff . . . . • . . . . . 38, 99 
Debbie Kraus. . . . . . . . . . . . :t61,88 
Sarah Krtezmann . . . . . . . . ... 245 
Davtd Kutzur........ . ... 178 
Teresa Kutzur ......... 178,69,71 
-L-
,me La Peer .......... 211,50,52 
olores Landa. . . . . . . . ...... 245 
Gilbert Landa . . . . . . . . ... 245 
Ra ul Landa. . . . . . . ......... 211 
Belinda Lara . . . . . . ..... 245 
Fidel Lara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .178 
Rachel Laredo . . . . . . ....• 179 
M.u M. Lazo . . . . . . .. 178,62,83 
Dolores Leal.. . .... 211,162 
Ester Leal . . . . . . .... 245 
Gustavo Leal .............•.. 245 
Oralia Leal . . . . . . . . .261 
Tito Leal ...... 211,138,142.145.154 
Rosario Leal . . . . . . . . .... 211,51 
Yolanda Leal. ............... 261 
Juan Leal ..•.... 228 
Rosano Leanos • . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
Irma Ledesma. . .. 178 
Rafaela Ledesma ... 245 
Judy Lee . . . 211,51.52, 'i8,66,68,l 20 
Peggy Legra . • . . . . • . . . ..... 245 
David Leibowitz ... 211.53,61,62.136. 
199,118 
Tommy Leibowitz ............ 245 
Mary Jane Lerma. . . . . . . . .178 
Jesus Lunon ................ 245 
Roy Limon . . . . . . . . .245 
Cindy Linn ...•.....•.... 211,51 
Genie Linn . . . .. 211,86.88 
hda Ltzcano ..........•.•.. 178 
Ruth Llamas . . . . . . . . . • . . .179 
Larry Lockaby •.....•..... 211.91 
Gary Loflin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246 
Isabel Lomas ................ l46 
Leonard Long .....•. 245 
Becky Longona •.....•.. 179,71,166 
Dorina Longoria ............ , .211 
Mari Longoria .•.... 170.62,71.80.86 
Roy Longona ............... 246 
Yolanda Longoria ... , ....... 246 
Altagracia Lopez ........ 211,83.86 
Dora Lopez ....... , ...•. 211 
Bertha Lopez. . . . . . . . ...... 179 
Celia Lopez ................ 246 
Cesar Lopez .............. l 79 
Dora Lopez ...........•.. , . 70 
Elena Lopez ....... 246 
Eva Lopez ........•........ -46 
Jesus Lopez . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .246 
Luisa Lopez ..............•. 246 
Mana Elena Lopez ....•....... 179 
Peter Lopez ... , .. , . . . ..... 179 
Rafael Lopez ...•............ 211 
Richard Lopez . . . . . . . . ..... 246 
Ruben Lopez ..........•..... 179 
Vivian Lopez .......•... 211,83,86 
Yolanda Lopez . . . . . • . . .211 
Esmeralda Lorenzo . . . ....... 246 
Jesse Lozano ............... 179 
Mary Lozano. . . . . . . • . . . . . . .211 
David Lucio ............... 212 
Eulaho Lucio .....•..•.. 179,79,!!2 
Mary Lucio ..•.....•....... 261 
Blanca Luera ........... 179,82,95 
Elida Luera ................ 246 
Leticia Luera........ . . 212,75.82 
Norma Luera ............. 212,227 
Ramtro Luera ...... .179.81,136,154 
Noel Luna ................. 261 
-M-
Carmen Macias ......•....... 246 
Diana Macias .......... .179,50,100 
J amc Macias ................ 179 
Juanita Macias ........... 181,95 
Maria Macias . . . . . . . . ....... 246 
Rachel Macias . . . . . . • ....... 1 1 
Dame! Magallan .....•........ 212 
Rosa Magallan . . . . .•........ 181 
Luis Maldonado ... 181,48,52,61,62,66 
6 ,84,86, 1 l0,124, 16 
Ramiro Maldonado ......•..... 211 
Don Mallory.... . 212,137 
Ginger Malone . . . . . . . . 246.88 
Roy 1ancha . . • . . 246 
Delia Mancias. . . . . . . . . .212 
Delma Mancias . . . . . . . . . . . .246 
Mark Mang .......... , . . . .246 
Richard Mang . • . . .. 212,96 
Juan Mares . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .246 
Beckie Marsh.......... . . . 69,71 
Arroya Mans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .246 
Cherri Marlow .•........... 246.88 
Diana MarmoleJO . . . .......•. 246 
Santo Marmolejo .......... 212,140 
Beckie Marsh. . . . • . . . • .1 1,88 
Ana M.iria Martinez • . . . . . . . . 181 
Moi e Martinez. . • . • . . • . . . .•. 137 
Arturo Martmez ........•.... 246 
Baltazar Martinez .. , . . . . . 212 
Bernado Martinez. . . . . . . . • . . .246 
Carolina Martinez . . . . . . . , .•. 212 
Cindy Marttnez . . . . . . 212,51,52,99 
Clara Martinez. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 246 
Danny Martinez. . . . • . . . . . . . 181 
Diana Martinez . . .•.•..•... 181 
Dolores M.uttnez .•.•......... 246 
Elizabeth Martinez ......•.•... 246 
Eva Martinez. , .............. 246 
Francisco Martinez ......•.•.•. 181 
George Martinez ............. 212 
Gracie Martinez ..........•. : .247 
Gudberto Martinez ............ 181 
Hector Martmez . • . . . . . •... 212 
Jaime Martinez .............. 108 
Jerry Martinez ...•..•..•.. 212,141 
Jose Martinez ...........• 212,108 
Jose M.utmez •............ . 212 
Juan Martinez . . . . . • . . • . • . .. 228 
Julia Martinez . . . .......•... 246 
Julian Martinez . . . . . • . . . • . . .181 
Leo Martinez ................ 246 
Leo.iel Martinez ............. 246 
Linda Martinez .............. 212 
Lucy Martinez ............. 212,70 
Maggie Martinez ............. 246 
Manuel Martinez ............. 246 
Maria Mamnez .............. 212 
Maria Martinez ............... 247 
Maria Teresa Marttnez .......... 212 
Mary Lou Martinez ........•... 246 
Moises Martinez. • . . . . • .•. •. . 212 
ellie Martinez . . . • , .. 212 
Norma Martint'z. . . . . . . ... . .. 22 
Olga Martinez ..... , . . ...... 262 
Pete Martinez ............•.. 181 
Rafael Marti . . . . . . . . .•.. 213 
Raul Marti z .. , . . . . . •.•• .. 213 
Richar Marti ez . • . . . . . . • .21 
Robert Martin z . •.... ..... , .. 228 
Rodrigo Martinez •.•.......... 229 
Rosalva Martmez .............. SO 
Rosalva Maninez 2 ,56 
Roy Martinez· . • . . . .. . 247,5 
Ruben Martinez . . • . . . . . . . . 19 
Rudy 1artmez •..........• .. 247 
Susan Martinez • . . . . . . . ... 247,54 
Sylvia Martine .. : ...•....... 47 
Sylvia Martinez ..........•..• 229 
Tino Martinez. . . . . . . . .... . . 213 
Vickie Martinez ........... 247,82 
Virginia Martinez ... . .......•. 213 
Amo! o Mata ........ 52,96,148,43 
Joe Mata ..... ......... 141,197 
Thomas Mata ............ , . 247 
Mary Marvm . .... . ..... •. 213,1 
Joy McDermott ............ 59, 70 
Omar McDonald ........... 247,83 
Patrick McHale ............ 182,143 
Sue Mclntyer ....... . .... . ... 247 
Robert McKinnon ............ 247 
Mike McKissick .............. 213 
Tommy McNeill ......... 89,91,263 
Amalia Medina ............... 247 
Sylvia Medina . . ............ . 213 
Abelardo Medrano ............. . 
Maria Elsa Medrano . .......... 262 
Alfred Melson ............... 91 
Sharon Melson ........... 247,100 
Ben.Jamin Mendoza ......... 229,197 
David Mendoza .............. 262 
Gloria Mendoza ....... . ...... 262 
Israel Mendoz . . • . . . . . . . . . . .19 7 
Jame Mendoza •.• , , .. , •.... ·.262 
Karen Mettlock ..•. 182,66,68,130,39 
Lorraine ettlo .. , . ........ 247 
Pauline Mettlock . , • , •...... 213,88 
Dora Meza ................. 182 
Re mundo Meza .... , .. .. .... 182 
Reynaldo 
Yolan 
Cherri il r .•.............. 248 
Donna M' er. . ...... ... 182,78,88 
Elizabeth iller . ..... ... ... .. 248 
Paul Miller ....... .....•... 182 
Cindy Millice ........ ........ 248 
Rebecca Millice ........... ,l82,71 
Scott Mills .•.... ........ .• 248 
M ci Mireles .. , . . . . . , . , . l 2 
David Molina ........... .. ... 213 
Laura Molina ................ 1 2 
Noelia Monina .... ........... 182 
Arnoldo Moncevais ............ 182 
Jaime Montalvo , ............ 148 
Frank Montanez .....•....... 213 
Iona .. , •.•.•. 213 









e 1a oreno .. • .......•.. 183,107 
ria Moreno ....... 213,70 , 1?9,227 
lupe Moreno....... . 213 
Moreno . . . 48,75 
Mo . . . . .248 
a M . . . . .183 
cl Mor . . . . .248 
e orin . . . . . .248 
Martha M . . . . . . . . . .213 
Thomas Morin .......... . .... 183 
Kim Moms ....... 214,63,70,78,88 
Randy Morris .. . ............ 248 
Mike Morrow ...........•.... 248 
Mary Nev Mosely ........ 21 4,7 ,99 
Theresa Mosely . . . . . , . : .214,72 99 
Freddy Moya ... . ........... . 
Alma Munoz ................ 183 
Conce ps1on Munoz ..........•. 214 
David Munoz .......... .. ... . 214 
Frank Munoz ................ 197 
Joe Munoz .......... . ..... 249 
Marta Murillo. ........ , ...... 183 
Mary Murillo ................ 214 
-N-
James Napps ......•.. .. ... 214,89 
Armida Nava . ............... 183 
Linda Nava ...... , ...... 249,119 
Micky Nava ..... ........ . 58,95 
Rosalva Nava ........... 262,82,133 
Belinda Navarro ... 249,62,72,74,86,87 
Joe Negrete ............. 214,142 
Al Nelson ....... . ......... 249 
Eric Nelson ............... ,249 
Allyson Newcombe ....... 214,51,52 
Ramona Nicholett ........... 262 
Frank Nowling ...•........... 249 
-0-
Alan Obst ................ 249,91 
David Obst ............... 214, 91 
Johnny Obst ............. ,249,91 
Rosa Elva Ocanas ..... ....... 229 
Dorie Ochoa ... ....... .... 214,75 
Efrain Ochoa .•.... , .... 183,86,180 
Felipe Ochoa. • . . . . . . . . . . • • . 229 
Irma Ochoa ..... 214,74,86,199,227 
Mary O'dell .•...•.......... 214 
Oralia Ohva ................ 183 
Alicia Olivarez ............... 249 
David Olivarez ............... 262 
Eli Olivarez .•..... 183,48,55,61,62, 
64,78,86, 126,180,120 
Hernan Olivarez . , ••.•... , ... 262 
Manuel Olivarez ...•..•....... 249 
Rosalinda Olivarez ............ 249 
Jose Olmeda .....••.......•. 249 
Nora Olvera ......•.....• 183,100 
an Juan1t Olvera ••.....•.... 186 
Mar<i rtega . . , ..... , .. , .249,71 
Maria E t r Ortega. . . ..•..... 186 
Eloy Ortiz , . . • . • . . . . •..... 197 
George Oru •.............. 214 
Irene Ort it . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 5 4 
Mary Jane Ortiz . . .... 249 
orma Orttz . . • . • ..... . .... 19 7 
Emilio r oma . . . • . . . . . . ... 186 
Rosano Or onia ............. 249 
Kath Osborn .............•. 215 
Jean O.·ford .•............ 250,88 
-P-
Al?c ndra Padron ........... 186,84 
Al onso Palacios ..•.....•..... 214 
Alfredo Palacios .............. 214 
Esteban Palacios ....•...•.. 215,220 
Fid la Palacios ............... 215 
Graciela Palacios ........... 215,55 
Hector Palacios .............. 215 
Imelda Palacios .............. 250 
Jose Palacios .............•.. 18 6 
Juan Palacios ................ 262 
Norma Palacios .............. 250 
Odie Palacios. .... 186,61,62,69,70,80 
86,140,165,180,38 
Porfirio Palic1os .............. 215 
Robert Palacios ........... 215,100 
Rosa Palacios ................ 186 
Gary Palmer ........•....... 186 
Mike Palmer ... .... ......... 215 
James Parks ............. 215,91 
Janie Parks ... , .. 186,50,67,88,130 
Tricia Parrish ...... ..... 250,84,88 
Truddi Parrish ............. 250,88 
Florentino Patino ............. 250 
James Patterson ..•........... 250 
Teresa Patterson .............. 186 
Walter Patterson .... ....... 215,136 
Bobby Payne .•.............. 250 
Catherene Payne ............. 215 
Ignacio Pecina .......... 250,84,86 
Mary Lou Pecina .•.... 215,59,70,86 
Robert Pecina . . . . . . . . . . .•... 215 
Daniel Pena ......•... 122,140,197 
Jo,;e Pedroza ........... ..... 197 
.Marinela Pena .....•..•.. .... 250 
Mary Isabel Pena .•........... 262 
Norma Pena ..... ........... 250 
Omar Pena .....•........... 215 
Connie Penman ............ 215,99 
Belinda Peralez ....••.. .... . 215 
Mirta Peralez ........... ..... 215 
Angel Perez ................ 186 
Cindy Perez ........ 250,62,99,231 
Froy Perez ................ 215 
Jante Perez •......... 229,83,113 
Joe Perez ..•..••.. , 186,52.53,95 
Larry Perez . . . . . • • . . • . . . . .. 18 6 
Mano Perez •........•....... 250 
Marta Perez. . . . . . . .•....... 250 
Mary Perez •..•.•.....•. , ... 250 
Marnie Perez , . , .. 186,78.106,180,11 l 
id1a Perez •• , .......•..... 250 
Pedro Perez. . . • . . . . . . . . .... 215 
Raul Perez . , • . ......•..•.. 250 
Ricky Perez .......••.•...••. 216 
Rosa Perez ..........•... 186 7 5 
Bianca Perkim .. , . . . • . • . . ... 250 
Debbie Picasso ..•............ 216 
Efrain Picasso •.•.....•.•..•. 250 
Irma Pina ....•.......•.... 198 
Gloria Pinon ........•....... 216 
Mary Pinon .•..•.......•... 186 
Rosa Pinon . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 186 
Su 1c Powers ....••... 216,59,72,99 
Timothy Pray ....•........... 250 
Hugo Pruneda .......... 187,68,88 
Rosa Pruneda . . . .......... 216 
Ubaldo Pruneda ...........•.. 229 
Ubaldo Pruneda, .•........... 251 
Alicia Puentes . . . . . . . . • . . . 216,83 
Joes Luis Puga ........ 216 
-Q-
David Quezada ...........••. 187 
Juanita Quez .. oa ........... !>2,51 
Lulu Quezada .............. 251 
Margarita Quezada ....... 187,94,100 
Ricky Quick ................ 187 
Jose Quintanilla ............. 216 
Minerva Quintanilla ........... 251 
Rene Quintanilla ............. 251 
Hermelinda Quintero .......... 216 
an Juanita Quintero .....•.. 187,83 
Ponciano Quiroz ............. 216 
Ramiro Quiroz .............. 187 
Juanita Quizada .............. ?16 
-R-
Charles Ragsdale ••.•...••.... 187 
Damian Ramirez .•......•.••. 216 
Eddie Ramirez .........•.... 216 
Estella Ramirez .........•.... 216 
Felipe Ramirez .......•. , •... 251 
Frank Ramirez .............. 251 
Gloria Ramirez .......•...... 251 
Guadalupe Ramirez ........... 251 
Juan Ramirez .......•••..... 187 
Irene Ramirez ... ............ 229 
Israel Ramirez ............... 251 
Luisa Ramirez ............... 251 
Maria Ramirez ............... 187 
Mari Elvia Ramirez ........... 262 
Mano Ramirez ........... 251,231 
Mary Anne Ramirez ......... 216,86 
Mike Ramirez ............. 187,56 
Sandra Ramt.rez ........... .216,8 3 
Yolanda Ramirez ....•..•..... 187 
Alma Ramos. . ........... 251,82 
Berta Ramos. • . . . . . • ..•.... 251 
Eraneo Ramo ....•.....•.... 216 
Erasmo Ramo . . . . . . . ..• 251,91 
Jame Ramos ............•... 216 
Joe Ramos •.•.... , ..•... 252 
Joel Ramos • . . • . . . . . . . , .. 252 
Lilian Ramn •..••.•......... 216 
oeha Ramos ......•..•..... 229 
Noeha Ramos ............... 252 
Mike Ramo ................ 91 
David Randall .......•.... 216,89 
Christina Rangel ..•.......... 216 
Juan Rangel ..•.....•...... 252 
Martha Rangel .............. 216 
Mario Rangel. ........•...... 252 
Timmy Redding •............ 252 
Tommy Redding .......... 252,89 
Tony Redding •.•............ 51 
Jessie Regalado . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216 
Rusty Reichert ........... 216,144 
Crispin Rendon ..........•... 252 
Narciso Rendon .............. 216 
Oscar Rendon ............... 252 
David Renner .............. 252 
Dean Renner .............. 25 2, 91 
Linda Renner ..... 71,88,115,116,107, 
263,128 
Rudy Renteria .............. 216 
Dora Reyes ................ 252 
Gabriel Reyes .......•....... 252 
Janie Reyna ................ 252 
Jose Reyna ................ 252 
Ludivina Reyna .............. 253 
Mano Reyna ................ 253 
Mary Reyna ................ 216 
Richard Reyna .............. 262 
Betty Rich ............... 58,91 
Irene Rico ................. 198 
Irma Rico ................. 198 
Leslie Riddle ...... 216,84,86,88,99 
Dominga Rios ............... 253 
Rosalinda Rios ............... 103 
Fortunato Rivera ............. 217 
Norma Rivera ............. 253,71 
Rosie Rivera .............. 62,86 
Glenda Robie ............ 48,68,99 
Arturo Robles ............... 253 
Christina Robles ... 50,70,114,116,133 
Joe Robles ................ 253 
Jose Miguel Robles ........... 229 
Mary Lou Robles .......... 253,82 
Robert Rocha ............ 217,100 
Amada Rodriguez ............ 217 
Betty Rodnguez ....•...... 54,95 
Carmen Rodriguez ............ 217 
Charlie Rodriguez ............. 217 
Cristobal Rodriguez ........... 253 
Diana Rodriguez ........ 253.56,% 
Erasmo Rodriguez ............ 262 
Felipe Rodriguez ............. 253 
Crl>or11e Rodrip;uez .......•.... 253 
Imelda Rodnguez ............ 217 
Janie Rodriguez ............. 217 
Jesusa Rodriguez ....•...•..•. 253 
Joe Rodriguez ...... , •.... 253,108 
Jose Luis Rodriguez ........... 217 
Juan Rodriguez .............. 253 
Juan Rodriguez .............. 253 
Justo Rodriguez .......•...... 217 
Leticia Rodriguez ............ 253 
Lillie Rodriguez ............. 253 
Maria Martina Rodriguez ...... 217 ,82 
Martin Rodnguez ............ 253 
Noelia Rodriguez ............. 253 
Oralia Rodriguez ............. 253 
Ramon Rodriguez ............ 253 
Roel Rodnguez .............. 253 
Ruben Rodriguez ............ 217 
Terry Rodriguez ........... 253,62 
Tony Rodriguez ............ 253 
Amenca Rojas ............... 253 
Juan RoJas .........•.•...•. 253 
Ramiro RoJas ...•..•........ 1 9 
Raquel Rojas ................ 189 
Eunice Romero ....... 219,82,84,94 
Joe Romero ................ 189 
Petra Romero ...... 189,114,123,120 
Gloria Romo ................ 189 
Rolando Romo .............. 253 
Marcos Roof ..........•..... 91 
Roy Rosas .............. .51,141 
Julian Rosas ................ 262 
Andy Rosales .......... 190,66,68 
Leo Rosales ............. 190,170 
Rudy Rosales ............... 218 
Tony Rosales ............... 218 
Mari Rosas ................. 253 
Roy Rosas ................ 218 
Mark Roseland ......... 218,91,150 
Juan Ruiz ................. 253 
Mary Ruiz ................. 253 
Sandra Ruiz ................ 75 
Judy Runge ................. 190 
Laura Runge ................ 229 
Debbie Rupert ............... 225 
Daniel Rutledge .............. 218 
David Rutledge .............. 218 
Dearma Russel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
David Ryld .............. 218,68 
-9-
Lucy Saenz ......... . ... 190,100 
Maria Saenz ................ 218 
Pedro Saenz ................ 190 
Delia Sa eta ................. 25 4 
Roy Sailors ..........•... ... 218 
David a1azar ...... .. ......•. 262 
Edida Salazar ........ , ..•..•. 219 
Mary Lou Salazar ..•... 219,50,52,74, 
198,227 
Pablo Salazar. . . .... ..•..... 254 
Ruben Salazar . . . . . . . . . . .... 230 
Tony Salazar. . . . . . . . . . .... 21Q 
Pa o a ana. 
Leticia Salgac!o 
Cris Salinas .. 
Dora Salmas . 




Humberto Sali a 4 
Joe Salmas ............ 254 
Maggie Salinas ............ 254 
Ricky Salinas. . ... 254, 109,231,239 
Sandra Salinas .........•.. 219 
Sylvia Salmas. : ........... 254 
Belen Sanchez ...•........ .SO 
Bridget Sanch ............ 191 
Jessie Sanchez .........•.. 219 
Jesus Sanchez .. .........•.. 254 
Joe Sanchez . . ............ 254 
Jose L. Sanch .. ......... 191,101 
Luisa Sanchez .. ...•........ 191 
Yolanda Sanch . ...... 1130, 17 6,198 
Ruben Sandov . ...... 220,154,155 
Sandra Sando . 70,230,86,199,2 
olanda Sand al ........... , 2 
die Santos. . ... 220,143,145,189 
eddie Santo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 263 
Thelma Santo ......... 220,1 00 
t ,,_~.__, · ..... 198 
Lydia auceda .. ........... , 192 
Nellie Sauced . . . ........ 255,62 
James Schliep r . . ........... 255 
Angel Serda . ... .... 86,87,154,155 
Luis Serna . . . , . ....•....... 192 
Melba Serna. . . . ............ 192 
Patricio Serna 5 
Sally Serna ..... 192,70,80 6 
114,136, 82 
Sandra Serna . ..• ......... 255 ,74 
Sylvia Serna . . •... 192,70,78,86,87 
Vickie Shawn. . . ........ 2 5,74 
Shelly Shere . . . . .. · · .... · . . 2 5 
William Shipp . . 192 
Rosie Sifuent ,86,126 
Georgina Sil 0,51,68 
Silvestre Silgu . . . . . . . . 86 
Daniel Silva . • . . . 263 
Lorena Silva . . . . . . . . . 25 
Mary Silva . . . ........ .. .255,7 
Norma Silva . . .... 2 5 
ene Silva . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 5 
Sixta Silva . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5 
Debbie Simin o . 220,59 ,6 , 70, 8,88 
Sharon Simin on ........ 7 1,106,180 
Fidencio Sin terry ........... 255 
Rogelio Sing! e ............ 255 
Willie Singlete ............. 25 5 
Mark Sivey . • . ............ 255 
Terry Sloan ................ 220 



















Terr ll S 
arv r .. . 
ulbame ... . 
ellez . . . . . . ........ 2? 
Teran . ............... 2 
Nor a Teran. 
Kare Testa .. ......... 59,88,1 6 
M. dwell .. .............. . 
Norma T1Jenna .............. 25 
Roy Tuenna . . ......... 257,62,8 
Virgm· Ti.Jcrina .• , • ......... 25 
Gloria Tobias. . . ............ 222 
San J uam Toh' s ............ 257 
Dora Torre .. ............. 222 
Elsa :r orres .. •............ 19 
Emilia Torres . . ........... 22 
Maria Torres ...•........... 25 
Steve Trammell ........... 259,91 
Anna TreV1no ................ 257 
Armando Trevino ......... 257,140 
Armando Trevino . . . . . . . . . . . 257 


















Vela ........ . 
ie la ................. 258 
I mael Vela ................. 258 
Jo y Vela ...•............. 258 
mda ela ................. 258 
cuncl Vela ................. 198 
dro Vela ................. 258 
nu ·I Velasquez ............ 258 
hb1 Ventura ..... 222,70, 78,86,87 
Lind., Vera ........ 222,62,68,88,99 
Ange Villa .............. 222,51 
eb rah Villa ....... 198,50,55,205 
ge Villa ........ 298.50,55,205 
a ie Villa ................ 222 
a Villagomez ............. 222 
·a Villagomez ............. 222 
Irene Villanueva .............. 258 
Luisa Villanueva .. . 












11lescas . . . •.. 





Danny ... 259 
Deonicia ..• 259 
Eva Watts . . 224 
Isabel Watts . . . . .. 25 
Ronald Weaver ~---- .224 
Jere Welch . . . . . . . . . ,50,52,161 
Wade Welch ................ 259 
Brent Welty .....•.......... 224 
Jerry Welty ................ 259 
Burt Wesley ................ 224 
Elaine West .............. 50,68 
S. Wheat .................. 55 
Lauren Whitacre . . . . . • .259 
Leslie Whitacre .... 
Karen Whitlock .. 
Tommy Whitlock . 
Brenda Wideman .. 
Tracy Wydle ..... . 
Ricca Wiggs . . . . . • 
Alma Willingham 
Howard Willhite .... . 
Phillis Wilks ........ . 
Ruth Wilson ......... . 
Janie Wisdom ........ . 
Shellie Wood ....... . 
-Y-
Gloria Yarrito ........ . 
Jose Yarrito ........ . 
Barbara Ybanez .. . 
Ester Ybanez .. . 
Jesus Ybanez ... . 
Rosa Ybanez .......•........ 224 
Noel Ysaguirre ............ 96.39 
-Z-
Zammanpa .......... 1 
Zammarripa ......... . 
mmaripa ...... 230,1 
manpa ...•... 
.. ' ...... ' .... . 
.............. 
iga ....•....... 
a ............. . 
ga ............ . 
niga ............• -~ 
a .••..... 230,51,52, 4 
umga ......... 259,10 
a .............. 50,42 
niga . . . . . . . . 263 




Below are the yearbook's Best Dressed Boy and Girl, Angel and Debbie. Be-
low right is Mayo Casares, the yearbook's Most Brawn Boy. Angel and Kirn 
are our Best Dancers, at far right. 
Above, are Miss Felan and Miss 
Jameson, the yearbook favorite 
teachers. Above left, are the year-
books Most Popular Boy and Girl, 
Debbie and Angel. 
The Bear Memories Staff tried 




this year. The staff nominated and 
voted for students they thought 
popular in their class. 
At far left, Eli and Minnie are the 
Most Gorgeous Boy and Girl. At 
left, Debbie is Best Personality. Be-
low are the happy Editors- glad to 
finish the yearbook. 
In center photos, Dorina is Most Bashful, Lalo is the Biggest Wolf and the 
Most Brain, Kay is Femme Fatale, and Donna is Most Fun Person. Above, 
Lalo and Kay are Bear Memories' Cutest Couple. 
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This page is dedicated to a well 
known former head custodian who 
worked at PSJ A for 20 years. 
Hardworking 
Marcos Espinoza 
left PSJA on September 1, 1973 
to retire due to physical dis-
abilities. Marcos was well known 
throughout the school during his 
days here. He was very dependable 
whenever things needed to be 
done. He is missed by many 
faculty members who knew and 
liked him. He is presently liv-
ing with his family of four in 
Alamo. 
Mr. Dean Skiles below, gives a speech in Marcos's honor 
Marcos, above, poses with his wife, 
Mrs. Keta Espinoza, at his home in 
Alamo, above, he tidies up around 
his home, left and right, Marcos en-
joys the party held for him aftCT he 
announced his retirement. 
A glimpse of the money tree can be 
seen at right (behind Marcos ). It 
was presented to him by faculty 
members. 
Another year has passed again the P.S.J.A. Yearbook staff has com-
pleted the annual, Bear Memories. We've had hard times this year mainly be-
cause of the Nationwide "Energy Crisis", but we hope this yearbook met 
with your approval. 
Thanks 
to the following for their assistance, if not for them the annual would never 
had been completed. First of all, special thanks to Mrs. Margie McCarthy, 
who helped us design the cover and introduction pages, Mr. Alvarado, for 
his concern on the yearbook and help, Senior of 73, Hector Cruz, for his 
superb photography on cover and introduction pages, Pablo Galvan for his 
as;istance on photography throughout the book, Co-editors of 7 3 for their 
valuable advice on preparing this book, Stinnetts Jewelry for the use of their 
wedding bands, Studer's, for the use of their studio, Bear's Tale staff, for 
assisting us in such things as selling yearbooks, helping identify pictures and 
distributing annuals, the Fisher's and Smith's for allowing us to use their 
homes to take pictures, to any teachers, students and businessmen for their 
contributions. We'd like to express special gratitude to Newsfoto Yearbooks 
for bearing with us and waiting on our deadlines. 
Top left. Bertha, falls asleep on the 
job. Middle pie. Roy and Mayo 
laugh at Pablo's joke, but Eddie 
and Mary Lou don't think its fun-
ny. Above right. Kim, Norma and 
Debbie work on student index. 
Pictured below is the Journalism 




Yes, we've only just be.gun, 
And as we _go on our 






And when lhe evenin.g comes 
We smile • • . Bo much of life ahead! 
We 'I/ find a place 
Where lhere's room lo .grow 
And yel, we've jusl be.gun! 
